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CHAPTER Ol\'E 

Introduction 

Background 

debate over the relationship between the Untied Nations and regional organizations 

; back to W.W.ll.lIn the late stages of the War, when the United States, United 

sdom and Soviet Union we debating the structure of a flltnre global organization, 

:ral proposals for a regional approach to intemational peace tInd security were made.2 

most notable was a proposal made by Sir Stafford Cripps, a senior policy advisor in 

British Foreign Office. In a memOrandl411 to Winston Churchill, Cripps fomll1lated a 

_ based around the creation of regional commissions for Asia, Europe and the 

3ricas.3 These regional commissions would in tum report to a world council made up 

heat Powers.4 A critical factor in the Cripps plan was the presence of at least one 

lt Power in each commission. Churchill was commiited above all else to keep the 

:ed Staies involved in Europe beyond the length of the War and US participation in 

:::Olillcil of Europe was essential. 5 

sevelt was, however, in favor of a universal organization .. and was opposed to the 

'ps plan, Claiming that the League of Nations was in effect a regional organization, 

,sevelt feared that the Senate would reject regionalism out offear that it would lead to 

ler conflict.6 In addition, Roosevelt believed that a regional commission for the 

ericas was not needed.1 Beyond this, the decline of the stability of the alliance 

veen the Great Powers led Roosevelt to conclude that a universal organization was the 

vid Quayat, Ihe United and Regional organization A New paradigm for peace? (Nov. 1999)pp 3-4 
:r for military and Strategic Studies, University ofCalagary available at www.cda
calsvmposialI999/guavat99.htlll-visited on 4 April 2008 
j 

j 

j 

j 

j 

j 
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only way to ensure global stability.8 Roosevelt, Stalin and Churchill eventually agreed to 
the more centralized SecUlity Council, recognizing that each of the Great Powers would 
have the ability to block actions by using their vet09 

'The result of the Dumbarton Oaks process was largely reflected in the final UN Charter. 10 

The Security Council, under Article 24 of the UN Charter, has the "responsibility for the 
maintenance of international peace and security." However, Chapter VIII of the Charter 
was created as compromise and gave a broad and some what ambiguous role to regional. 
organizations. I I Article 52 of the Charter prescribes that regional organizations may be 
called upon by the Securi ty Council to maintain peace and security" as appropriate for 
regional actions. "The Charter also places regional organizations at the disposal of the 
Security COlmcil for use in enforcement actions. However, any enforcement action made 
by regional organization is subject to the prior consent of the Sectuity Council the 
mandate of the Security Council except in instance of self-defense. 

Generally, as per articl.e 1 the Charter, one of the primary objective of the United Nations 
is maintenance of international peace and security. As is provided under article 24 of the 
charter, the Security Council is one of the six UN organs and it is the one which is 
empowered to accomplish the prime objectives of the UN. Article 24, paragraph one of 
the Charter provides as follows. 

"In order to ensure promote and effective action by the United 
Nations, its members confer 011 the Security Council primary 
responsibility fort the maintenance of intemational peace, and 
security, and agree, that is carrying out its duties under tbis 
responsibility the security council acts on their behalf'. 

In order to address their duties, the SecUlity Council is empowered to employ different 
mechanisms by the Charter. Among the means which are provided under chapter VIII 

, Ibid 
9 Ibid 
10 Ibid 
" Ibid 
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(dealing with regional arrangements) is tone of the specific powers granted to the 
Security Council for the discharge of their duties. In this cOlmection regional originations, 
apart from the UN as an international organization, have a great role in maintenance of 
international peace and security. Regional arrangements, in this sense, are grouping of 
states established by treaty on the basis of geographical convenience, provided. with 
common organs and aiming at cooperation and mutual assistance, in particular, in the 
political sphere.12 For instance, th.e Organization of American States established by a 
series of instruments, of which the most important is the Bogota Charter of April 
30,1948, and providing expressly that it is a regional agency within the United Nations 
that one of its purposes is to fulfill its regional obligations under the Charter ofthe Untied 
Nations. l

] 

Regional arrangements in history, the experience of the Cold War did little to clarity the 
role of regional organizations in the maintenance of international peace and security 
within the UN conte>lt, with the onset of the cold war, the United Nation security became 
paralyzed 14 with the exception of Korea and the Belgian Congo, the council authorized 
no enforcement missions. 15 Instead, the Security Council was l\mited to deploying small 
observers' missions and other lighted armed peacekeepers'. This paralysis sparked a 
remarkable increase in the number of regional organizations devoted to promoting peace 
and security including NATO, the Warsaw Pact, SEATO, and CENTO. 16 

Further more, as the Cold War ended, it was hoped that the relevant parts of the UN 
Charter concerning the role of regional organizations and arrangements of international 
peace and security, could be invoked effectively17ln an Agenda for Peace, issued on 31 
January 1992, the UN Secretary-General recommended a greater role for regional 

12 L.Oppenheim, 111lel11ationallow a treatise edited by H. louterpacht (1952) 7"' ed. p 117, by Longmans Canada LTD. 
Il Ibid 
14 See Quayat Supra note I at 3-4 
I' lbid 
16 Ibid 
17 United Nation department of peace keening operations, suggested principles and mechanisms (March 1999), p.6 avai lable at http ://.www.global policy.org/security/peacekeeping/regionl0399+0-lcooperation visited on April 13 2008 
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organizations in peace related activities. 18 In recent years, some regional, sub-regional 

organizations and arrangements have taken major steps towards intemational peace and 

security. 

Since United Nations Security Council began to champion Chapter VIII of the Untied 

Nations Charter, some ten year ago, African countries acting through numerous regional 

and s ub-regional organizations have shown themselves willing to take the lead in peace 

operation on their continent. 19 The OA U and its successor, the AU, are together 

responsible for more than half of all the missions that Africa regional organizations have 

sponsored2o The OAU particularly in east Africa, undeliook tlu'ee in Rwanda (1990-

1993), one in Burundi (1993-1996), and one in Eritrea and Ethiopia (2000 to data). 

Besides extending the mandate of the OAU initiated mission in Eritrea and Ethiopia, the 

AU has authorized two new operations since it replaced the OAU in 2002: in Burundi 

(2003-04) and in the Sudan (2004 to data)?S In addition as far as IGAD as a sub-regional 

organization currently fielding a peace operation known as the Verification of Monitoring 

Team (VMT) in the Sudan 26 

Moreover, the New Pmtnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD) is another avenue 

for UN-AU collaboration on building of AU peace building capacity. Though NEPAD,s 

peace mld secur~ty initiatives, African leader have pledged to support the growth of good 

governmlce, transparency and peace as necessary foundation of sustainable 

developments21 

In general, the UN Charter refers to potential relationships with regional orgmuzations in 

Chapter VIII, which encourages" pacific settlement of local disputes through such 

regional arrangements or by such regional agencies either on the initi ative of the states 

" Ibid 
19 Eric Berman, African Regional organizations peace keeping experience and capabilities p. 27 available at 
http:// www.trainingforpeace.Org/pubs/accord/ctrends2004/CT2-2004% vested on April 13, 2008 
20 Ibid 

" Ibid p.28 
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concerned or by reference from the Security Council 22However, debate over how the 
United Nations could better work with regional groups and sub-regional organizations 
have lead to explore much. V 
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1.2 Statement a/the problem 

CUlTently in the African continent, the AU and other sub-regional organizations are 
playing significant role in maintenance of international peace and security. Particularly in 
East Africa, the l JN-AU-IGAD have participated in a number of peace settlement 
process. Here, as such despite the lack of clear reference on the modes of 
cooperation/coordination under Chapter VlII of the UN Charter, the UN and AU have 
tried to cooperate in peace operation missions. In tllis connection, it imponant to pin 
point and nlJiher explore the challenges of the most prominent types of cooperation, that 
have seen in practice between the UN and AU. In this relation, as in the 50th anniversary 
of the Untied Nations, the former Secretary General Dr. Boutnis Gail in tile Supplement 
to an Agenda for Peace, issued on January 3 1995, the enumerated areas of cooperation 
between the UN and regional organizations are: Operational Support, Co-deployment 
and Joint operations. 23 

In thi s connection the UN-AU mission in East African conflict may be taken as one good 
example to show the implementation and challenges on the types of cooperation of 
among international, regional and sub-regional organizations in the peace and security 
sectors. For instance, the OAU/AU has actively been engaged in an eff0l1 to resolve the 
conflict in Burundi since 1993.24 Without the authorization of the UN, the AU regional 
leaders and the Burundian parties agreed to the deployment of the Africa Mission in 
Burundi (AMIB) to operate under the auspIces of the Africa Union.25 AMIB was 
deployed based on the understancling that the UN would take over peacekeeping 

22 Ibid P I 
2l An Agenda for Peace See also Quayat Supra note at I 
24 Krisrina Powell (2005 ), The Afri ca Uni on's Emerging peace and securiry regime: opportunities and challenges for delivering on the responsibi lity to protect, the north south institute. PP 15 
25 Ibid 

" 
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responsibility in Burundi after twelve months26 AMIB was specifically mandated, 

including others, coordinate mission activities with the UN presence in Burundi27 Later 

in may 2004, the UN Securi ty Counci l passed resolution 1545 authorizing the 

dep loyment of the UN peacekeeping operation in Burundi, one month later, after 14 

months on the ground, AMIB as officially take over into the United Nations Operation in 

Burundi (French acronym ONUB)28 Here in such 14 months stay the coordination bin 

the AU and UN move from a regionally - led to a UN operated alongside in the Burundi 

which create the division of labor bin the UN and AU. According to the former Secretary 

General Dr. Boutros Gail classification, the modes of cooperation bin the UN (ONUB) 

and AU (AMIB) were equivalent with operational support and co deployment (transition 

or sequential) . In this connection, though it argued that the actions of the modalities were 

effective, they were subject to several problems. Accordingly, this thesis will explore 

such challenges in line with the gaps in legal provisions and the existing modes of 

cooperation. 

Moreover, AU involvement in Somalia and Darfur conflicts evolved into a challenging 

and dominant test case for the UN-AU partnership, highlighting both the need for inter

organizational collaboration and underscoring the relationship 's shortcomings. 29 Most 
, .' 

importantly, the UN-AU relationship is also reviewed in the context of cun'ent mission 

(AMIS), particularly their joint effo11s to find a solution to the crisi s in Darfur30 In 2004, 
,.; 

the Africa Union Mission in Sudan (AMIS) deployed in Darfur31 WhiJe in August 2006, 

the Security Council approved resolution 1706, calling for a timetable for "rehatting" 

AMIS forces and authori zing the ex.pansion into Darfur of the United Nations Mission in 

Sudan UNMIS in the south PaJ1 of Sudan. 32 Finally, after gaining Khartoum' s agreement, 

" Ibid P 26 
27 Ibid 
28 Ibid P 27 
29 See Berman, Supra note 19 at 6 
JO lbid pl 
Jl lbidp 7 
" Ibid P 8 
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the Security Council approved resolution 1769 on 31 July 2007, authorizing the 

deployment ofUNAMID to replace the beleaguered AMlS.33 

However, the formations of partnerships between the organizations are as such with 

different problems. The first problem is in relation to the whole team of Chapter VIII of 

the UN Charter. Unlike recognitions of some explicit terms of partnership under Chapter 

VIII , the issues here are raised in relation to the types or modes of cooperation with their 

manners, terms of refe rence and the scope of area of respective duties. Here, the problem 

is so crucial because as one read the components of the Chapter VIII, it is usual to find 

the term anangement rather than the temls, concepts and elements of 

cooperation/coordination. Generally, as a result of the existence of blurred affimlation of 
.' 

reference of cooperation between the UN and regional organizations, Chapter VIII of the 

UN Charter is one set of the area of this research. 

Furthermore, assessing the problems of the existing modes of cooperation is the main 

team of this research. In this connection, as far as the three types of cooperation is 

concerned, (Operational Supporl, Co-deployment and Joint operations), several issues 

are confronted. In the first place, what is imp0l1ant here is that, regardless of the role 

played by the regional organization, the UN under all the three of the typologies listed 

plays a role in the deployment of forces Boutros-Ghali's definition of possible 

cooperation is vague. 34 Some commentator grouped them under the basket of the tenn 

"hybrid" operation and others put in different manner. BeSides the vagueness the 

typologies have, what duties require in practice are blurred. For instance, his definition. 

fail to detemline, for instance, who will be responsible for absorbing the costs of mission 

or which organization will act as the fulcrwll in. which type of operation are some of it. 3S 

Moreover, given the still existing mutual efforts of the Untied Nations and the Africa 

Union to conduct peace operation in East Africa, an institutional collaboration or 

J3 Ibid P 
34 See Quayar Supra note I at 6 

" Ibid 
7 
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cooperation (in fact chapter VIII does not state cooperation) bIn the organizations would 

appear natural but how do they and should they work together to address peace aJ1d 

security on the continent, are vital issues. For in stance, in Darfur mission deployment of 

joint force will lead the complexity of control and structure? In other words, it is not clear 

how these types of coordination might work in practice or it is not clear how AU and the 

UN might cooperate in Darfur given that the two orgru1izations have chruted out very 

distinct course of action. Hence, in the absence of clear cut framework for cooperation 

aJ1d coordination bIn the UN and regional or sub regional organizations or a coalition of 

state would be lead to difficulties for the coordination to be effective. Similarly, 

coordination bIn such regional organizations without legal authority would result 

unattainable objectives. 

Generally, cooperation but not expressly provided, bIn the UN and regional organizations 

is premised in Chapter VIII of the UN chruter, which addresses regional arrangements for 

intemational peace and security. However, while the current .modes of cooperation's, 

(Operational Support, Co-deployment and Joint operations), have significant role in 

maintaining and restoring peace and secUl1ty, the way out to cooperate is not to emanate 

from formal or legal framework. The area of sharing responsibility, the organs that 

empowered determination of tem1S of cooperation's, and whether or not CUlTent 

experience on cooperation is consistent with the UN fundrunental principal, ( this is to 

mean that currently AU's activities in the area of peace security are subject of several 

issues. In this cOlmection, AU acknowledges the right of intervention into the member 

states of the African continent out of the Chapter VIII and other provisions of the UN 

Chruter.), are mainly the issue that need to be addressed . 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

The objective of the research is to examine the modes of cooperation bIn UN-AU-IGAD 

in peace operation for maintenance of peace ru1d security in East Africa. For this purpose 

the research aims to analyze the existing institutional and legal basis of mode of 

8 
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cooperation among such multilateral organizations by examining the relevant sections of 

respective charters of the organizations. 

Moreover, above of all, the research paper is aimed to expose the legal lacuna and the 

major challenges facing the exiting mode of cooperation bin the multilateral 

organizations in peace operation for peace and security in east Africa. 

Further more, by exploring operational experience of such organizations, solution for the 

existing gaps and challenges encountered in the area of mode of cooperation in the 
.' 

maintenance of peace in east Africa will be explored and analyzed 

1.4 Scope of the Study 

The research focus in examining the intuitional and legal framework which are essential 

to build up fOlTI1al mode of cooperation between UN-AU-IGAD in peace mission for 

maintenance of peace and security in ease Africa. 

It is not in the interest of this research to go out to explore the whole structure of each 

organization but rather to the peace and security part only. Moreover, the scope of this 

research confines in explOling the legal lacuna under Chapter VIII of the UN Charter and 

challenges on the existing proposed modalities of cooperation. 

1.5 justification 

This research is found relevant and timely because of its importance in addressing one 

major challenge concerning the enforcement of international law in Africa. As is known, 

their have been frequent and widely spread conflict in the African continent especially 

since the end of Cold War. Both the UN and OAU/AU repeatedly declare their 

preparedness to cooperate in order to prevent conflict and maintain peace and security. 

Indeed both organizations have been actively engaged in different palis of Africa that 

have been to be conflict scenario over the last few years. Among others the relevant crisis 

in Darfur, of the Sudan, is typical examples where the two orgjll1izations aspire to work 

9 
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together by way of restoring peace and order and conflict ridden countries of the 

continent. 

Meanwhile the modes of cooperation between the two multilateral organizations have 

never been very clear for a long time. The UN Charter refers to regional organizations as 

a whole, without due regard to the specific challenges obtaining in some parts of the 

world. For examples, given its inexperience in international peace engagement and 

operations, both the OAU/AU has evidently encountered extraordinary difficulties in 

coordinating its activities with the UN mission (a proposal of the former Secretary 

General Dr. Boutros Gail). Even when the OAU/AU-UN happens to engaged itself in a 

joint peace mission, it dose so just following the traditional mode of cooperation without 

being sure whether that approach is in line with internationalla~. 

Thus, this research aims to address these long standing problems at a time when UN/AU 

cooperation has become extremely necessary. I have taken the East Africa sub-region due 

10 the fact that it has been affected by internationally recognized conflict cases that 

demanded UN intervention in a number of times. As compare to other parts of Africa, 

East Africa has' been a focus of international attention for the last two decades. As such 

the facts on the grounds are so ripe and readily available that my endeavor to explore the 

best ways of enforcing international law will be practically feasible. This to say, that this 

research proposal is relevant, timely and practicably feas ible. 

1.6 Significance afthe study 

The out come oftbe research will help 

• Students to have a rudimentary knowledge on the conceptual framework for 

maintenance of peace and security through multilateral organizations. 

• Researchers as a spring board for further studies by giving them infonnation as 

the current or the existing cooperation of multilateral organizations for the 

purpose of maintenance of peace and security in East Africa. 

10 
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• Above all , to provide a practical perspective and helpful recommendation for 

policymakers to explore and render legal framework or formal mode of 

cooperation within and between multilateral organizations in carrying out peace 

operation's for the pmpose of maintenances of peace and secmity in east Africa. 

1.7 Methadology 

This research paper draws extensive relevant literatures, laws, regulatory instruments 

from academic, AfHca Union, Untied Nations and other sub-regional organizations. The 

authors, of course, v·lill conducts interview, where necessary sen.ior AU and sub regional 

organizations and representatives of international organizations. 

1.8 Organization of the paper 

This research paper contains four chapters. The fi rst chapter deals with the general 

introduction that, it informs to the reader the organization of the study and gives highlight 

of, statement of the problems, objectives, scope and methodology of the research. The 

Second chapter lof the research will be devoted to discuss, in particular, the nature, 

organizational r Ctural and the scope of the multilateral organizations concerned 

mandates in peace and security. The third chapter dwells on addressing some important 
, 

aspects of conflIcts threatening and endangering international peace and security, thereby 

demanding legitimate intervention with the scope of responsibi lity of tile UN and AU, in 

East Africa. The fourth chapter discusses about the major challenges on the legal lacuna 

of Chapter VIII of the UN Charter and the existed mode of cooperation's between such 

multilateral organizations concerning peace and secmity in East Africa. Finally after 

detail discussion on challenges, the paper makes conclusion on the points that have been 

discussed in the body of the paper and gives solution to the ~hallenges enumerated as 

parts of the findings. Foot note citation is used for detail information and bibliography is 

maintained at the end of the paper. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. UN, AU and IGAD Institutional Framework for Peace Operation in 
Eastern Africa 

The UN as a global organization is the only organ with a pnme function on the 

maintenance of peace and security through out the world. Siinilarly, the UN Charter 

recognized the role of regional and sub-regional organizations in the maintenance of 

peace and security in its Charter under Chapter VITI by affinning; "the existence of 

regional arrangements or agencies for dealing with matter relating to the maintenance of 

peace and security as are appropriated for regional action. 

Besides the affilmation of the role of global and regional organizations for maintenance 

of peace and security, the UN Charter set out the powers and functions those 

organizations for their respective role to be played in the world and in their respective 

particular region: The AU (Africa Union) and lGAD (Inter governmental Development 

Authority), in ~ddition to their power and role given by, the UN Charter, their 

constitutional documents provide the framework for the purpose of maintenance of peace 

and security to the Easter Africa. The UN Charter for all global, regional and sub

regional organizations and those particular constitutional docmnents to some regional 

and sub-regional organizations serve as a guide for the mechanisms of how to 

conducting peace operations. 

Accordingly, in order to explore the problems and challenges of the existing cooperation 

among those global, regional and sub-regional organizations in the maintenance of peace 

and security in East Africa, it has paramount importance to set out their respective 

structural framework. Hence, under this chapter, the researcher will try to pin point the 
" 
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structural framework of UN, AU-IGAD for the purpose of conducting peace operation in 

East Africa. 

2.1 Institutional Framework ofa Global Organization: The UN 

Basically, various organs of the UN have played a great role for the maintenance of peace 

and security. Nevertheless, since the purpose of this paper is to explore their mode of 

cooperation in the activities of peace operation in East Africa, the analysis of institutional 

fran1ework mainly focuses on the organs which have main role in the conducting of peace 

operation. Generally, the scheme of the maintenance of international peace and security 

under Charter is characterize by the role assigned to the Security COl.m,~miim"rl'fe-€~_4-_ _ .... 

Assembly, respectively36 .... . , ...... 
.... A. nive,.i ... 

2.1 .1 The Security Council: Nature and scope 
Ct. !tClfi .l:r6 JtdQlJ ~ .f. 

"Ib."o· ,···-~_ 

~-----

An examination of several provisions of the UN Charter in their context is in position to 

demonstrate that dangers and threats to international security may be of various degree 

and kind, requiring equally responses of various degrees and kind. The Charter, having 

taken this assum'ption as a starting-point, provides for distribution of respective powers 

and competences among its principal organs. The principal point in this regard is that 
~ 

United Nations Security Council is vested with the primary responsibility for the 

maintenance of international peace and security. Article 240fthe Chalier, containing this 

rule, clearly emphasizes that the reason and basis of such an allocation of responsibilities 

is the need "to ensure prompt and effective action by the United Nations". The relevance 

of such reasoning is more than obvious; prompt and effective action may not be 

guaranteed when deliberations are lengthy because of the large number 'of States 

involved. The limited membership of the Security Council, however, makes this body the 

most suitable one for fu lfi lling this task. Generally the prime functions of the Security 

Counci l have been done on the basis of the following legal grounds. 

J6 Pemmaraju Sreenivasa Rao(1995), "The United Nations and Internationa l Peace and Security-an Indian 
Perspective". In: Christina Tomuschat (ed. )The United Nations at the age of fifty A legal perspective 
Kluwer Law International, The Hague, The Netherlands. p l44 
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2.1.1.1 Legal Competences of Security Council 

The primary responsibility of the Security Council for maintenance of peace and security 

obviously has an impact on essence and limits of its competence. The competence of the 

Security Council on the basis of the Charter shall examine in re,lation with the functional 

nature, the domestic jurisdiction and the nature of the act to be adopted. The Council may 

und.er the Charter deal with disputes and situations; not with each and everyone, but 

exclusively with . those threatening international peace and security, Chapter VI of the 

UN Charter empowers th.e Council to deal with disputes and situations which are likely to 

endanger international peace. Chapter VII empowers the Council to deal with actual 

threats to the peace. The competencies set out in both Chapters make in their unity clear 

that the Council's role in international legal system is strictly functional. On the other 

hand, in cases where the Council is seized of the matter, there should be a presumption 

that the dispute or situation in question is threatening international peace. The other 

competence of the Security Council relates to the nature of acts it is empowered to adopt . 
The Council has mainly recommendatory and enforcement powers. Recommendations by 

the Council may be adopted in context of preventing a given situation from endangering 

international peace and security - articles 36, 37 and 38 of the Charter - or in context of 

restoration of international peace - article 39 of the Charter. Under Chapter VII the 

Council may adopt military and non-military enforcement measures in accordance with 

Articles 41 and 42.Having the relevance to the whole team of this paper, theSe 

competences (particularly the power of determination of the situation) will be explored in 

detail in the following chapter. 

With regard to the domestic jurisdiction of the competences of the Council, Article 2(7) 

of the Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matter which are 

essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the members to 

submit such matter to settlement under the present Charter; but this principle shall not 

prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII. However, Article 

2(7) has given rise to more controversy than any other provision in the Charter, but in 
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practice its interpretation is still as uncertain as ever.37 It has been argued that the 

limitation was intended to exclude all the Security Council review, whether discussion or 

resolution, either under Chapter VI or by its recommendatory powers wlder Chapter VII 

when the situation it is faced with essentially internal. 38Nevertheless, different arguments 

are forwarded against this line of assumption. In the first place, the practice, the Security 

Council has developed its own interpretation as to what constitutes intervention and 

domestic jurisdiction39 Of course a finding Wlder Article 39 accompanied by the 

application of enforcement measures Wlder Article 42 is exempt by the terms of Article 

2(7) itself. The Council has taken the next logical step by adopting the practice that any 

finding Wlder Article 39, whether or not combined with enforcement measures, IS 

sufficient to internationalize the situation and to escape the grasp of Alticle 2(7).40 

The last competences of the Council apart from those two principal groups of powers of 

the Counci l, there is also third one. That is the group of powers "to call upon". As far as 

article 2S of the UN Charter makes acts of the COWlcil binding on. States Wlless the acts 

themselves are designed as recommendations, States shall be considered bound by what 

the Council has called upon them. The Charter envisages (""0 kinds of such powers. 

Under article 33, the Council may call upon States to settle dispute through pacific 

means. Under article 40, the COWlcil may order States to 90mply with provisional 

measures in order to prevent aggravation of a situation. 

2.1.1.2 Power of the Security Council 

A. Recommendation 

After having made determination of the situation as per competences provided in the 

Charter, the COWlcil may resort to the option of making recommendation with a view to 

restore or maintain peace and security. Unlike certain provisions of the Chapter VI of the 

37 Akehurst (1997), Modem Introduction To International Law (7th Ed.) Routledge,London and New York pp 360 

"N.D. WHITE (l993), Keeping tbe Peace; The United Nation and international peace and security 
Manchester university press, UK pSg ,. 
39 Ibid 
40 Ibid 
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Charter dealing with recommendatory powers of the Council, article 39 does not impose 

any subject-matter limitation on the Council 's recommendato~y powers under Chapter 

VII. It is thus clear that under articles 33, 36 and 37, the Council's recommendations 

should have certain functional limitations and shall consist of recommending means of 

settlement of disputes by peaceful means, procedures of adjustment situations or of terms 

of settlements, respectively. Moreover, there is certain sequence in making 

recommendations, by which the Council is bound under Chapter VI. For instance, 

recommendations under article 37 may be made only after option under article 33 has 

been unsuccessfully used. Recommendations under article 39, however, are free of all 

limitations concerning means of adjustment or terms of settlement possibly covered by 

them. But there are arguments to which Council having mandatory power rather than 

recommendation. In other words Article 36 and 37 are firmly premised on the Security 

Council simply having the ability to recommend tenns of settlement. As it stated in the 

first part of tlus paper, there has been little suggestion that the Council has the power to 

impose a mandatory settlement by combinations of Article 25 and Chapter VI. 
f 

B. Provisional Measures 

According to article 40 of the Charter, the Security Council, while dealing with a 

situation under ~ Chapter VII, may indicate provisional measures in order to avoid 

aggravation of a situati.on. Article 40 requires that such provisional measures should be 

without prejUdice to the rights, claims and positions of parties concemed. No further 

limitations or qualifications of the Council's power may be inferred from the text of the 

Charter. The Council may therefore decide to indicate provisional in sense of demanding 

from parties to follow a certain course of action or it may itself take an action as a 

provisional measure. 

However, as per the words of 'call up ', used in Article 40, cause some problem of 

interpretation 4
! The word 'call upon' is often used in United Nations resolution as a 

" See Akehurst's Super note 37 at 388 
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synonym for ' recommend', but member states to agree that the words, when Article 40 is 

read, mean 'order', this interpretation is reinforced when Article 40 is read in conjunction 

with Article 25.42 For instance, on 15 July 1948 the Security Council passed a cease-fire 

resolution calling upon the Arabs and Israelis to stop fighting, and the resolution was 

clearly understood to be mandatory- that is, it was an order which created a legal 

obligation to obey43 Moreover, by placing this provision in Chapter VII which deals 

manly with mandatory measures, there has been a tendency to view recommendation of 

provisional measures ( usually for a cease-fire and withdrawal) as coming within Chapter 

VI, usually Article 36, with Article 40 measures being exclusively mandatory following a 

finding under Article 39 or by the invocation of Article 25.44 

C. Military and Non Military Measures: Article 41 and 42 

Some conceptual observations shall be made about the power of the Security Council to 

adoption-military coercive measures for maintenance and restoration of peace and 

security under Chapter VII. Article 41 UN Chatter empowers the UN Security Council to 

"decide what measures not involving armed force are to be employed to give effect to its 

decisions ... These may include complete or partial interruption of economic relations 

and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and other means of communication and 

severance of diplomatic relations". 

Here again whether the power is mandatory or not is also anther issues for the Council. 

The powers contained in Article 41 were intended to allow for the imposition of 

mandatory enforcement measures following a finding of a threat to or breach of the peace 

under Article 39. However, on many occasions, the Council has been unwilling to take 

mandatory action with the consequence that is has settled for a c.a1 for voluntary measures 

or sanctions. Such action can be viewed as a reinterpretation of Article 41 to allow for 

42 Ibid 

" Ibid 
44 See White Super note 38 at 90 
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recommendation or as merely recommendation under Chapter VI, or a recommendation 

of enforcement action under Article 39. 

Article 42 of the UN Charter empowers the Security Council in case the non-military 

measures are inadequate or would be inadequate, to take mi litary actions for maintenance 

or restoration of international peace and security. According to original Charter scheme, 

the Security Council should have been provided with military wlits for taking military 

enforcement actions on the basis of agreements concluded on th.e basis of article 43 of the 

Charter. Such agreements have. never been concluded. That m~ans members states have 

never made any of the special agreement in Article 43 and the Military Staff Committee 

established under Article 47 has remained a dead body which only holds regular ritual 

meetings.45 As Akehurst's stated, the absence special agreements with the Security 

Council in the sense of Art.43 does not preclude member states from placing troops ad 

hoc at the disposal of the Council. Hence from this all statements one may conclude that 

the altemative to article 43 agreements in the field of enforcement measures is the 

authorization by the Council of members of the United Nations. The Security Council 

may therefore authorize member States or their groups, in case of finding the threat to or 

breach of peal;t; under article 39, to undertake military action with a view to maintaining 

or restoring peace and security in given situation. Nevertheless, as far as the use of force 
.' 

is authorized by J he Security Council, it is the collective use of force on behalf of the 

United Nations. According to Akehurst's the Security Council has the power to authorize 

a state to use force but here the question may arise what the legal backgrotmd may be for 

authorization of member States to carry out an UN-mandated operation. Moreover, there 

are other arguments to relate Article 42 military measures with the concept of collective 

security. They suggested " if the world at last is to implement the peaceful order 

promised by the UN Charter, the concept of collective security must be made real and 

also legitimate - by legitimate is mean that it must be evident that decisions to deploy UN 

forces are taken in a marmer widely perceived to be in accordance with the processes of 

" See Akehurst's super note 37 at 389 
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the intemational system.46 Article 42 of the Charter provides the legitimate basis for such 

a pelmanent, integrated, volunteer force-----and they further iOIdded, it is the Security 

Cowlcil, applying Article 39, has occurred that warrants deployment of collective 

security forces.47 

2.1.2 The General Assembly: power and function 

2.1.2.1 The legal competence of the General Assembly 

Although the pnmary responsibility with regards to the maintenance of intemational 

peace and security lies with the Security COlIDCil, this should not be taken as meaning 

that the General Assembly is denied the role altogether. The scheme of the maintenance 

of intemational peace and security under the Charter is characterized by the roles 

assigned to the Security Council and the General Assembiy.48 In this connection, 

proponents of a wide view of the competence of the General Assembly would point out 

to Articles 10 and 14 of the Charter.49 According to Article 10: 

The General Assembly may discuss any questions 01' any matters 

with the scope of the presem Charter or relating to the powers of 

functions of any organs provide for in the present Charter, and 

except as provided in Article, may make recommendations to the 

members of the United Nations or the Security Council or to both on 

any such questions or matters. 

Article 10 establishes a general competence for the Assembly to discuss any matter 

within the jurisdiction of the United Nations as determined by the Charter. Its power to 

make recommendation on any such matter must also cover the same area as the more 

46 Thomas M. Franck ( 1995), the Un ited Nations as Guarantor oflntemational Peace and Security: Past, 
Present and Future. In : Chri stina Tomuschat (ed. )The United Nations at tile age offifry A legal 
perspective, Kluwer Law International, The Hague, The Netherlands. p35 
47 Ibid 
" Ibid p. 143- 144 
49 See White super note 38 at 127 
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concert recommendatory powers of the Security Council under Chapter VI and VII as 

regards the maintenance of international peace and security50 Hence Article 10 is subject 

to Article 12 which attempts to delineate between the functions of the Assembly and 

those of the Security CounciL51 

As far as the competence of the General Assembly there are different suggestions with 

regards to the wider power given to the Assembly. For instance, as some argued Article 

14 with its jurisdictional threshold of a situation deemed 'likely to impair the general 

welfare or friendly relations among nations' appears to give the assembly access to a 

much wider range of situation in the field of international peace . and security than the 

Security Council which technically requires a danger to international peace and security, 

a threat to or breach of the peace or act of aggression to act under Chapter VI and VII. 

52The test under Article 14 covers the whole spectrum of situations which might impair 

peace, whereas the provisions contained in Articles 34 and 39 deal v.~th the more 

important, global and potentially explosive situations53 The Assembly can, under 

Articles 10 and 14, discuss situations contained in Arti.cles 34 and 39, but to prevent any 

clash between the work of the Security Council, which is primarily concerned with such 

situations, and the General Assembly, Article 14, as well as Article 10, is subject to the 

limitation contained Article.54 If this could be the case as to the scope of the power of the 

General Assembly, unlike the Security Council that is endowed with mde range of 

powers which vary from recommendatory to enforcement; as per Article 10 of the 

Charter the General Assembly is endowed to the making of recommendation subject to 

Article 12 Of the Charter. Some conclude that regardless of the ineffectiveness of the 

scheme can only partly be ascribed to the lack of consensus among the permanent 

members to the practical difficulties in promoting such consensus on the basis of the 

General Assembly reconimendatory powers, the Assembly's practice in the field of the 

50 Ibid 
51 Ibid 
"Ibid p. 128 
53 Ibid 
14 Ibid 
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maintenance of international peace and security, and in other matters, lead to several 

conclusion: 

1. Under At1icle 10 the General Assembly has the power and au thority to 

make necessru'y recommendations which are applicable to specific 

situations regard less of their origin if they ru'e to impair the general welfare 

and the fi'iendly relation among nation. The situations in question include 

those resulting from a violation of the provisions of the UN Charter55 

2. The limitations contained in Articles 11 and 12 do not prevent the 

Assembly from considering any matter, and form making necessary 

recommendation thereon, if the Security Council is unable to act in a given 

situation due to a veto.56 

Lastly, United Nations General Assembly is. often considered to be in position to 

undertake the responsibi lity for maintenance of intemational peace ruld security. While 

this is true, the Charter is clear in drawing frontiers of competence of the General. 

Assembly. Its powers are mainly recommendatory (Articles 10, 11 13 and 14), alihough it 

is also not prevented from adoption of operative decisions.57 Nevertheless, the General 

Assembly does not possess the power to undertake enforcement actions against States. 

However, in early years of work of the United Nations, the General Assembly has made 

an attempt to use its reconunendatory powers for initiating eilforcement actions. This 

attempt is known as a resolution "Uniting for Peace,,58 adopted in 1950. The principal 

argument in motivation in favor of Uniting for Peace resolution is that 'al1icle 24 of the 

Chru·ter gave the Security Council primary responsibility for the maintenance of 

international peace and security, and it was argued that this did not preclude the General 

Assembly from exercising a secondary or residual responsibility_ an argument which 

was approved by the International Court of Justice in the Expense case 59 In Uniting for 

Peace the General Assembly noted the responsibilities of the Securi ty Counci l with 

55 See Rao super note 36 at 155 
" Ib id 
"Namibia, Advisory Opinion, ICJ Reports, 197 1 . 
" General Assembly 377 (V) Uniting for Peace. 302,d Plenary meeting 3 November 1950 
" International Court of Justice in the Expense Case see Akehurs!'s super note 37 at 392 
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regard to international peace and secw-ity. It also noted in the event that the Security 

Council failed to discharge those responsibilities, the General Assembly maintained its 

rights and responsibilities with regard to international peace and security. The General 

Assembly then resolved that, in the event of a threat to peace, breach of the peace or act 

of aggression that it would consider the matter and make recommendations to Member 

States, including recommendations for the use of armed force. 

However, the legality of adopting Uniting for Peace to which that was authorize the 

General Assembly to make recommendation for taking enforcement actions became 

questionable. This mainly because of Article 11(2) of the Charter which has stated: 

'any . . . ....... question on which action is necessary shall be referred to the Security 

Council by the general Assembly, hence if the General Assembly wish to take 

enforcement action, it necessary to refer back to the Secw-ity Council. Nevertheless, 

argunlents were forwarded on supporting the legality of such competences of the General 

Assembly by citing Advisory Opinion of International court of justice. In this connection, 

they continued to argued as the World Court in the Expense case stated that 'action' in 

Article II (2) refers to coercive action but it failed to state whether this exclude the 

Assembly from recommending coercive measures60 At some points the Court suggested 

that 'action' is restricted to mandatory, coercive action 'ordered' by the Security Council. 

In other words the Assembly may not be balTed from recommending enforcement action 

as part of its significant responsibility for the maintenance of peace as recognized by the 

Court61 If one accepts this line of argLUnent, and it is by no means settled, then the 
.. 

Assembly can recommend that members take economic and military measw-es when 

there is breach of tlle peace or act of aggression.62 Generally, from the legal point of view 

the Charter of the United Nations is the sow-ce of its jurisdiction. Admittedly, as far as the 

provisions conferring powers on the General Assembly are concerned, Article 12, 2(7) 

and 11(2) represent relatively defined limitations on its competence and it can be 

suggested that any violations of these provisions are totally unconstitutional. 

60 See White super note 37 at 153 
61 Ibid 
62 Ibid 
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2.2 Institutional Framework of AU-IGAD 

Although AI1icle 24 in Chapter V of the Charter clearly vests the primary responsibility 

for maintenance of intemational peace and secw'ity with the Security Cowlcil, the Charter 

provides a role for regional organizations and arrangements in the maintenance of peace 

and security in their respective regions. In other words, unlike global organization (the 

UN), regional and sub-regional organizations have paramount contribution in the 

maintenance of international peace and security individually, jointly or deployment of 

forces wi th the UN in the form of peace operation into that pat1icular regions. Here in 

fact, though Article 52 of the UN Charter provides that 'nothing contained in the Charter 

precludes the existence of regional arrangements or agencies for dealing with such 

matters relating to intemational peace and security-----', as per with the same Article 

lU1der sub (2) atld (3) regional organizations are endowed to franle any means of 

mechanisms for peace full settlement of disputes before resort is had to the Security 

Council. For instance, resort to regional or sub-regional peacekeeping operations for 

maintenance of peace and security in the region do not need the authorization of the 

Security COWlcil except enforcement action. 

Among the regional and sub-regional organ izations, the Africa Union (AU) and IGAD 

are at the forefront of leading peace operation in Easter Africa through different 

mechanisms in collaboration with the UN. Hence, in order to analyze the mode 

cooperation among those organizations in the area of maintenance of peace and security 

in that particular region, this sub section looks at AU and IGAD institutional structure for 

peace and security for conducting peace operation in Eastern Africa. 
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2.2.1 Institutional Framework a/the AU 

2.2.1.1 Background 

In July 2002, in Durban South Africa, leaders and representatives from African nations 

launched the Africa Union (AU), a continental organization to replace the Organization 

of Africa Unity (OAU). As one compared to its predecessor, it may easily conclude that 

the current AU is well structured and better designed to respond conflict on the 

continents. There were a nUJ11ber of reasons why the OAU was ineffective in peace and 

security across the continents', particularly a matter with internal conflicts. One of the 

main reasons was, the OAU, like the UN itself, has been bedeviled by the requirements in 

its Charter that the organization must refrain from interfering in the internal affairs of 

member states63In other words, according to its Charter, the OAU, which emphasized the 

principles of national sovereignty and non-interference, lacked both the legal and 

capacity to interfere in matters related to peace and security. 

Yet, the AU's approach to peace and security diverges significantly from the OAU's 

peace and security mechanisms. For instance, AIiicle 4(h64
) of the Constitutive Act 

declares that the Union has "the right to intervene in a Member State pursuant to the 

decision of the Assembly in respect of grave circumstance: namely war crimes, genocide 

and crim.es against humanity."Moreover, as an anJendment to Article 4 (h) that extends 

the right to intervene to situation that pose " a serious threat to legitimate order to restore 

peace and stabil ity in the Member State of the Union upon the reconmlcndation of the 

peace and security Council 65 Here, in contrast to OAU, the AU does not require the 

consent of a state to intervene in the internal affairs in a situation where populations are at 

risk. 

" Yassin EI-Ayouty (1994)The organization of Africa Unity after thirty years, Praeger Publisher, Westport 
64 Constitutive Act of the Africa Union, Artic le 4(h) 
65 Article 4 of ProtOcol on anlendments to the Constitutive Act of the Afric a Union, II July 2000, Lome, 
Togo 
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As one vigorously explores the Constitutive Act of the Africa Uilion and other protocols, 

among the seven organs, The As~nbly, the Peace and Security Council (PSC) and the 

AU Commission are the three main organs having primary responsibility for the AU 

peace and security agenda. Here below will discuses the role that is assigned to them. 

2.2.1.2 Main Organs of AU for Peace and Security 

1. The AU Assembly 

As per Art. 6 of the Constitutive Act, The Assembly of the Union, which composed of 

I-leads of state and Government or their duly accredited representatives, is the supreme 
" 

organ of the AU. It is the organ that decides on intervention as provided for in Art. 4 (h) 

of the Constitutive Act in respect of war crimes, genocide and. crimes against humanity. 

As it included in the Protocol on the Amendments to the Constitutive Act, this list also 

include the notion of "serious threat to legitimate order or to restore peace and security to 

the Member State of the Union up on the reconunendation of the Peace and Security 

Council." Generally, in accordance with the provision of the Constitutive Act, the 

Assembly will decide on intervention at two levels: on its own initiative (Article 4(h)) 

and at the request of a member State (Article 4 (i)). 

The Assembly's rules of procedure stipulate what form the decisions may take : if it is 

issued as a regulation or directive, it will be binding to the member states and all 

measures will be taken to ensure it is implemented within 30 days. One of the gray areas 

in the Assembly's decision-making process relates the making decisions on intervention 

under Articles 4(J) and (h). If the Assembly has to decide on intervention, it will need to 

do so in an extraordinary session, which require approval "by 2/3 majority of the member 

states" and 15 days notice. The meeting wi ll take place only if at least 36 member states 

respond to the request for an extraordinary summit. It is, however, notable that the 

Assembly's rules of procedw'e go extremes to define, in Rule 37, the process for 

imposing "Sanctions for unconstitutional Changes of Govenunent," but it is silent on 

how decisions will be taken in response to "grave circumstances". 
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II. The AU Commission 

The Constitutive Act of the AU, as stipulates in its Article 20(1), the Commission is the 

" 

secretariat of the Africa Union and its executive organ. This aforementioned Article does 

not state any other detailed duties to the Commission just similar to peace and security. 

However, there is an overwhelming concem within the entire Union that the Commission 

is doing everything and wants to run the AU system,66Here, since the Commission has 

been providing secretarial support for the PSC, one may argue that the role of the 

Commission on the area of peace and security. The Commission has been setting the PSC 

timetable, proposing its agenda, preparing its draft report, and drafting communiques, 

,vhich are usually provided only minutes before the meeting for consideration and 

adoption.67 

On the other hand, taking the PSC is designed as the main decision-making body, much 

like the UN Security Council, as a result of the weaknesses of the PSC members, the 

Commission has assumed the lead role of implementing the AU's peace and security 

agenda68
, including the management of funds donated for its implementation. There have 

al so been cases when the Commission has taken decision which should have taken by the 

PSc. For instance, during the 50th PSC session, members felt that th.ey were being 

presented with a fail accompli to send an AU military force to eastern to disarm groups 

operating in the region with impunity69 While the Commission argued that PSC member 

states ought to have acted quickly in view of the deteriorating security situation, the latter 

felt that such an important operation requiring the use of force should have a clear 

mandate and should be taken after consultation with their g\lvernment. 70 On another 

occasion, the Commission did not seek an endorsement of the PSC before asking South 

66 Samuel M. Makinda and F, Wafula Okumu, (2008),The Africa Union: Challenges of globalization, 

security, and governance, by Routledge, London and New York, pp50 

.7 Ibid 

·'Ibid p. 5 1 
69 Ibid 
70 Ibid 26 
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Africa to send extra troops to the AU Mission for the Support in the Comoros in April 

200671 

To conclude, here in fact it could not be totally denied the Commission's roles in peace 

and security unlike main part is played DRC by the PSC. However, the above is an 

indication of serious flaws in the organizational structure72 Ideally the Commission is 

supposed to be the administrative arm of the Union and not a decision-making body.73 It 

should only implement decisions made other bodies74 By acting as th.e custodian of the 

A U documents, as well as the maker and interpreter of rules, procedures and regulations, 

it has acquired unlimited and overwhelming power, and in this connection bodies such as 

the PSCare further held at the cOimnission's mercy, as the latter controls the purse.7
; 

III. The Peace and Security Council (PSC) 

The PSC was not part of the AU Constitutive Act; rather it grew out later date. Article 

3(f) of the AU Constitutive Act stipulates that the promotion of peace and security, and 

stability on the continent would be one of the main objectives of the AU, but it did not 

establish the stmcture for achieving such objective. Later, using Article 5(2) of the 

Constitutive Act, the AU Assembly adopted a protocol that created the PSC and adoption 

Protocol Relating to the establishment of the Peace and Security Council of the Africa 

Union held in Durban on 9 July 200276
, and come into in force on 26 December 2003 and 

the Council officially begins its work on 16 March 2004. 

71 Ibid 
72 Ibid 

" Ibid 
" Ibid 
71 Ibid 
" Protocol Relating to the establishment of the Peace and Security Council of the Afr ica Union 
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1. The Institutional Design of the PSC 

A. Norms and Mandate 

Article 4 of the PSC Protocol sets out the institution 's guiding principles, which are 

enslu'ined in the AU Constitutive Acts, the Charter of the United Nations, and the 

Uni versal Declaration of Human Rights. In particular, it emphasizes eleven principles. 

Principles (a) through (i) cover the usual bases of pluralist international society and much 

the same ground as its predecessor, the OAU. The;;e relate to the peaceful and early 

settlement of disputes, non-interference, and the recognition of the territorial integrity of 

its members. Principle U) and (k) ,however, give new ground in recognizing the right of 

the Union to intervene ' in respect of grave circumstances, namely war crimes, genocide 

and crimes against humanity, in accordance with Atiicle 4(h) of the Constitutive Act' and 

'the right of Member States to request intervention from the Union in order to restore 

peace and security, in accordance with Article 4U) of the Constitutive Act.' 

As far as the mandates of the PSC are concerned, Article 3 of the PSC Protocol outlines 

six objectives for the institution. Thcse are to promote p~ce, security and stability in 

Africa; anticipate and prevent conflicts; promote and implement peace-building and post

conflict reconstruction activities; coordinate and harmonize continental effolis in the 

prevention and combating of international terrorism in all its aspects; develop a common 

defense policy for the Union; and encourage democratic practice, good governance and 

tbe rule of law, as well as protect human rights and fundamental freedoms . In order to 

achieve these objectives the PSC Protocol sets out eighteen "powers" ranging from 

assisting in the provision of humanitarian assistance to military intervention. 

To sum up, the PSC is the standing decision-making body for prevention, management 

and resolution of conflicts, and is the sloe authority for mandating and terminating AU 

peace and operations. 

\ 
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B. Membership and Scope 

As the Protocol stipulates, the PSC comprises fifteen members elected by the AU 

executive Council: five elected for terms of three years and ten elected for terms of two 

years, and the CowlciI's membership is to be diced according to several criteria set out in 

Article 5(2). 

The Protocol sets the role of the PSC within the context of the primary role of the United 

Nations the UN's own recognition aITangements in this area: Article 2 of the protocol of 

the PSC stipulates 

Mindfol of the provision of the Charter of the United Nations, 

conferring the Security Council primary responsibility for the 

maintenance of international peace and security, as well as the 

provision of the Charter on the role of regional arrangements or 

agencies in the maintenance of international peace and security, ad 

the need of forge closer cooperation and partnership between the 

UN, other international organizations and the Africa Union, in the 

promotion and maintenance of peace, security and stability in 

Afhca. 

In terms of conflict management, W1like the OAU's Mechanism, which had rejected the 

option of conducting peace enforcement action, the PSC is, in principle, able to authorize 

the entire spectnun of peace operation: from small peacekeeping mission to large-scale 

intervention envisage in Articles 4(h) and 40) of the AU Constitutive Act. 

Here there are controversy is related to the AU's relationship with the UN Security 

Council, specifically over which body had the primary legal authority to sanction the use 

of military force. The issue initially arose because Articles 16 and 17 of the PSC Protocol 

adopted a somewhat contradictory stance on the issue: while Article 16(1) stated the AU 

had 'the primary responsibility for promoting peace, security and stability in Africa', 
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Article 17(1) acknowledged that the UN Security Council 'has the primary responsibility 

fro the maintenance of international peace and security. 

C. Procedure for Organization, Voting, Meeting and modalities 

of action 

The rules of procedures are set out in Article 8 of the PSC Protocol. According to 

protocol Article 8(12), each member of the Council shall have one vote. According to 

Article 8(13), generally decision of the PSC be guided by the principle of consensus but 

in absence of consensus, decision of the Council 'shall adopt its decisions on procedural 

mattes by simple majority, while decisions on all matters shall be made by a two-third 

vote of its Members voting.' 

As per Article 8 of the Protocol , the PSC is required to meet a minimum of two times a 

month at the ambassador level, once a month at the ministerial level, and once a year at 

Head of state level. Most meeting is conducted at the AU headquarters in Addis Ababa. 

Meeting is led by the PSC Chairperson, a position which rotates on monthly bases in 

alphabetical order according to the state 's name in the English liJnguage. The Agenda for 

a meeting may be determined by the Chairperson of the PSC in light of ongoing conflict 

and crisis situation, proposal from a PSC member (usually in consultation with the chair), 

or via a proposal from Commissioner fro Peace and security. 

As it stipulates under AI1icle 8(9 ), (10) and (11)of the Protocol of PSC, the meeting is 

hold in closed session. In such meeting, unlike member of the PSC to which is allowed 

only to present the case if such state is a party to the conflict, any other non member who 

is a party to the conflict is invited to present its case as appropriate and has the right to 

pal1icipate on the discussion with the right to veto. Moreover, as from the aforementioned 

article, any other Regional Mechanism, international or civic society organizations 
. 

involved and/or interested in conflict may be invited to the discussion with out the right 

to vote. 
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As far as the modalities and entry point of the PSC is concerned, Article 9 of the Protocol 

stipulates such action. According to such article, the PSC take's initiatives and action it 

deems appropriate with regards to situation of potential conflict, as well as to those that 

have already developed into full-blown conflicts. To that e.nd, the PSC can use its 

discretion to effect entry, whether through the collective intervention of the Council 

itself, or through its Chairperson and lor the Chairperson of the Commission, the Panel of 

the wise, and lor in collaboration with Regional Mechanisms. 

2. Entities Designed for support of PSC 

It goes without saying that, the PSC is the main body charged with the responsibility of 

promoting peace, security, and stability in the African continen~. For these duties several 

entities are designed to support the PSC. The protocol calls for the establishment of 

mechanisms and structure to assist the PSC in its work. Such organs of mechanisms are: 

A. Continental Early Warning System (CEWS) 

The CEWS is the first mechanism, which is designed to anticipate and make 

recommendations for the measures to prevent conflicts. When fully operational, the 

CEWS will consist of an observation and monitoring center (situation norms) directly 

linked to observation and monitoring units of Regional Mechanisms (RM). This system 

wi ll collaborate with "the UN, its agencies, relevant international organizations research 

centers, academic institutions and NGOs" in collecting information to be fed into "an 

early waning module based on clearly defined and accepted political, economic, social, 

military and hlUuanitarian indicators .. The analyzed information will be transmitted to the 

Chairperson of the COlmllission who, in turn, ~ill use it "to advise the Peace and Security 

Council on potential conflicts and threats to peace and security in Afiica and recommend 

, the best course of action. 

Once the Chairperson of the Commission receives the information, helshe shall consult 

with all parties to the conflict and take appropriate measures to prevent, manage or 
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resolve the situation. He/she may bring the matter before the PSC, inform the Panel of the 

Wise take personal initiatives or use special envoys to respond oversee the deployment of 

the Africa Stand by Force, and ensure the implementation of decisions taken by the 

Assembly. 

B. The Panel of Wise 

...... .. I ........ 
A. A. u~ive .. j ..... 

..... )! . . . ,~ . ~ 
• , 11 ' f '. 

The Panel of the Wise is truly intended to be an African solution to a~~l..ai'l"J!F!'O'lJteimm.. _ . '.'-

The Panel of the Wise has been established to support the efforts of the PSC and the AU 

Commission. As per Article 11 (2) of the Protocol, the Panel of the Wise comprising of 

five "highly respected African personalities" that have made "outstanding contributions 

to the cause of peace, security and development on the Continent" and the Panel of the 

Wise is selected based on regional representation and appointed for three year of terms. 

Members were appointed at the AU SW11mit in January 2007, and steps have been taken 

to finalize the modalities for the fi.mctioning of the Panel, which shall be endorsed by the 

PSC71 The stated aims for the Panel are preventative diplolnacy, the facilitation of 

dialogue, mediation, and assistance to official agencies in resolving disputes about the 

implementation of agreements. The Panel of the Wise has a very real 0PPOliunity if 

properly utilized to stand as the beacon of all that is 'African' about the new Peace and 

Security Architecture. There are concerns though that it will be used more as an empty 

po litical 'dog and pony show' rather than a substantive force for the settlement of 

disputes. With the selection of current Panelists, some of whom have checkered pasts and 

no experience in mediation, the fears that the Panel of the Wise may be unable to 

overcome the iul1erent dilemma of power and be able to influence conflicting actors to 

change their actions and minds, unfortunately may prove accurate . 

77 Africa Paltnership Forum, Peace and Security in Afi'ica, avai lable on http://www.oecd.or!.!/data 

oecd '57 'S2'38666 7 11.pdfvisited on 29 OClOber 2008 
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C. The Africa Stand by Force 

The ASF concept was approved, in 2004, to enable the PSC to rapidly deploy troops in 

Africa for a range mission- from small military observation missions to robust peace 

enforcement interventions. For the first time, Africa had a common position and an 

action plan for development of its peace operation capacity. 

As per Article l3(1) of the PSC protocol, based on standby multidisciplinary 

contingents, the ASF is envisioned with civilian and military . components stationed in 

their home countries and ready for call-up and deployment. Similarly Article 13(3) 

stipulates, the ASF peace and security responsibility are broad, with the force expected 

to serve multiple, diverse purpose, include monitoring and observation mission, prevent 

deployments, peace building efforts and post-conflict missions, and peace support 

operations and interventions. The same article reads as the ASF will be directed by the 

Peace and Security Council, in coordination with the UN and other regional and 

international institutions. 

Meeting the ASF goals depends on member states establishing standby contingents for 

participation in peace operation under AU grid.lines and leadership. Each of the five 

Africa sub- regions is expected to organize an operational standby brigade, with the more 

advanced sub-regions having a rapid deployment capacity and planning elements 

embedded with the AU Commission headquarters. Six scenarios are identified for action 

under the initial ASF framework: provision of advice to a political mission; observer 

mission co-deployed with a UN mission; stand-alone AU observer mission; AU 

peacekeeping force fo r Chapter VI and prevent deployment missions; AU peacekeeping 

force for complex multidimensional peacekeeping mission with low-level spoi lers, and 

AU intervention (e.g., to intervene against genocide).78The ASF is normally composed of 

five regional standby brigade: SADC (SADCBRlG); EAPSM (EASBIGD); ECOW AS 

(ECOBRIG); NARC (NASBRlG); AND ECCAS (ECCASBRlG), or (FOMAC). 

" Policy Framework for the Establishment fro the Africa Standby Force and the Military Staff Committee 

(2003)Pal1 J, adopted by the African Chiefs of Defellse Staff, 
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According to Art . 13 of the Protocol Establishing the PSC, all five brigades are supposed 

to be operational by 2010. 

D. The Military Staff Committee 

According to Article 13(8- 12), the MSC's function is to "advise and assist in all 

questions relating to military and security requi rements for the promotion and 

maintenance of peace and security in Africa". It composed of Senior MilitalY 

Officers of the member states of the PSC. 

2.2.2 Institutional Framework a/the IGAD 

2.2.2.1 Background 

Originally, the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development (fGADD) 

was fonned in 1986, by then drought affected six countries of Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, 

Somalia, Sudan and Uganda (the state of Eritrea was admitted on September 1993)79, 

with the view narrow mandate around the issues of drought and desertificationHO Sin.ce 

then, and especially in the 1990s, IGADD become the accepted vehicle for regional 

security and political dialogue.81 

The founding member of IGADD decided in the mid-I990s to revitalize the organization 

into a fully-fledged regional political, economic, development, . trade and security entity 

similar to SADC and ECOWAS and finally on 21 March 1996, Heads of states and 

Government at the Second Extraordinary Summit in Nairobi approved and adopt an 

Agreement Establishing the Intergovernmental Authority on Development. 82 

- -- -
, 

Under the Agreement Establishing the [GDA, Article 7 provides the objectives of such 

sub-regional organization. It contains almost eleven specific objectives. For instance, as 

per the agreement Estab li sh ing IGAD, Article 7(g) of the treaty, one of the objectives 

19 Agreement Establishing IGAD, avai lable on http: //www.igad .org/ index.Qim vested at April , 152008 

80 Profile: Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD)P. I availab le at http://www.afir ica

union.org/RecsIlG AD-profile.pdf available at 19 ! ovember 2008 

81 Ibid 

82 Ibid p. 2 
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reads: promote peace and stability in the sub-region and create mechanisms within the 

sub-region for the prevention, management and resolution of inter-and intra-state 

conflicts through dialogue. 

o~ 

2.2 .2.2 Operational Structure of IGAD 

Generally, according to the 1996 Agreement Establishing IGAD, the lGAD is comprised 

of four hierarchical policy organs. The firs organ is the Assembly of Heads of State and 

Government. This organ is the supreme policy making organ of the Authority. It 

determines the objectives, guidelines and programs for IGAD and meets once a year. A 

Chairman is elected from among the member states in rotation. 

The second organ is the Council of Minister which is composed of the Minster of Foreign 

Affairs and one other focal Minister designated by each member state. The Council 

formulates policy; approve the work programme and annual budget of the Secretariat 

during the biannual session. The third organ is the Committee of Ambassadors. Such 

organ is composed ofIGAD member state' Ambassadors or plenipotentiaries accredit to 

the country ofIGAD Headquarters. It conveys as often as need arises to advise and guide 

the Executive Secretariat. 

The fourth organ is the Secretariat. It is headed by an executive Secretary appointed by 

the Assembly of Heads of State and Governnlent for a term of four years renewable once. 

The Secretariat assists member states in formulating regional projects in the priority 

areas . Generally, the Secretariat is responsible for implementation of project in food 

security and environnlental protection, infrastructure development, transport and 

commwlications, conflict prevention, management and resohltion and humanitarian 

affairs83 

83 Ibid p. 4 35 
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2.2.2.3 The Peace and Security Division: structural frame work 

According to the 1996 Agreement Establishing IGAD, Article 7(g) of the treaty, the aims 

and objectives reads: promote peace and stabil ity in the sub-region and create 

mechanisms within the sub-region for the prevention, management and resolution of 

inter-and intra-state conflicts through dialogue. For this new objectives on the same year 

had created an organizational arm or of a department for conflict management. The Peace 

and Security Division is mandated to deal with issues related to peace and security and 

humanitarian affairs and the division has main progran1me components, namely: Conflict 

Prevention, Management and Resolution (CPMR); Political affairs; and Humanitarian 

Affairs. 84 The Division also coordinate the activities of two IGAD institutions based in 

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, IGAD Capacity Building Programme Against Terrorism 

(ICPA T) and Early Warning and Early Response Mechanisms secretariat (CEW ARN)85 

A) Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution (CPMR) 

Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution (CPMR) related work is at the core of 

IGAD. This mechanism is created in line with the objective stated under Article 7(g) of 

constitutional documents of IGAD which reads as; promote peace and. stability in the 

sub-region and create mechanisms within the sub-region for the prevention, management 

and resolution of inter-and intra-state conflicts through dialogue. Similarly Art. 18 also 

another grounds which read as : "take effective co~e measures to eliminate threats to 

regional cooperation peace and stability; "establish an effective mechanisms of 

consultation and cooperation for the pacific settlement of disputes; and " accept to deal 

with disputes between member states within this sub-region before they are referred to 

other regional or international organizations. 

84 IGAD-Peace and Security. 1 available at 

http: //www. igad.orolindex2 .php?option~col11 content&task~view&id~46&pop~ visited on 4115/2008 
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IGAD's present programme Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution with its 

various objectives, outputs and activities is based on a policy, as part of IGAD's 

expanded Charter, whose goal is CPMR.86 Based on the mandate, since 1996 the Peace 

and Security Divisjon has been carrying out several programmes, projects and activities 

in the CPMR and Humanitarian Affairs. 

Generally, Conflict Prevention, Management and Reso lution programme deals with 

security and political issues in the peace and security division. The section is involved in 

activities and programmes in Post-Agreement follow up peace initiatives of both Sudan 

and Somalia conflicts, Coordination of the EASBRIG and with CEWARN87 

B) Conflict Early Warning and Response Mechanism (CEWRM) 

At its 9lh summit meeting in Khartoum Sudan in January 2002, the heads of state 

govenunent of the IGAD regional grouping signed the protocol on the establishment of a 

Conflict Early Warning and Response Mechanism (hereinafter called the Protocol)88 The 

ai m of the Protocol is to establish mechanism that would detect conflicts early so that 

they can be nipped in the bud, or if the conflicts have broken out strategies would be 

devised to respond or resolve them89 The structure of CEWRM consists of the 

Assembly, Council and Committee being its policy arm; the Secretariat of IG.AD being 

the administrative arm; the CEWRM units and CEWERUS as a technical arnl; Optional 

inter-state structures and optional sub-regional councils the cll-operating aIm; aIld tbe 

Committee of Permanent Secretaries and the Technical CO!:runittee on Early Warning tbe 

coordinating aIm90 

86 Consensus Document in Conference to Launch the IGAD Strategy on Peace and Security 

Discourse(2007). In Towards the IGAD Peace and Security Strategy, the Kartoum Launching Conference 

1·3 Oct. 2005, P 206 by IG AD, Djibouti. 

87 See IGAD super note 84 

88 Kasaija Phillip Apuul i (2004), IGAD's Conflict Early Warning and Response Mechanism (CEWRM). In 

Al fared G. Nhema ed. the Quest for Peace in Africa: transformations, Democracy and Public Policy Adddis 

Ababa, Ethiopias,ppl74 
.9 Ibid 
90 Ibid p. 176-177 
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The functions of the CEWRM system, which cover both early warning and response, 

include the following,: promoting the exchange of information and collaboration among 

member states on early warning and response on the basis of timeliness, transparence, 

cooperation and free flow of information gathering, verifying, processing and analyzing 

information about conflicts in the region. 91 

Moreover, some ofthe structures of CEWRM have the following functions; 

The functions of the CEWRM unit at the rOAD Secretariat include:92 

assisting the Secretariat to administer IGAD 'S Documentation 

Center; identifying users of the information processed by CEWRM 

and their needs; establishing network of cooperation in early 

warning and response among member states ; serving users by 

acting as a cleaning house for information, creating and managing 

database on information for early warning and response, providing 

a shared internet communication center for CEWERUS. 

The CEWERU is composed of an optional steering committee, a 

focal point and local committee. The CEWERUS who are linked to 

the IGAD Secretariat through the CEWRM unit and the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs ill each member state have the functions of 

collecting information relevant to early warning and response, 

liaiSing with civil society groups involved in collecting information 

at [he grassroots and other levels, undertaking preliminary analysis 

of collected information, reviewing analysis received, formulating 

response strategies, preparing period conflict early warning reports, 

and communicating information and analyses gathered by the 

CEWRMunit. 

" Ibid p. 177 
92 Ibid 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. Ingredients of the Factors for Peace Operation Actions; UN

AU-IGAD 

This chapter is confined to deal with the issues in relation to the ingredients of the factors 

for peace operation action by UN-AU-IGAD. To this end, through out this discussion, the 

chapter employs the terms "ingredients" and "factors" consistently. For the purpose of 

this chapter, the term "factors" refer to grounds for triggering the action while 

"ingredients" indicates the tests or elements or components of e,\ch factor. 

Accordingly, the objective of this chapter is generally focu sed on analyzing the 

ingredients of the factors for threatening and endangering international peace and security 

under the auspices of the UN Charter. In this connection, the factors are; threat to peace, 

breach of peace and an act of aggression. Furthermore, it tries to examine the ingredients 

of the factors that seems to justify AU' s intervention into member states of the African 

continent's vis a vis the Consti tutive Act of the AU. By the some token, Grave 

circumstances- genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity, and a serious threat to 

legitimate order are the two major factors for triggering peace operation action. Indeed, 

analyzing the ingredients of these factors are the very purpose of this chapter 

3.1. Ingredients constituting the factors En dangering and Th reaten ing 

. International Peace and Security: UN 

The United Nations is the most important international organization functioning in the 

maintenance of peace and security which has been established in modern history. These 

functions can be classified into three broad categories of activities.93 The first category 

concerns 'the political role of UN organs in the peaceful settlements of disputes, a matter 

mainly addressed in chapter VI of the Chru·ter "pacific settlement of disputes,,94 The 

93See Aherurst's super 110te 37 at 385 

" Ibid 
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second category encompasses enforcement of action which can be taken under chapter 

VII dealing with' Action with respect to threat to the peace, breach of the peace, and acts 

of aggression95The third category deals with the peculiar institution of UN peace keeping 

operations which have no explicit legal basis in the charter, but have developed In 

practice and are often described as being based upon 'chapter VI and half.96 

Generally, from among the above sequential categorization of activities, one may 

conclude that the scheme of factors for causing tlu'eat to international peace and security 

that triggering peace operations in the Charter are fmInd under Chapter VI as required 

under Article 33" ... likely to endanger international peace and security" and chapter VII 

of the UN Chatter as it entitled "actions with respect to threats to the peace, breach of 

peace and acts of aggression ". Here below each will be discussed to find out the 

distinction between them in case where the Security Council (,:xercise its power in the 

determine situation. 

3.1.1 Ingredients o/the Factors endangering international 

Peace and security: Chapter VI 

The UN Chalter conferred the Security Council a primary responsibility for maintenance 

of peace and security. Such legal power of tile Security Council is found under Chapter V 

of the UN Charter atld Article 24(1) provides: 

In order to ensure prompt and effective action by the 

United Nations, its members confer on the Security Council 

the primary responsibility for the maintenance of 

international peace and security, and agree that in 

carrying out its duties under this responsibility the Security 

Council acts on its behalf 

This provision is to be read with Article 25 which reads: 

" Ibid 
96 Ibid 40 
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I All members of the United Nations agree to accept and 

carry out the decisions of the Security Council in 

accordance with the present Charier. 

From these two provIsions one may conclude that, Article 25 confers the Security 

Council to act under Chapter VI (peaceful settlement of dispute) or Chapter VII 

(enforcement action). The International Court of Justice in the Namibia case drew the 

attention to the fact that the provision in Article 25 was not limited to enforcement action 

under Chapter VII of the Charter but applied to "decisions of the Security Council 

"adopted in accordance with the Charter.97 Accordingly a declaration of the Council 

taken under article 24 in the exercise of its primary responsibi lity for the maintenance of 

peace and security could constitute a decision under Article 25 so that member states 

'would be expected to act in consequence ofthe declaration made on their behalf.98 

Here the issues are about the ingredients of the word "endanger .... " that provided under 

Articles 33 and 34 of the UN Charter (Dispute or conflict which is likely to endanger the 

maintenance of international peace and security). The Charter of the UN does not try to 

define the tenns .. Endanger .... But from the wording of the provision it seems as potential 

breach than an actual breach. Generally, to find of the elements of the word 

' .. Endanger .. " it is quintessential to overview Council's practice in relation of practical 

cases. In pursuance of its responsibility, the Security Council may, by article 34, 

'investigate any dispute, or any situation which might lead to international friction or give 

rise to dispute, in order to determine whether the continuance of the dispute or situation is 

likely to endanger the maintenance of peace and security99 From thi s statement the 

ingredients of 'endanger . .' is depends up on the continuity or the non-continuity of the 

dispute or conflict and hence one may easily concluded that the existence of actual 

conflict or disputes in a short period of time would not likely to suffice to the tenn 

.. Endanger. 

97 Malcolm N. Shaw (1997), Internationallaw(4th ed.), Cambridge University press, UK PP 841 

98 Ibid 
99 Ibid p. 842 
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Generally the issues of the ingredients of the tenn .. endanger ... will further explored in 

relation with finding the distinction with the tenn ... .. a threat to peace .. under Chapter 

VII of the UN Chru1er. 

3.1.2 Ingredients of Factors Threatening International 

Peace and security: Chapter VII 

As has indicated here in above Alticle 25 confers the Secmity Council to act under 

Chapter VII (enforcement action). And similarly Article 39 of the UN Charter 

empowered the Council to determine ingredients of factors that are provided in such 

Article. However, the Charter does not try to define these terms( although it is fairly clear 

from the context that ' threats to the peace and breach of the peace ' were intended to 

refe r to international peace), instead ,Article 39, the first Article in Chapter VII , 

provides: 

The Security Council shall determine the existence of any 

threat to the peace , breach of the peace , or act of 

aggression and shall make recommendations, or decide 

what measures shall be taken in accordance wi[h Articles 

41 and 42, to maintain or restore to the international 

peace and security. 100 

As can be learned from the wording of the above mentioned article, the Charter set out 

the grounds upon which the Secmity Counci l may make recommendations, or decide 

upon measures under Chmter VII, without providing any guidance as to the meaning of 

ingredients of the terms. 

In this cOlmection, hammering out the working definition or basic ingredients to each 

ground is a crucial issue. As a matter of fact, there is no accepted definition of the threat 

to the peace, breach of the peace and an act of aggression. Hence, in light of the lack of a 

100 See Akehurst's super note 37 at 388 42 
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uniformly agreed upon definition with regard to the ingredients of threat to peace, breach 

of peace and an act of aggression, the wTiter opts to find a functional meaning of the 

ingredients of the said terms through pragmatic consideration. To thi s end, analyzing the 

practice of the Security Council is seemed wmih while in the study. .,. ....... )'10W1m' 1 
' ..... A. l'11,ive .. ir- _ 

3.1.2.1 Ingredients afthe threat to the peace .. Do ..,. 11161\.11011 ~j , . 
• ,1110'" • 

It goes wilh out saying; Article 39 of the UN Charter empowers the ecurity Council to 

determine the existence of the threat to the peace. However, the question is thus raised at 

this juncture as to the definition or ingredients of the threat to the peace. AI1icle 39 is 

silent on the issue of addressing the fundamental question concerning the definition 

making up the ingredients of threat to peace. It is clear from th~ UN Charter that beyond 

granting the powers ,as to the determinations of the term ,to the Security Council , it does 

not further gave a clue as what factors are to be considered in way of detennination of the 

existence the threat to the peace. 

However, the answer that has emerged in practice IS that it depends upon the 

circumstance of the case. IOI It also depends upon the relationship of the five permanent 

members of the Cow1cil (UK, USA, Russia, China and France) to the issue under 

consideration, for a negative veto by any of the permanent member is sufficient. 102 

Hence, despite the absence of direct reference in the Charter, the ingredients of the threat 

to the peace can be scrutinized in certain cases to which the Security COW1cil adopted by 

.' 
resolutions. However, earlier practice of the cOW1cil does not reveal the same usage of 

'threat to the peace' as does later practice, which is probably a reflection of changing in 

the type of dispute or conflict occurring in the post 1945 world war. 10J 

Without doubt, the primary preoccupation of the United Nations in the 1945 was to 

maintain the "negative peace", i. e. to maintain the status quo and to prevent the use of 

101 Ibid 
102 Ibid 
103 See White super note 38 at 44 
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force in international relation.,o4 Accordingly, the Security Council identified any act of 

preparation by the state to launch an amled attack against another state as a "threat to 

peace" and take mandatory measures under Chapter VII. Among others, the measures 

under the Charter include: impositions of cease-fire and employment of diplomatic 

solution to avert further escalation. As a result of international law development in the 

field of human rights and the self-detennination of peoples, the Assembly, and somewhat 

hesitantly the Council as well, came to recognize that a tlu'eat to peace can also emanate 

from a refusal by a state change a situation deemed or foreign occupation. IDS Hence the 

view took that the "negative peace" calIDot be maintained in the light of continued 

flagrant and mass violation of human rights.,o6 For this reason the Council labeled. the 

time the situation in Southern Rhodesia and the continued supplying of anns to apartheid 

South Africa as a threat to peace order coercive measures in the former case, 

comprehensive economic sanctions, in the latter, only an arms embargo. 107 The fact that 

the political organs of the United Nation thus assumed the power to determine that 
.-

serious violation of human rights constitute a threat to peace can be viewed as one of the 

most fundamental policy changes within the United Nations system, if not in 

international relations as a whole. I08 In more recent times, me Council has also 

determined that any act of international terrorism and the proliferation of weapons of 

mass destruction constitute threats to peace under Article 39 of the UN C11aI1er. 

It worth mentioning that, in early years. a finding of a threat to the peace was viewed as a 

preliminary to a finding of a breach of the peace ' 09 and it was only applied in relations 

between intr-state. The invasion of Palestine by the surrounding Arab countries after the 

proclamation of the state of Israel on 14 May 1948, eventually let the Cowlcil to classify 

the situation as a 'threat to the peace with the meaning of Al1icle 39', and to order that 

'pursuant to Al1icle 40 ', there should be a cession of hostilities which should take place 

'not later than three days from the date of 'of the resolution. Any fai lure to comply 

104 Nico J. Scbrijver. The future orlhe Charter of the United Nations p. 16 available at 

http ://www.mpiJ.de/shared/datalpdf/pdfmounyb/shbrijver visited on April 08 2008 

105 Ibid p. 17 
106 Ibid 
107 Ibid 
lOS Ibid 
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I 'would demonstrate the existence of a breach of peace within Article 39.110 In fact this 

detennination was far from the concepts or definition of threat. This is because conflict 

that already happened is not particularly amount to threatening but rather to say far from 

it. Hence the COW1cil was not saying that the Arab cowltries were threatening to beach of 

the peace for hostilities had already begun, it was the continuance in time of the conflict 

which would convert a threat in'to a breach of the peace. III 

Later practice shows the term being modified to deal with intra-state situations and 

conflicts (to which such internal conflicts characterized by intercommunal strife, crisis of 

democracy, fighting marked by struggle over national resources and wealth 112) rather 

than the traditional inter-state conflict. Moreover, the current situation with regarding to 

the issue of the reform of the United Nations leads the expansions of the ingredients of 

the threat to peace to cover other terms in light of interpretations of the Charter. Now 

there exist a consensus in the United Nations that threats to peace do not only the result 

from war between and within states, but also from the spread of weapons of mass 

desu'uction, international terrori sm transnational organized crime infectious diseases, and 

even- if not in the practice of the Security Council-from serious poverty and 

underdevelopment and from serious environmental pollution. I 13 ." 

Generally these all means, it appears that a' threat to the peace 'is the term the COllncil 

has shaped to use in situations of non-traditional international violence in which the main 

danger to international peace is not between two or more states, instead it arises primarily 

from the internal event in one state. 114However, there are certain debates whether or not 

detenninations of tlu-eat to peace also applicable to internal situations. Arntz, the 

advocate of a closed Chmier system, argues that internal situations are not within the 

anlbit of Article 39 because they do not constitute a 'tlu-eat of force' against state within 

the meaning of Article 2(4).115 He argues that the text of the charter, particularly tlle 

11 0 Ibid 
I II Ibid 

"' James Cockayne and David M. Malone, The Ralph Bunche Centennial: Peace Operalions Then and 

Now( 2005) p.334 available at www.papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papaers.cmf visited on 05 February 2009 

113 Ibid 
114 See \Vhite super note 38 
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preamble and Article l,indicate that 'peace' is the antithesis of war, and so the Charter 

only deals with threats to or breaches to inter-state or international peace, and not to 

intra-state or internal peace. 116However, the evidence is that if an internal situations or 

civil war is serious enough the Security Counci l will become involved, subject, of course 

to political limitation. ll7 This is sufficient, in itself, to destroy the closed Charter 

theory.II B 

3.1.2.2 Ingredients ala breach a/peace 

It goes without saying that, the Security Council is also emp.owered to determine the 

existence of the breach of the peace. However, similar to a threat peace, what ingredients 

constitute to such factor is also controversial. In practice, a breach of the peace has rarely 

been found, the recent preference being for fmdings of aggression. I 19 This is surprising 

for aggression is merely a special case of breach; Article 1(1) of the Charter mentions 

'acts of aggression or other breach of the peace' no 

As a result of absence of general accepted definition of breach of peace, this research opts 

to find its ingredients by examining the practice of the Security Council. As far as the 

Councils' practice is concerned, there have been four findings of a breach of the peace in 

conflict brought to attentions of the Security Council while it failed to determine in the 

sense direct inter-state conflicts for instance; conflicts 'between Ethiopia and 

Somalia(1977), Tanzania and Uganda(1978-790 Israel invasion of Lebanon (1978) etc.121 

11 6 Ibid p.35-35 

11 7 Ibid p.36 

'" Ibid 
119 Ibid pA9 
120 Ibid 
12 1 Ibid p. 50 46 
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3.1.2.3 Ingredients of an act of aggression 

Similarly, no one can find a clear definition of aggression under the Charter. Hence, 

examining Councils' or General Assembly practices is the only options for finding of its 

ingredient. As has been suggested above an act of aggression is a special forn1 of a breach 

of peace, in particular it labels of condemns one of the states involved in a conflict as the 

guilty party. Here before examining Council practice with regards to the ingredients of 

Council practice, it is imp0l1ant to overview the definition of aggression adopted and 

given by the General Assembly. 

In relation to the definition of aggression, United Nation General Assembly Resolution 

3314(XXIX) 122 (Defmition of Aggression) was adopted by United Nation General 

Assembly on December 14, 1974 as a non-binding recommendation to the United 

Nations Security Council on the definition it should use for the crime of aggression. The 

definition is not binding under international law but it is often cited in opposition to 

military action. 

The definition makes a distinction between aggression (which "give rise to international 

responsibility") and war of aggression (which is "a crime against international peace"). 

A11icle I gives a general definition; aggression is the use of anned force against the 

sovereignty, territorial integrity or political independence of an~ther sate, or in any other 

manner inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations. Whereas, Article 3 

enumerates acts that qualify aggression and defined acts of aggression as anned 

invasion or attacks, bombardment, blockades, armed violation of territory, permitting 

other states to use one's own territory to perpetrate acts of aggression and the 

employment of anned irregular or mercenaries to carry out act of aggression. From the 

above definitions one can demarcate the difference between a war of aggression and an 

act of aggression. Hence, a war aggression is a series of acts committed with a sustained 

intent and the distinction between an act of aggression and a war of aggression make it 

122 Genera l Assembly Resolution (1974) of 14 December 1974 
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clear that not every act of aggression would constitute a crime against peace; only war of 

aggression does. 

However, the definition is not binding on the Security Couricil. The United Nations 

Chmier empowers the General Assembly to make recommendations to the Security 

Council but the Assembly may not dictate to the Council. The resolution accompanying 

the definition states that it is intended to provide guidance to the Security Council to aid 

it, in determining, in accordance with the Charter, the existence of an act of aggression. 

The Security Council may apply or disregard this direction as it sees fit. Moreover 

despite the non binding nature of the definition, the adoption itself grants di scretionary 

power to the Counci l. Article 4 states that acts enumerated in Article 3 are not exhaustive 

and the Security Council may determine that other acts constitute aggression under 

provisions of the Chruier. It may also argue that the definition of aggression has had no 

visible impact on the deliberation of the Security Council. Generally, the definition of 

aggression adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1974 is too general to allow any 

rough and ready conclusion .. 123 In the event it is left entirely to the discretion and 

judgment of the Security to determine whether there is breach of the peace, or an act of 

aggression. 124This detelmination is likely to be political. 125 

To sum up, it goes "ithout saying that, the detelminations of the ingredients of a threat to 

peace, breach of peace and acts aggression is given to the Security Council. However, the 

problem here is mainly about the legal considerations as to the ingredients of each factor. 

In earlier time the ingredients of each factor were mainly applied to inter-state conflicts. 

But at the end of cold war the determination of ingredients, by the Security Council, are 

also applied to the internal matters of a state. The above mentioned cases can elucidate 

distinct type of situation which is deal with under Chapter VII and further will made to 

find a different or consistent practice of usage of, and perhaps also arrive at definitions of 

factors under Article 39 of the Chruier. 

12J See Rao. super note 36 at 145- 146 
124 Ibid 
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In this connection, it has become clear from the above analysis that the Security Council 

enjoys wide discretion in determinations of the ingredients of the factors provided under 

Chapter VII of the UN Charter to preserve peace and security. 126 For this end, generally, 

a threat to peace in the case of Article 39 seems to be whatever the Security Council says 

a threat to the peace; which is politioal decision' and, as a matter of principle, not easily 

subject to legal evaluation.127 This conclusion can be seen in relation with the cases of 

the Congo, Southern Rhodesia, South Africa and Rwanda. In the Congo crisis after the 

situation has deteriorated so badly as to constitute a civil war, the. Council determined 

that there was a 'threat to the peace' though the controversial nature of the crisis to which 

whether this was an internal situation ",.jth as such Belgium support for Tshombe and 

Soviet aid to Lumumba. In fact here the crisis had international repercussion by the mere 

fact that the civil war could suck outside forces. The cases in South Africa and Rhodesia 

were concerned with the denial of self-determination by racist regime warrant a finding 

threat to peace, while it was determined that the genocide in Rwanda constituted a tlu'eat 

to peace. In particular, Rhodesia situations can be taken as an example to which a 

political and veto power decision had been reflected in the detenninations of the 

ingredients of a threat to peace. Resolution 216 adopted on 12 November 1965 

condemned the Unilateral Declaration ofIndependence CUDI) and called upon sate not to 

recognize the ' illegal 'regime or render any assistance to it. 128 The resolution contained 

no determination of a threat to peace because it arose from the desire to find a 

compromise between a British draft resolution which determined that the 'continuance of 

the resulting situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and 

security.129 The difference in terminology arose principally because of the British and 

Western view that Rhodesia should not be subject to immediate punitive sanctions but to 

a policy of gradually escalating sanction to urge peacefully change , where the Afro

Asian and communist view was that Rhodesia should be subject to immediate and 

126 See Akehurst's supra note 37 at 426 
127 Ibid 

128 See White supra note 38 at 4 I 
129 Ibid 
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punitive mandatory sanctions and possibly the use of military ·force. 130This divergence 

was not primarily due to the difference perception of the matter of the situation in 

Rhodesia13l but it because of political interest of the two parties and finally the United 

Kingdom using their veto power hold over the Afro Asia view. 

Generally, a finding of threat to the peace, in particular, is apolitical decision on the part 

of the council and so such fi nding as regards a wholly internal situation is not 

precluded. 132 However, the permanent members are not going to exercise this desecration 

unless the situation has potential international repercussions which could affect their on 

interest, or even involve them an escalating confliCt. 133 The requirement that the internal 

situation has international consequences is, (which is an escape'clause for Article 2(4) of 

the Charter for the Security Cowlcil) also a convenient method of allowing the permanent 

members to hide behind the argument that a situation is purely internal and therefore not 

a threat when they want to protect their interest. 134 Recent practice suggests that the 

requirement is something of a formal ity. 135Thus, as it has discussed here in above there is 

a practice very often rely on a very wide understanding 'of the notion of ,for instance, " 

threat to the peace" which is interpreted to include essentially internal si tuation most 

unlikely to degenerate into an international conflict. As examples, one might recall the 

more akin civil war in the Congo, the human tragedy caused by the conflict in Somalia 

and the 'humanitarian' crisis in Rwanda. Similarly, there were also controversial 

practices of the Security Council in determination of a breach of peace and an act of 

aggression. The Security Council detern1ined the situation as a threat of peace though in 

objectively speaking that can be appeared more suitable to a clear violation of Article 

2(4) within the term. of Article 3 of the Assembly's 1974 Definition of Aggression. These 

were true in some cases where North Korea invaded South Korea and Iraq invaded 

Kuwait. The Security Council was found under a breach of peace. 

110 Ibid 
131 Ibid 
132 Ibid p. 8 p.3? 
III Ibid 
114 Ibid 
'" Ibid 
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3.2 Ingredients of War Crimes, Genocide and Crime against Humanity, and 
Serious Threat to Legitimate order; AU Constitutive Act 

3.2.1 General 

Basically, serious threat to legitimate order and grave circumstances-war crimes genocide 

and crime against humanity are a ground for AU intervention in the form of peace 

operation missions. However, since the UN Charter obligates the UN member states to 

refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial 

integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with 

the purpose of the United Nations, it is doubtful whether intervention in the 

aforementioned grounds could pass the test of consistency with the purpose of the UN or 

could be deemed as not constituting an interference in the political independence. 

Moreover, the other issue raised here is whether or not such intervention is consistent 

with the modalities used by UN. Article 24 of the UN Charter cqnfers on the UN Security 

Council the primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and 

seclll'ity. To execute its responsibility the UN Security Council uses different modalities 

provided in the Charter. For instance, Article 53 of the UN Chalter provides for a 

possibility of the Security Council using, where appropriate, regional arrangements or 

agencies fo r enforcement action under its authority and prohibits any enforcement action 

unauthorized by the UN Security Council. Generally, form this analysis it may be 

conclude that, in deciding on intervention, the Africa Union will have to consider it will 

seek the authorization of the UN Security Council as it is required to do under Article 53 

of the UN Chatter. When questions are raised as to whether the Union could possibly 

have the inherent right to intervene other than through the Security Council, they have to 
.. 

dismiss out of hand.136 Despite these all debate, the writer of tllis paper wishes to 

examines the ingredients of the factors here in below. 

\36 Ben Kioko The right ofi.l1tervention under the Africa Union's Constitutive Act: From non~interference 
to non-intervention available on 
hn p: llwww. icrc.org/Web/en!!isiteen20.l1sflhlmla IIlSWNJ DU Sfile/1 CRC/852 Kioko.pdf p. 821 accessed on 
December 08 2008 
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3.2.2, Ingredients a/War Crimes, Genocide and Crime against Humanity 

Africa is today facing greater peace needs than before, against this background Africans 

have embarked on various efforts in responding to the challenges posed by seemingly 

unending conflicts, In this connection, despite the issues of its legality in line with the 

UN Charter, "Aliicle 4(h) of AU Constitutive Act provided for'the right of the Union to 

intervene in a member states pursuant to a decision of the AU General Assembly in 

respect of grave circumstances, nanlely war crimes, genocide and crime against humanity 

and as the AU Heads of States and Government, and further added an amendments to 

Article 4(h) that extends the right to intervene to situation that pose "a serious threat to 

legitimate order to restore peace and stabi lity in the Member States of the Union upon the 

recommendation of the Peace and Security Council.,,137 Article 4(j) of the constitutive 

Act also indicates that a member state has the right to request intervention from the 

Union for restoration of peace and security, 138 

If the aforementioned factors are sufficed for the AUto take peace mission actions, the 

issues here will be about the ingredients of the factors of intervention, The following 

sections will analyses the ingredients of the factors for triggering peace operations 

missions by AU, 

Unl ike the OAU, the AU places impoliant limitations on state sovereignty, It is based on 

the premise that sovereignty is conditional and is defined in temlS of state willingness and 

capacity to provide protection to its citizens: 139 the Constitutive Act acknowledge that the 

state has the duty to protect its citizens, If a state fails to live up to these commitments, 

the AU has a right to intervene for human. protection purpose through peace operation 

137 See Kristina Powerl super note at 24 p. II 
'" Ibid 
139 Ibid 
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missions, if necessary. 140 In this connection, AL1icle 4(h) of t~e Constitutive Act states 

that the Union has "the right to intervene in a Member State pursuant to a decision of the 

Assembly in respect of grave circumstance which contains a common thread uniting the 

three grounds: namely war crimes, genocide and crime against humanity.141 

The issue here is about the possibility of obtaining clear ingredients of the 

aforementioned factors for conducting of peace operation mission by the AU. Just like 

the UN Charter, the Constitutive Act of the Africa Union does not contain any further 

ingredients for the factors of war crimes, genocide and clime against humanity. One can 

not find a clearer set of criteria under any AU documents. 

However, the AU's provisions for intervention-'war crimes, genocide, and crimes against 

humanity' - can be codified in international law, thereby providing a clearer set of 

ingredients governing intervention. 142 In other word, it is not so much difficult and 

debatable to find the criterion of the factors like those in UNSC factors of peace 

operation mission and as also like the second factors for AU intervention which will be 

explore in subsequent section. This is because the three factors of intervention - is that 

they constitute international crimes as defined in the Rome Statute as well as of the 

intemational criminal tribunals for Rwanda and Yugoslavia. 143 

For instance, the international legal definition of the crime of genocide is found in 

Articles II and III of the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Plmislm1ent of 

Genocide. Al1icle II describes two elements of the crime of genocide: the mental 

elements, meaning the "intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethical, racial. or 

religious groups, as such ", and the physical element which includes five acts described in 

sections a, b, c, d and e. Similarly, Article III described five punishable forms of the 

crime of genocide: genocide; conspiracy, incitement, attempt and complicity. 

140 Ibid 
141 Ibid 
142 Ibid 
143 Ibid 
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Moreover, the definition and ingredient for the factors of crime against humanity is 

provided in the Statute of the Intel11ational Criminal Court. For exampJe, Article 7 of the 

ICC described 11 acts and it defines as "crime against hmnanity" means any of the II 

acts when committed as pru1 of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any 

civilian population, with lmowledge of the attack. From this definition, just like genocide, 

crime against humanity is also requires criminal intent to the specific act. 

3.2.3 Serious Threat to Legitimate Order to Peace and Stability 

To state the obvious, the presence of a serious threat to legitimate order with the member 

states is a newly indispensible second factor of necessitating AU intervention to the state 

concerned. At this junctlU'e, the very fust issue sought to address is to be detcl111ine the 

constituent elements defining "serious legitimate order "? As in the case of UN Charter, 

the AU's Constitutive Act is fails short of prescribing the main ingredients of to be taken 

as a yardstick to determine the existence or otherwise of a legitimate order. In the light of 

this legal vacuum, it remains pretty difficult to make a legal conclusion on the criteria 

employed by the AU to judge whether the regime in one of its member states - considered 

for intervention - is legitimate. NeveliJ1eless, the laclll1a thus created from the lack of 

getting fonna l sources defining the tenn "serious threat legitimate order" may be filled by 

injecting interpretive regime. To this end, one may resort to the proceeding OAU 

constitutional documents which may help in getting a much better definition for the term 

in issue. Even their, the meaning for serious threat to legitimate order shall be deduced by 

way of acontrario reasoning of the phrase "unconstitutional change of govern111ent" used 

in OAU's Constitutional development. Hence, the nearest possible interpretation of the 

statement legitimate order may be found in the OAU's definition of "constitutional 

change of govemment'" and it says: military coup d'etat against a democratically elected 

Govel11ment; intervention by mercenaries to replace a democratically elected 

Government; replacement of democratically ejected Govern111ent by rumed dissident 
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groups and rebel movements; and the refusal by an incumbent government to relinquish 

power to the willl1ing party after free fair and regular election. 144 

A close look at to the above ingredients making up the characteristic features of 

unconstitutional change of governments paves the way for making a more or less 

persuasive attributes defining legitimate order. The logical parallel to be drawn, thus, is 

that a legitimate order primarily presupposes a political entity run by a regime whose 

assent to power is legitimized through the application of demooratic procedures. Among 

others, assumption of power through democratic means entails the holding of the free and 

fair election bestowing leadership powers to the sovereign regime as manifestation of 

popular sovereignty. 

Yet, what exactly constitutes free and fair election is itselfa highly controversial issue. A 

possible solution to ease the contention clouding the meaning of "free and fair election" 

may be the Guide line set out by the Declaration Governing Democratic Election in 

Africa. This declaration adopted at the Durban Summit in 2002, Heads of State agreed on 

a Declaration Governing Democratic Elections in Africa l45
, to which also included in the 

Draft Declaration on Elections, Democracy and Good governru1se in Afl~ca by the AU. A 

Declaration is not, however as per Rule 33 of the Rules of Procedure of the AU 

Assembly, binding on Member States and intended to guide and harmonize 

viewpoilltS. 146 

To make matters worse, the issue has shown to be a major practical problem as, more 

often than not, election observers failed to reach in consensus in determining whether an 

election is free and fair or not. A case in point is, the notoriously polarized view of 

international election observers in judging about the conduct of the election process in 

Zimbabwe. Presenting their final report on the conduct of the 2008 presidential election 

of Zimbabwe - observers from westem nation and NGO's was fow1d out to be in fierce 

\ 44 Lome' Declaration on the Framework for an GAU Response to Unconstitutional Changes of 
Government, AHGlDec 1.5(XXXVl). 
145 Id AHGlDecl.! (XXXVIII) 
146 Ibid 
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division from the AU's observers missions, SADC and some of0e South African nations 

as the free and fairness of the election. Inline with this, while western observers and 

NGO's criticized the Zimbabwe election as neither fair nor free their counterparts from 

AU, SADC and Southern Africa countries like, Sonth Af1'ica and Tanzania were prepared 

to conclude that even if there were not free and fair they were at least legitimate 147 far 

from meeting the minimum international standards.148 

Similarly, the . election held in Ethiopia in the recent past years saw a divide opinion 

among intemational and regional elections observers over their "fair and free" nature. 

Considering the May 2005 third round parliamentary election, it was witnessed that the 

final report from the international observer missions to be conflicting. Illustrating this 

scenario is, for instance, the report from the EU observers' missions as presented by Ms 

AJ1I1a Gomez denied the Ethiopian election of as 'free and fair" on meeting international 

standards. Quite the contrary, the AU observers ' mission and the Carter Mission 

(independent NGO) opposed the EU's finding saying that as the election is fair and free. 

The other issue is whether or not intervention is possible where an illegitimate order is 

under threat from popular rebellion. This is true in the recent Kenya elections to which 

very massive popular rebellion forced the government to change the whole situation and 

finally the government resolved by sharing power to the opposition party after a. massacre 

of many people. This may be a bad precedent for AU for its actions for the sole grounds 

of threat to legitimate order. Generally, Unlike the Constitutive Act' s on the criteria for 

intervention-war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide -there exist no precise 

definition of what ingredients a serious threat to legitimate order. If not properly 

delimited, the concept of threat to legitimate order is sufficielltly elastic to encompass 

even peaceful protest for more accountable govel1Ullent or those stands against 

illegitimate governments who has been conducting an election neither free/fair or not as 

grounds for intervention on the par 

14' Amendment to the Africa Union's Right to intervene, A Sh ift from human security to re .. p. 1 Available 
at http://www.iss.co.zalPubs/ASRlI2N02/Af\Vat.h tmlvisited on 11 12112008 
'" Ibid 
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4. Challenges on the Existing Modes of Cooperation Involving 
the UN, AU and IGAD, in Peace Operations for Maintenance 
of Peace and Security in East Africa 

Tl fe objective of this chapter is mainly focused on exploring the challenges of the modes~ 
of cooperation between UN and AU-lGAD in the processes of peace operation in East 

Africa. In addition to such focal points of di scussion, it also examines the various 

components of peace operations with the challenges that are faced in the respective 

constitutional documents of multilateral organizations. To this end, in line with the 

components of peace operations, the research paper in general, and this chapter in 

particular, pin points only some of the tenns of peace operations. Among others, 

peacekeeping and peace enforcements are integral parts of the chapter at hand. 

Generally, this chapter devotes to encompassed definition, principles and challenges on 

the legal basis of such components of peace operation under the UN Charter and the AU 

Constitutive Act. Moreover, it goes on examine deeply the challenges on the legal basis 

of modes of cooperation between UN and AU-lOAD in peace operation. Similarly, based 

on some case studies, it further explore the challenges of an evolving modes of 

cooperation between UN and AU-lOAD peace operations for the maintenance of peace 

and security in Easter part of African continent's . 

4,1 Peace operation: Definitions, principles, Challenges 

The tenn peace operation is, as Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace 
" 

Opera/ions, 149 general ly includes all forms of operation that are targeted for the purpose 

of maintenance of peace and security. Accordingly, unlike their unique features, 

peacekeeping, peacemaking, peace building and peace enforcements are included under 

the umbrella of peace operation. Here, peacekeeping and peace enforcement (which 

149UN General Assemb!y and Security Council , Report of/he Panel 011 United Nations Peace Operations, 
A/55 /305 -S/2000/809. 21 August 2000. The Repol1 's definition of peace operations is also used here, 
including conflict prevention and peacemaking, peacekeeping, and peace building. 
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together constitutes peace creation) along with other strategies, are of an overal l 

peacemaking process, designed to resol ve, or at least manage violent conflict. 150 

Hence, this sub-topics looks at the practice of peace operations, its legal framework, 

principles and the tenns used to define it. Especially, it goes on to examine the legal basis 

of peacekeeping under Chapter VI and VII of the UN Charter and on the AU Constitutive 

Act. 

4.1.1 The Definitions and principles of peace operation 

As to the definition of peacekeeping, it should first point out that, the term does not 

appear in any of the III articles of the UN Chatter and the Charter has never been 

amended in order to incorporate peacekeeping operations into it. Then what is 

peacekeeping? Simply put, peace keepers are people helping the parties to a conflict to 

resolve their difference peacefully and the presence of these people, soldiers, mi litary 

observers or civil ian police, encouraging hosti le groups not to use arms and instead to 

keep negotiating for peacef1l1 settlement of disputes . 151 Most UN peacekeepers-often 

referred to as "blue helmets" because of the blue colure helmets the wear while on duty--

have been soldiers, volunteered by their govenmlents to apply military discipline and 

training to the task restoring and mainlining peace: monitoring cease-fire, separating 

hostile forces and maintaining buffer zones.152Moreover, many authors and tlle UN itself 

have h'ied to set concepts and definition about the UN peacekeeping. For instance, the 

Review of United Nations Peacekeeping, published by the United Nations defined a.s: 

As the United Nations practice has evolved over the years, 

a peacekeeping operation has come 10 be defined as an 

operation involving military personnel, but without 

enforcement powers, undertaken by the United Nations to 

help maintain or restore international peace and security in 

areas of conjlict. These operations are voluntary and are 

IlOFunmi Olanisakin (2000), Reinventing Peacekeeping in Africa; Conceptual and Legal Issues in 
ECOMOG Operations, Kluwer Law International pp I 
II I Peacekeeping, p.2 available at www.un.argioeace Visited on October J 02008. 
152 Ibid 
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based 011 consent and cooperation. While they involve the 

use of military personnel, they achieve their objectives not 

by force of arms, thus contrasting them with the 

enforcement action of the United Nations under Article 

42.153 

From the above definitions, despite what may have been an authoritative definition in its 

time, peacekeeping has come to encompass many types of activities, both military and 

civilian, including the use of military force to attain peace. 

Furthermore, in the document An Agenda for Peace, the Secretary General, Dr. Boutros 

Gail, attempted to set out some working definitions: First, he drew attention to the role of 

preventive which involve fact finding and good office, secondly, he identified 

'peacemaking' which might be action taken under Chapter VI of the Charter, thirdly, he 

defined peacekeeping as the deployment of the United Nations personnel in an area with 

the consent of the parties and finally in contrast he went on to identify 'peace 

enforcement' which involves peacekeeping undertaken without the consent of the parties 

and is normally authorized under the term the provisions of Chapter VIl ls4While 

Boutros-Ghali's definitions initially gained wide currency, their value has decline over 

time. ISS With the expansions of peacekeeping following the end of cold war, 
" 

commentators began to speak of successive "generations" of the Untied Nations 

operations .In some circle, the term "peace operations" and " peace support operations 

"are now used interchangeably with the telm "peacekeeping operations" to encompass a 

broad spectrum of conflict management and. resolution techniques. 156 A new vocabulary 

of related has emerged, the South African Department of defense, for example, recently 

identi fi ed and defined nine overlapping terms: 

153 See Olonisakin super note 160 atl83 
'54 John O'Brien (200 I), International Law, Cavendish publishing limited London, United Kingdom pp 729 
15' Eric G. Berman and Katie E. Sams (2000), Peacekeeping in Africa: Capabilities and Culpabilities 
United Nations Institute for Di sarmament Research (UNrD1R) Geneva, Switzerland. 
156 Ibid 
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Peace missions; peace support operations; preventive 

diplomacy; peacemaking; peacekeeping operations; peace 

enforcement; peace building; humanitarian assistance; and 

humanitarian intervention. /57 

To further complicate matters, different cOlUltries and organizations ascribed different 

meaning to the same terms, Recently, some tries to define the terms categorizing with 

developmental peacekeeping, The basis of their arguments is manly on the analysis of the 

documentations of the Department of peacekeeping Operations (DPKO), In the DPKO 

documentation found that the primary focus of traditional peacekeeping methods remains 

within the traditional understanding of human security, which gives preference to the 

security of state. 158 Developmental peacekeeping is fundamentally rooted in the holistic 

understanding of human security in all is dimensions and hence" ,from this, developmental 

peacekeeping is defined as: 

A post conflict reconstruction intervention which aims to 

achieve sustainable levels of human security through a 

combination of intervention aimed at accelerating capacity 

building and socio-economic development which will result 

in the dismantling of war economics system and replacing 

the with globally competitive peace economics, 159 

It is clear that, this definition overlaps with the other wide categories of peacekeeping, 

namely peace-buildings, This is manly because , as peace-building define as effort to 

identifies and SUppOlt areas which tend to consolidate peace in case where the conflict is 

between two or more countries sustained cooperative work may be undertaken to deal 

with their economic, social, cultural and ethnic problem 160, the term peace-building can 

'" Ibid 
'''Deve lopmental Peacekeeping- What are the Advantages for Africa? (2004) pA African Defiance Summit 
a va i la b Ie on http ://www . co m m iss ion fora frica. org/french/con s u Itat ionJsubm iss ions/rolsb-nov-deco4 -06 7. pd f 
visited on 05 February 2009 
". Ibid p,5 
160 See Yassen Super note at 63 pA 
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also incorporates the elements of developmental peacekeeping. Generally, saving the 

di stinctions are important 111 order to understand the legal principle governing 

peacekeeping, the current trend in peacekeeping and observation is to combined 

peacekeeping and peacemaking, in that the parties to the confl ict not only agree to a 

peacekeeping or observe forces to keep the parties apart or to monitor a cease-fire, but the 

also agree to a specific method of settling the disputes. 161Hence, despite having different 

concepts with the definition of peacekeeping, it is important to kllow the definitions of 

those various terms to which scholars used to understand how it relates and differs from 

peacekeeping. 

4.1.1.1 Traditional Peacekeeping and Observation Missions 

Generally, the concepts of peacekeeping, as some authors adheres, lies on the terms of 

traditional and second generation of peacekeeping. There have been a number of 

attempts to make a clear distinction between the two terms. Many authors try to make 

distinction on actions before cold war and post cold war. During the ensuing cold war 

years, the goals of the United Nations peacekeeping were necessarily limited to 

mainlaining cease-·fires and stabilizing situations on the grounds, so that efforts could be 

made at the political level to resolve the conflict by peaceful means, hence, several of the 

United Nations longstanding operations fit this "/I'adifionaf' model. 162 

At the end of cold war, the traditional meaning of peacekeeping is just changed into a 

"second generation" concepts parti cularly with growing of internal an11ed conflicts. This 

means the transformation of the international environment has given rise to a new 

generation of "multi-dimensional" United Nations peacekeeping operations. These 

operations are typically deployed in the dangerous aftermath of a violent internal conflict 

16' See White Super note at 38 p.1S7 and 189 
162 Department of Peacekeeping Operations, United Nations Peacekeeping Operations: Principles and 
Guidelines pp. 20 available on http://www.pbpu.unlb.orglobhs/librarv/Capstone Doctrine ENG.pdfvisi1ed 
on 05 February 2009 
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and may employ a mix of military, police and civilian capabilities to SUppOlt the 

implementations of a comprehensive peace agreement. 163 

Moreover there is also a third generation of peacekeeping, in fact it does not have a 

definite -- general accepted label; some call it "robust", others 'enlarged', ' defensive' or 

'wider (for instance the term wider peacekeeping has been employed by the British army 

),peacekeeping.164 

Today, its meaning h,as changed, its role widened and its responsibility broadened. Most 

peacekeeping operations now are multidimensional, requiring each to carry out a variety 

of functions involving peacemaking and peace-building. Secretary-General Kofi Alman, 

in his 1999 report on the Work of the Organization, thus summarized tilese functions: 

"While some traditional peacekeeping operations remain, peacekeepers throughout the 

decade of the 1990s have been involved in the broader post-conflict peace-building 

processes associated with the implementation of peace agreements. This involves the 

return and reintegration of refugees and internally di splaced persons, reconciliation, 

rebuilding judicial systems, strengthening the promotion and protection of human rights, 

electoral assistance and assistance in rebuilding war-torn political, economic and social 

infrastructures, as well as more traditional peacekeeping tasks." 

To sum up, according to many scholars the terms of distinctions between traditional and 

second generation manly lies on the year between before Cold War and, post and during 

Cold War. Hence from their point of view, many post-Cold Wars peacekeeping, and 

indeed, some specific operations during Cold War, are described by some analysts as 

second generations peacekeeping. 165 In Ratner's analysis of the major difference 

between both, the fOlmer perfornls a monitoring and inter-positional role, whiles the 

latter is concerned with 'operations responsible for overseeing or executing the political 

solution ofan interstate or internal conflicts', with the consent of the parties. 166 

16) Ibid p.22 
'''See Olanisakin super note 140 at93 
165 Ibid p. 9 
166 Ibid 
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In relations with the terms of Observation Missions, the miSSIOns are generally 

considered to sit within the traditional peacekeeping umbrella. Indeed, the current trend 

in peacekeeping and observation is to combine peacekeeping and peacemaking, in that 

the parties to the conflict not only agree to peacekeeping or observer force to keep the 

parties apart or to monitor a cease-fire, but they also agree to a specific method of 

settl ing the dispute. 167 

4.1.1.2. Conflict Preventions, Peacemaking an Peace enforcement 

Conflict prevention involves the application of structural or diplomatic measures to keep 

intra-state or inter-state tensions and disputes from escalating into violent conflict. 168 

Ideally, it should build on structured early warning, infonnatio!1 gathering and a careful 

analysis of the factors driving the conflict. 169Conflict prevention activities may include 

the use of the Secretary-General's "good offices," preventive deployment or confidence

building measures. 170 

Moreover Peacekeeping and peacemaking are two sides of the same coin. Peacekeeping 

generally includes measures to address conflicts in progress and usually involves 

diplomatic action to bring hostile parties to a negotiated agreement. 171 While Peace 

Enforcement operations involve the use of an armed force, or the threat of such use, in 

order to compel combatants to cease their fighting and seek peaceful methods of conflict 

settlement. J72 These operations might be directed at all combating parties, or at a single 

party that refuses to halt the military actions. On a practical level, peace enforcement 

actions include: 

+ carrying out international sanctions against the opposing sides, or against the side that 

represents the driving force in the armed conflict; 

167 Ibid 
168 See Department of peacekeeping super note 153at 17 
169 Ibid 
170 Ibid 
17 1 Ibid 

172 Juridical Evaluation of the Peacekeeping Operations in Transnistria in Conformity \vith the 
International Law, p. 5 availab le on http ://www.ipp.md/public/bibliotecalISlen/Memebrii En". pdfvisited 
on 14 April 2008 
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+ isolating the conflict zones and preventing arms deliveries to the area, as well as 

preventing penetration of the area by aimed formations; 

+ air or missile strikes on positions of the side that refuses to halt its combat actions; 

+ rapid deployment of peace forces to the combat zones in numbers sufficient to carry out 

the ass igned missions!7] 

4.1.1.3. Peace buildings and Humanitarian Action 

Peace-Building Operations represent the whole aggregate of actions and measures that 

may be undertaken once the military phase of a conflict concludes174 While 

Humanitarian Actions in whatever form or on whatever scale, are a part of almost all 

peace operations and in addition, they are carried out independently from other efforts 

aimed at ending the conflict. l75 Moreover, humanitarian actions are undertaken to 

provide relief and to support the survival of the civilian population who have fallen 

victim to military actions.! 76 

To sum up the boundaries between conflict prevention, peacemaking peacekeeping, 

peace building and peace enforcement have become increasingly blurred.177Peace 

operations are rarely limited to one type of activity, whether United Nations-led or 

conducted by non-United Nations actors. 178While United Nations peacekeeping 

operations are, in principle, deployed supp0l1 the implementation of a cease-fire or peace 

agreement, they are often required to play an active role in peacemaking efforts and may 

also be involved in early peace building activities .! 79 Although the line between "robust" 

peacekeeping and peace enforcement may appear blurred at times, there are important 

173 Ibid 
174 Ibid 

'" l bid 
176 Ibid 
177 See DepaJ1ment of peacekeeping super note 156 at 18 
''' Ibid p.19 
'79 Ibid 
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differences between the two. 18o\Vhile robust peacekeeping involves the use of force at 

the tactical level with the consent of the host authorities and/or the main parties to the 

conflict, peace enforcement may involve the use of force at the strategic or international 

level, which is normally prohibited for Member States under Article 2 (4) of the Charter 

unless authorized by the Security Council. 181 

Generally, although the practice of United Nations peacekeeping has evolved 

significantly over the past six decades, three basic principles ,have traditionally served 

and continue to set United Nations peacekeeping operations apart 

maintaining international peace and security: 182 

. Consent of the parties 

.Impartiality 

, Non-use afforce except in self-defence and defence of the mandate 

These principles are inter-related and mutually reinforcing. It is important that their 

meaning and relationship to each other are clearly understood by all those involved in the 

planning and conduct of United Nations peacekeeping operations, so that they are applied 

effectively, 183 

4.1.2 Challenges on the Legal Basis of Peace Operations: the UN 

In relation to the issue of the legal basis peace operation, some argue that the principal 

factor in his~rical , poli1ical and legaUlackground of UN peace-keeping operations has 

been the fail ure by the organization and its member- states to conclude agreements under 

anicle 43 of the UN Charter providing the possibility to del iver military units for 

enforcement of the UN Security Council resolution . In any case, however, despite the fact 

that peacekeeping is primarily an activity associated with the UN there is no direct 

reference to peacekeeping in the Charter. It is clear that the UN Charter is a legal basis 

180 Ibid 
18 1 Ibid 
182 Ibid p.31 
183 Ibid 
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for the organization's action. But since peacekeeping operations are not specifically 

mentioned in the UN Charter, the legality of the UN actions is become questionable. 

Accordingly, as peacekeeping was not contemplated by the drafters of the UN Charter, 

the legal foundations for peacekeeping operations have been widely debated over the 

years. Despite these debates, the lack of express reference to peacekeeping was 

scrutinized in the expense case, in an Advisory Opinion of the International Court of 

Justice. The issues which had been requested by the General Assembly were not issues 

with regards to the operations (forces) but it was the issue whether or not the expenses of 

the forces were the expenses of the UN. However, the Court brief remarks about the 

legality of their creation were somewhat inconclusive; it limited itself to saying that the 

creation of the forces was probably legal, and to rejecting variol!s arguments against their 

legality, but it did not say precisely which provisions of the Charter constituted the legal 

justification for their creation. 184In one instance, in the view of the function of 

peacekeeping operations, Secretary-General Dag Hamnlarskjold once suggested to 

devote a new "Chapter VI and a Half" of the Charter to peacekeeping. ls5 

Moreover, peacekeeping has been argued to be inferred from the purpose of the Charter. 

The fact that UN peacekeeping forces do not have an official, formal basis in the Charter 

does not mean however that they are unconstitutional. In its Advisory Opinion, the Court 

concluded that, when the UN undertakes action that may be considered to be in pursuit of 

the purpose of the organization, such as the maintenance of international peace and 

security, such act is not ultra vires.186From this argument, alth01:;gh the implied power for 

the use of peacekeeping forces is derived from the primary purpose of the UN set out in 

Article 1 of the Charter, the pW"]Joses or groWlds for which the implied powers which 

may be used are fOWld in Chapter VI and VII. It is upon these two chapters that all 

peacekeeping operations have been founded . While Article I of the Charter represents the 

general head of power on which legitimacy for peacekeeping can be founded, there are 

elements in both Chapters VI and VII which are rel ied upon as the basis for different 

'" See Akehurst ' s super note 37 at 420 
Ii' See Rao super note 36 at 84 
'" Robel1 C.R. Siekmann (1991), National Contingents in United Nations Peace-keeping Forces, Martinus 
NijhoffPublisher pp7 
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types of operations in the peacekeeping field. 187 Particularly, worth mentioning challenge 

would be the fact that in Chapter VI there is no power to make binding decision with 

regard to member states. The position of both the Security Council and the General 

Assembly is that they may only make recommendations. Hence the power to force 

compliance with a Chapter VI recommendation that a Peacekeeping operation be 

launched is therefore come from a political source not a legal one. IS8 The legal result is 

that if a peacekeeping operation derived from a request from the parties under Article 33, 

or from any other provision of Chapter VI, for example from a recOlmnendation under 

Article 36, consent of the parties to the peacekeeping operation is mandatory.189 If 

consent is not present, regardless of the reason why consent has been withheld, regardless 

of the kind or nature of the operation and regardless of the implied powers of the UN, 

without the acknowledgment that it is the parties own choice; a peacekeeping operation 

cannot be a Chapter VI operation. Where the UN is dealing with a situation in which the 

government has collapsed without successor and there is, there.fore, no means by which 

the State can give consent, or accede to a recommendation of the General Assembly or 

Security Council, then any peacekeeping operation, must be initiated under Chapter 

VII. 190 

As far as the legal basis of peacekeeping operations under Chapter VII is concerned, 

Aliicle 39 permits the Security Council to make recommendations as well as make 

findings and decide on measures. After finding, the UN Chmier in Article 42 deals the 

types of actions that the Security Council may undertake. However, despite the fact that 

the Charter intends to make States that have entered into 811 A.iiicle 43 agreement provide 

the forces for an operation conducted under Arti.cle 42,110 provision in the Charter 

suggests that the Security Council should organize its militarY' response in the form of 

peacekeeping. However, the absence of Article 43 agreements does not mean that 

military forces carmot be provided as the International Court of Justice said in its 

187 [bid 
188 I bid 
189 Ibid 
190 I bid 
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advisory opinion on Certain Expenses of the United Nations: 191 Accordingly, it can not 

be said that the Chmier has left the Security Council impotent in the face of an 

emergency situation when agreements under Artic le 43 have not been concluded and it is 

possible for the Council to take direct action depending on the conclusion of agreement 

on an ad hoc basis with those member states who are willing to supply troops. Generally, 

even if it is true that there is no specific Article that particularly deals ,\lith the term 

peacekeeping operations under Chapter VII, the said Chapter allows the use of force to 

the Council under Article 43 in order to implement the use of force in article 42, though 

action under Alticle 42 will be impossible until such agreements have been concluded. 

Therefore, Chapter VII peacekeeping can only be based on Article 39 recommendations. 

Given the difficulties inherent in specifying which article is to be relied upon it is not 

surprising that the Security Council prefers to make a general reference to Chapter VII. 

Finally, the 1950 Uniting for Peace Reso/ulion 192 gave the General Assembly's most 

impoliant contribution to strengthening the UN collective security system. The General 

Assembly passed this resolution in order to increase its ability to exerci se its secondary or 

residual responsibility.193 The Uniting for Peace Resolution states that, if Security 

Council fails in its primary responsibility for maintaining international peace and 

security, the General Assembly shall consider the matter immediately with the view to 

making recommendation for collective measures, including the use of armed force where 

necessary; and it recommends members to maintain contingents in their armed forces 

which could be made available 'for the service as a United Nations unit. .. upon 

recommendation by the Security Councilor the General Assembly' .194Generally, this 

reso lution has to be viewed as a recommendation under Chapter VI operation and as in 

Certain Expenses Case as the International COUlt of Justice interpreted ' action' to mean 

'enforcement action', said that the United Nations Emergency Force in the Middle East, 

created by the General Assembly in 1956, was not contrary to Ariicle 11 (2) because it 
.-

was not designed to take enforcement action. The Court clearly implied that the General 

191 Certain Expenses of the United Nations, 1962 I.C.J 151 
InGeneral Assembly Resolution 377(1950) of3 November 1950 
193 See Akehurst's super note 37 at 392 
"'lbid p.393 
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Assembly would have acted illegally if it had set up a force designed to take enforcement 

action.. 195These reasons make as confirmed the power of the General Assembly to make 

recommendations for peacekeeping forces to which the resolutions represent the legal 

and political development for the basis of peacekeeping. Its legal basis was forwarded in 

the form of argwnent based on the provision of the Charter. For instance, some argued on 

the basis of Article 24 of the Charter, in that this Article gave the Security Council 

' primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security. 

Nevertheless, it was argued that this did not preclude the General Assembly from 

exercising a secondary and residual responsibility - and argument that was approved by 

the International Cow1 of Justice in the Expense case. 196 

Aprut from this, one could further argue that the establishment of a peacekeeping force is 

an institutional prerequisite to the General Assembly by virtue of AIuc1e 22 of the 

Charter. The argument would be based on the fact that the Article empowers the General 

Assembly to establish subsidiary organs for performance of its functions and that this 

power may be used for establishment of a peace keeping force. In this connection UNFE, 

in particular, has been established under this article. 

4.1.3. The Legal basis and Challenges of Peace Operations by AU-JGAD 

Basically the UN Charter does not state explicitly on the issues of regional led peace 

operations. Article 52 and 53 of Chapter VIII of the UN Charter simply envisioned a 

notewOlihy role for regional arrrulgements in the pacific settlement of local disputes as 

well as in enforcement action under the authority of the Security Council. However, there 

is a strongly supported assumption that regional organizations may establish 

peacekeeping as one part of peace operations having non-enforcement actions. If a 

peacekeeping operation conforms to the legal principles, as have been outlined in the 

above sections, then it can lawfully be undertaken by a regional organization, or on an ad 

195 Ibid 
196 Ibid p. 392 
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hoc, collective basis, or indeed by individual States. This is mainly because consensual, 

non-offensive operations do not breach the ban on the use of force contained in Article 

2(4) of the UN Charter, nor are they actions which require the authorization of the 

Security Council under Article 530f the UN Charter, which is . confined to enforcement 

action. 

On the other hand, an issue of primary jurisdiction may be raised even ifit is argued that 

regional arrangements can wldertake peacekeeping operations by reference to Chapter 

VIII (Arts. 52 and 53) of the UN Charter. Here, the answer to the central question as to the 

extent to which the regional agency has priority in deciding on the merits and whether the 

Security Council is under an obligation to defer in a given case, depends on whether 

Art.52(4), by stating that Arts. 34 and 35 remain unimpaired, excludes the application of 

Arts 36 and 37.197 The issues here ",>ill be clear if one to make investigates on the 

relationship between Art. 52 and Chapter VI of Art. 24 of the UN Charter. Furthermore, 

some commentators have tried to settle the issues in a way that as long as the 

requirements of Art.52 are met, the Security Council cannot take a decision on the merits 

and must, where appropriate, refer the case to the regional agency-Ali.52 in this respect 

lex specialis to Arts. 33 et seq. /98 If on the contrary, the conditions of Art. 52 are not 

present, or if the case one in which states which are non-members of the regional agency 

invite the regional agency to settle the dispute, the general regulation of Chapter VI 

stands, and Art. 52, with its exclusive primary competence for the settlement on the 

merits of regional disputes, is not applicable. 199 

However, currently as such the above issues are not so much debatable and will be 

challenges. This is manly because today, unlike the OAU, the Africa Union has adopted 

a more controversial issue in relation to the legal basis of peace operations simply by 

adding peace enforcement action. For this purpose, unlike the OAU, the AU legitimizes '-its mandate of peace operation under its Constitutive Act. The OAU, which emphasized 

<97 Bruno Simma, ( ed. 2002), The Charter of the Un ited Nations; A Commentary 20
' ed. Volume I, by in 

the United States of Oxford University Press Inc., New York P.840 
198 Ibid p.841 
199 Ibid 
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the principles of national sovereignty and non-interference, lacked both the statutory 

authority and capacity to intervene in matters related to peace and security200 The AU, 

which embraces international cooperation and recognizes the primacy of the UN Charter 

in peace and security, has also adopted a. wider field of engagement options, from 

mediation to using force to intervene in specific circumstances.201 Article 4 of the 

Constitutive Act specifies : "the right of the Union to intervene in a Member State 

pursuant to a decision of the Assembly in respect to grave circumstances, namely: war 

crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity . .. the right of Member States to request 

intervention from the Union in order to restore peace and security. For this purpose, the 

AU adopted the Protocol on the Peace and Security which launched the creation of the 

Peace and Security Council , the Africa Stand by Force, the Continental Early Warming 

Mechanism and the Panel of the Wise. 

To sum up, despite the recognitions of its legitimacy lmder its Constitutive Act, sti ll 

several challenges are faced in relations to AU's peace operation mission. The first 

challenge is about the legality of peace enforcement action on the auspices of peace 

operation mission in line with the UN Chapter. The AU legitimacy under its Act 

contradicts with Chapter VIII and Article 2(4) of the UN Charter, i.e. the issue here being 

the legality of peace enforcement action by regional organizations. Moreover, there 

undoubtedly remain substantial challenges to be overcome before the AU can make it 

more operationali sed. fulch challenges with respect to which further elaboration shall be 

provided in the forgoing chapters are; issues of funding and core military capabilities, and 

the means of cooperation. Meanwhile, whether or not the interventions in Burundi and 

Darfur have shown that the division of labor between the United Nations and African 

organizations can work will be another issue. 

As far as peace operations conducted by sub-regional organizations are concerned, like 
""-

the AU, there is no explicit provision mandating IGAD to condllct peace operations in the 

Hom of Africa. On the other hand, East African, member states of the Intergovernmental 

200 See Kristina Powell super note at 24 

201 Ibid 
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Authority on Development (IGAD) have traditionally cautioned against the establishment 

of a similar sub-regional peacekeeping force in the absence of a single country in that 

sub-region with sufficient power to take the lead202 The fraction between some countries 

in the sub-region has militated against the creation of such force. However, this has not 

prevented IGAD from undertaking a range of peace initiatives in the Hom of Africa, 

particularly in Somalia and the Sudan. For instance, IGAD led the mediation initiatives 

that produced the Transitional Federal Government (TFG) in Somalia in 2004 and in 

March 2005, IGAD proposed a Peace Support Mission to Somalia (lGASOM) involving 

10,000 troops at a cost of $500 million in the ftrst year, but the AU approved a smaller 

force of 8,000 in September 2006, at an estimated cost of $ 335 million for the first 

year203 

4.2. Mode o!Caoperation - Legal Basis and Challenges: UN-AU-/GAD in 
peace operations 

Under this sub topic the writer of this paper wishes to explore the legal mode of 

cooperation of UN-AU-IGAD in peace operations with the challenges that faced it. This 

can be clone mainly by references to the Charter of the world organization and the 

Constitutive Act of the AU and the establishing document of IGAD . Hence, here in 

below, are examined their legal mode of cooperation and the challenges of present and 

future cooperation. 

. 
4.2.1 The Legal Basis of Cooperation: Chapter VIII of UN Chal'ter 

The debate over the relationship between the United Nations and regional organizations 

goes back to W.W.l1.204 In this relation different proposal were adopted before settling 

the debate into the fi nal UN Charter. In relation to the issues at hand, different proposal 

were offered in behalf of the Champion of \V. w.n. Finally, the result of the Dumbarton 

Oaks process was largely reflected in the final UN Charter. The Security Council, under 

202 Ibid 
203 Gilbert M. Khadiagala, Eatem Africa: Security and the Legacy of Fragility(2008) p. I I available at 
http://www.ipacademv.om/asserJfile/404/eastern-africa.pdfvisited on December 032008 
'04 See Quayat super note I at 2 
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Article 24 of the UN Charter, has the "responsibility for the maintenance of international 

peace and security." However, Chapter VIII of the Charter was created as compromise 

and gave a broad and somewhat ambiguous role to regional organizations. Article 52 of 

the Charter prescribes that regional organizations may be called upon by the Security 

Council to maintain peace and security "as appropriate for regional actions." The Charter 

also places regional organizations at the disposal of the Security Council for use in 

enforcement actions. For this purpose, the. mandate of the Security Council is expressly 

required before any regional organization can tmdertake enforcement action except in 

instances of self-defense. 

Moreover, there were debates over the universalism and regionalism roles of regional 

organizations. In this relation, the ambivalent compromise between universalism and 

regionalism ultimately reached in San Francisco was expressed in the fact that the 

Charter of the UN, in contrast to its otherwise universal concept and character, recognizes 

in Chapter VIIl (Alis. 52-54) the concepts of decentralization and regionalism although 

only in the areas of the maintenance of peace and pacific settlement of 

dispntes 205Moreover, recently, beyond the worlds Charter, the constitutional documents 

of regional organizations are also adopted the fOlmal relationships with the UN in the 

maintenance of peace and security in their respective regions. 

Under the UN Charter, regional organizations are not allowed to use force against one 

another except in case of self defense and unless the Security Cow1cil authorizes to 

trigger action based on the response to a "threat to the peace, breach of peace, or act of 

aggression". Hence, it is the Security Council that authorizes regional organizations to 

conduct peace operations based on the provisions of Chaptet VI and VII of the UN 

Chmier. Accordingly, w1like UN, regional organizations are prohibited to conduct peace 

operations in relation with the aforementioned Chapter of the UN Charter wid10ut the 

prior authorization of the Security Council. Nevertheless, the UN Charter recognizes its 

relations by affilming the role of regional organizations in conducting of certain fonns of 

lO j Ibi d p. 3 I 5 
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peace operation for the purpose of maintenance of peace and security. In this connection, 

and for this purpose, the legal relation is premised under Chapter VIII of the UN Charter 

and this Chapter contains the following Articles : 

Article 52: "nothing contained in the Chapter precludes the 

existence of regional arrangements or agencies for dealing with 

such matlers relating to international peace and security as are 

appropriate for such arrangements or agencies, providing that these 

are consistent with the purpose and principles of the UN itself". 

Article 53: ihat "the Security Council where appropriate shall 

utilize such arrangements or agencies for enforcement action under 

its authority". 

Article 54: "the Security Council is to be kept fully informed at all 

times of activities undertaken or in contemplation by regional 

organizations ". 

However, despite this formal way of framework or the affirmations of their relations and 

the role of organizations, several issues arise which further have impact on the 

cooperation of global, regional and sub-regional organizations.in peace operations. The 

fi rst issue is in relations with the elements of the term regional , anangements and agency. 

With regard to the issues for the components of regional elements, different 

commentators have propounded different measurements. Some used geographical set up 

as the criteria where as others prefer the use of conUl10n culture and historical relations of 

states as to the measurement of regional elements206 Moreover other argued that for 

clarification of the exact conceptual content of the criterion of' regionality' in Ali. 52(1), 

it is necessary to refer back to the purpose of the regulation207 The purpose of Chapter 

VIII is to grant certain international organizations- by modifying the general and 

immediate jurisdiction of the UN --- powers to resolve local di sputes(52(2)) with their 

own jurisdiction an.d on a local basis and to serve thereby the purpose of the maintenance 

206 See Buruno Super note at ] 83 
207 Ibid p. 822 
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of international peace and security.208 Here, legally speaking, according to the opinion of 

the writer of this research paper, the finding of the criteria for the term regional must first r-_~ 

start by exploring the concept from the Charter. In fact geographical as well as common V I 

culture and historical relations of states can be used as further criteria. /'5 /~. -J 
Ii .: -·s < .. 

l);e:: 
Further more, as far as the issues of the ternl "arrangements or agency" are concerne , J ~ = = 
both terms can be used in alternative way by the mere fact that they are connected w h ~ I • 
'or' . As a result of such a setup, states are free to use either of the terms. It is w .~ 

noting here that distinctions are made between regional bodies under Article 51 and 

regional arrangements under Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. In the view of White209, 

organizations such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the former 

Warsaw pact are not, prima facie, regional organizations constituted under the Chapter 

VIII, and indeed the treaties establishing these bodi.es seem to be clear that they are based 

on Article 51. Hence, arrangements are probably confined to those which have similar 

functions and powers to the United Nations as regards intemational peace and perhaps as 

regards economic and social cooperation, except that these powers are operated on a 

regional not a global level. 2lO Accordingly, White concludes that organizations designed 

primarily to enhance the defense and military capability of power blocks do not fit this 

concepts 211 

Finally, and most importantly, the issues in relation to the question as to what extent of 

regional actions is consistent with the UN purposes and principles and as to the scope of 

the term 'local disputes' are of paranl01Ult significance into the current security structure 

of AU vis-a-vis Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. This is mainly because of the AU"s 

incorporations of enforcement actions and the right to intervene in the member states in 

its Constitutive Act beyond what has been intended in the UN Chmier. As the Charter's 

provisions. the United Nations is the only intemational organization with the right to 

decide on enforcement action. Chapter VII of its Chapter allows the Security Council to 

208 Ibid 

2('9 See White super note 37 
210 Ibid 
211 Ibid 
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take enforcement action 1ll relations with a threat to peace or breach of peace of 

international peace and security. Therefore, the incorporations of the right of intervention 

by the African Union in its Constitutive Act will be questioned to decide interventions 

outside the UN franlework, particularly out of Chapter VIII of UN Charter, and have 

raised the issues of what role has the United Nations assumed in such interventions even 

outside the scope of relations under Chapter VIII. Article 52 (1) puts a conditioll that the 

activities of regional organizations or agencies be consistent with the purposes and 

principles of the UN Charter. Article 2(4) of the UN Charter states that, "All members 

shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against the 

territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other manner 

inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations". Generally, therefore, it follows 

from Article 52 and 103 of the UN Charter that the members of regional agencies are 

fully subject to the obligations wlder their membership in the UN and cannot avoid these 

obligations by invoking the constitution of the regional agencies.212 

Moreover, the scope of the tenn 'local dispute' more or less is r~lated to the above issues 

with regard to the light of intervention by African Union in member states. This issue, on 

the other hand, is mainly cOl111ected with the Charter's applications of measures of 

settlements of local disputes by peaceful means .In other words, the issue is whether or 

not the term "disputes" is of inter-state or intra state conflict and whether or not the teml 

'local' refers to other concepts in the absence of clear terms of reference from Chapter 

VIII of the UN Charter. Here, the scope of the teml 'disputes' is further analyzed in 

comparison with other provisions of the Cha11er. Article 52 (2) of the UN Charter does 

not mention the c.ompetence of regional organizations to handle 'situations' in contrast to 

Arts. 34, 35, and 36;. Some conclude from this fact that Chapter VIII is not applicable to 

'situations,.2J3 However, it can be concluded that a comparison with Arts. 34 and 35, 

whose application, is not impaired, according to Art. 52(4), shows that these two 

provisions, as has previously been mentioned, are designed not only for 'disputes' but 

212 See Bruno super note at 183 
2tJ Ibid pp.824-825 
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also for a 'situation' which 'could lead to international friction or cause a dispute,.214 

Hence, from this, it follows that internal conflicts can also be subsumed under the notion 

of 'local disputes', but only in so far as these conflicts are capable of representing a 

threat to international peace. 215Finally as far as the 'local character' of the dispute is 

concerned, the conflict must be locally confined, i.e occurring between members of the 

regional agency.216Hence, ifnon member state participates in the dispute, Chapter VIII of 

the Charter would not be applicable. 

4.2.2 Challenges on the legal basis of Cooperation 

This sub-section deal with the issues of cooperation in relation to the challenges surfaced 

in the terms which provided in Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. Furthermore, history and 

current practice in peace operations missions show more issues of cooperation between 

UN-AU- IOAD in the maintenance of peace and security in the continent. 112 particular, 

East Africa has been noted to its being a locus of UN-AU-IOAD peace operations. For 

instance, the UN and AU have been active in peace operations in Ethiopia and Eritrea, 

and in Burundi, in the Sudan since 2004 up to now, and currently AU in Somalia after the 

government of Ethiopia has decided to withdraw its forces at tl:e end of 2008. Similarly, 

lOAD had also been conducting peace operations in Somalia and the Sudan. In all tllese 

cases, Chapter VIII of the UN Charter might generally serve as a ground in respect of the 

peace operations made by AU and lOAD which ftuiher raise issues of the scope of 

relationship with the UN. 

Hence, in line with Chapter VIII of the UN Charter, issues or challenges in relations to 

the manner, terms of reference and the scope of relationship or partnership between the 

UN and AU-lOAD in peace operations for the maintenance of peace and secUlity in 

Eastern Africa would arise in the course of coordinated peace oper~ions of the above 

kind. This is mainly because Chapter VlII of the Chru1er that had been created as a 

"'[bid 
'" [bid 
216 [bid 
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compromise gave a broad and somewhat ambiguous role to regional organizations. 

Chapter VIII indicates the word arrangements but it did not incorporate the telms or other 

references into the concepts of cooperation/coordination. This could have served as a 

basis for the partnership between UN and AU-lOAD. Here, in fact, when peace 

operations are conducted through the authorization of the UNSC, some sort of formal 

relationship will be raised among global and regional organizations. 

Historicall y, despite the fact that the undefined references to Chapter VIII of the UN 

Charter were clarified before and at the end of the Cold War era as a result of practical 

relationships of the UN with regional organizations. In this corU1ection, the experience of 

the Cold War did little to clarify the role of regional organizatiqns in the maintenance of 

international peace and security within a UN context.217 With the onset set of the Cold 

War, the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) became paralyzed.218 With the 

exception of Korea and the Belgian Congo, the Council authorized no enforcement 

missions. Instead, the paralysis sparked a remarkable increase in the number of regional 

organizations devoted to promoting peace and security including the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO), the Warsaw Pact, the South East Asian Treaty 

Organization (SEATO), and the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO).219 Despite the 

proliferation of these groups, only once did a regional organization act in a peacekeeping 

or peacemaking capacity. For instance, during the 1979 Chad civil war, a conference held 

at Kano, Nigeria agreed on a peace framework for Chad to which the highlights of the 
.' 

framework included the creation of a government of national unity and the insertion of a 

force sponsored by the Organization of African Unity (OAU).22o However, the lack of a 

formal command structure, improper equipment, and a lack of financing doomed the IAF 

to failure221 

2 17 See Quayat super note I 
21' lbid 
219 Ibid 
220 Ibid 
221 Ibid 
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Yet, the peace operation made by OAU in Chad was not even generally under the sprit of 

Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. Even though the operation represented a typical case 

where absence of clear modes of cooperation took place with reference to the role of 

regional organizations in the maintenance of peace and security;the UN did not overlook 

the problem faced by OAU. In spite of lack of clear and formalized reference of 

cooperation, the UN did little to improve the situation. What all the UN could do was the 

approval Resolution 504222 on 30 April 1982 and the Resolution only tacitly recognized 

the IAF, and requested the UN Secretary-General to solicit voluntary financial 

contributions to the force. 

Moreover, at the end of the Cold War, though a change of belief was made in the 

Security Council to fulfill its promise to the maintenance of international peace and 

security through a dramatic increase in. size and nun1ber of UN peace operations, the 

involvement of regional organizations had been kept to a mini~um. This all totally is the 

result of the existence of blurred. affirmations of reference of cooperation between the UN 

and regional organizations. The tragedy of the conflict in Somalia can be such evidence 

to the case here. On 3 December 1992 the SC adopted Resolution 794223 that created the 

Unified Task Force (UNITAF) under the command and control of the United States. 

Operation Restore Hope was authorized under Chapter VII of the Charter to employ all 

necessary means to estab lish a secure environment in Somalia for the safe delivery of 

humanitarian assistance. Somalia, which had descended into civil chaos in 1989, had no 

functional government and was ruled by well-armed warlords. On 4 May 1993, the 

United Nations Operation in Somalia II (UNOSOM II) replaced UNIT AF as the force 

responsible for security in Somalia. Despite the shift away from US command and 
.' 

contro l, the US remained the single largest contributor to UNOSOM II. However, 

because of different reasons, the UN ended its tragic involvement in Somalia after the 

departure of the US from UNOSOM II 

:m Ibid 
223 lbid 
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Moreover, as a result of the imprecise stipulation of means of cooperation under Chapter 

V[JI of the UN Charter absorb and address the past trends or practice of the role of global 

and regional organizations in the maintenance of peace 311d security in line with such 

Chapter, the inclusions of the concepts as references on the relationships between the UN 

and regional organizations was forwarded. In these relations, as the cold war ended, it 

was hoped that the relevant parts of the UN Charter concen;ing the role of regional 

organizations and arrangements in the maintenance of international peace and security 

could be invoked effectively. The following recommendation of the Secretary-General, in 

An Agenda for Peace, issued on 31 January 1992, toward a greater role for regional 

organizations in peace-related activities could be taken as an exemplary affirmation of the 

aforementioned hope. The Secretary-General recommended: 

"But in (his new era of oppor(unity, regional arrangements or 

agencies can render great service if their activities are undertaken 

in a manner consistent with the purposes and principles of the 

Charter, and if their relationship with the United Nations, and 

particularly the Security Council, is governed by Chapter VIII ... 

Under the Charter, the Security Council has and l1;il/ continue to 

have primmy responsibility for maintaining international peace and 

security, but regional action as a matter of decentralization, 

delegation and cooperation with the United Nations efforts could 

not only lighten the burden of the Council but also contribute to a 

deeper sense of participation, consensus and democratization in 

interna(ional affairs . ... and should the Security Council choose 

specifically to authorize a regional arrangement or organization to 

take (he lead in addressing a crisis within its region, it could serve 

to lend the weight of the United Nations to the validity of the 

regional effort". 

Based on the past experience 311d the current trends in relation to Chapter VIII, the main 

challenges of cooperation/coordination under Chapter VIII in a way that offers important 
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perspectives for viewing the capacity of peace operations by the AU-lOAD are to be 

presented in the subsequent sub-sections. These include discussions of various issues 

concerning how the UN, regional sub regional in Eastern Africa are expected to work 

together; and how they could cooperate and coordinate in developing and better tools for 

conducting peace operations. Before indulging into the challenges with respect to legal 

relations as provided under Chapter VIII, it would be of paramount significance to 

highlight the meaning and. components of the teon cooperation and coordination, Hence, 
" 

the following excerpt by a certain scholar; 

"Cooperation can be considered to be 'working together for a 

common purpose', It is as much an attitude as it is a physical act. It 

is 'a willingness to explore possibilities in partnership with other 

"slake holder and, if agreed, 10 pursue a course oj action. The 

Jundamental pre-requisite Jor cooperation is communication, 

personal conneclion and shared analysis. Without effective 

communicalion, Ihe personal and proJessional relationships Ihat 

underpin cooperation cannot develop. Moreover, communication is 

essenlial not only to develop relationships in the first instance, but 

also to share relevant inJormation, to jointly develop'plans, policies 

and procedures, and to be able to work together on common 

objectives in support oj a peace operation's maJldate, " 224 

Moreover, coordination also incorporates further concepts that would help to 

analyze Chapter VIII in its relation to UN-AU-lOAD for effective peace 

operations in Eastern Africa. Hence the term coordination has been defined as; 

"Coordination implies cooperation, bUI eXlends Jurther to Ihe 

syslematic use oJpolicy and actions 10 achieve mandated aims in a 

cohesive and effective manner by leading, planning, managing, 

negotiating and implementing. The aim is to achieve effective and 

"'Elanders Gotab, The Challenge Project pp.40-4l available on 
www.Challenosproject.net/roach/imaoesipdflphase II concluding report.pdf. Visited on December 07 
2008 
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efficient results by harmonizing, prioritizing and 'sequencing of 

separate components and actol' activities. Coordination needs to 

involve all disciplines with a part to play in achieving a specific 

objective-political, security, humanitarian and developmental, 

peacebuliding and sustainability. ,,225 

If cooperation and coordination imply the abovementioned concepts which could entail 

and serve as important perspective to analyze and evaluate the effectiveness and 

efficiency of peace operations, one could easily discern the absence of express mandates 

or of clear references substantially implying and containing the aforementioned concepts 

under Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. It can also well be argu,ed that such absence in 

Chapter VIII have implicated different implications of the Charter thereby resulting in the 

'impotence' of the UN Charter, or its Charter, to effectively deal with the main legal and 

practical issues which need to be addressed, 

Apart from the abovementioned assertions, worthy of note are arguments propounding 

the role of regional organizations, via peace operations, inter alia, as constitutive of one 

of the roles of these organizations, as partners, in contribution to the UN and international 

community toward the maintenance of intenlational peace and security. This argument 

was presented as stemming from Chapter VIII the UN Charter that underlines the role 

that regional organizations can playas partners of the UN in maintaining of international 

peace and security, 

Hence, in this connection, III seeking to improve the cooperation and coordination 

between the United Nations and regional organizations; especially, the African Union, 

there are several issues which should be resolved concerning how to interpret Chapter 

VIIl UN Charter. 226 Part of this deals with the discussion of the role of regional 

organizations broadly, but the AU specifically, in international peace and security but it is 

'" Ibid p. 41 
' 26 United Nations Security Council p. 6 available on 
hnp :/lwww.olobalpl icv.org/Securiry/peacekpoiregionl0407afi caunion.pdf visited on December 03, 2008 
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also about the type, nature and division of responsibilities.227 Any endeavor to enhance 

the relationship between the United Nations and regional organizations under Chapter 

VIII will need to be based on a clearer definition of the basis and processes of such 

cooperation.228 While both the United Nations and regional organizations, paJ1icuiarly the 

African Union, refer to pmnership, there remains the potential tor misunderstanding and 

misperception concerning the meaning and scope of such a partnership?29Hence, from 

the statements it may be concluded that, Chapter VIII of the UN Charter lacks clear 

framework of cooperation and coordination, and even does not posses how UN-AU

IGAD fonnalized the tenns of their relationships and modalities of cooperation and 

coordination.23o 

It goes without saying that, cooperation and coordination are two concepts for effective 

peace operations. But Chapter VIII does not have any implied recognition. Hence as a 

result of contemporary UN-AU-lGAD peace operations in Eastem Africa several issues 

require clarification. For example the doctrines of cooperation and coordin.ation aJld other 

legal issues need to be clear and fonnalized. In this connection, because of such issues, as 

African Union develops interest and ability to lead operations, apprehension with United 

Nations is expected to exist. The UN is struggling to meet its basic requirements of 

fielding concurrent, large mission mandated by the Security Council as the expanding 

role of regional actors provokes the question of priorities in support for their peace 

operations. Generally, several great challenges may arise, for instance, over supplies of 

availab~forces, lo~istics, ftmding and leaderships, as well as over what a UN 

authorization of a regional or sub regional group's operations means when there is no 

established standard or direct control. Tensions may also grow if the United Nations has 

not acted or is unlikely to authorize action, and regional gro~ps seek to intervene, or 

when regional groups wish to take a lead but fall short of accomplishing their stated 

goals. 

m Ibid 
228 Ibid 

'" Ibid p. 6-7 
230 Ibid 
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The above challenges have existed due to lack of well defined and formalized, clarified 

terms of reference of the concepts of cooperation and coordination under Chapter VIII of 

the UN Charter. Believing the challenges, there are recent attempts to bring forth 

framework of cooperation for peace operations further to make clear the idea of Chapter 

VIII. For instance, in the AU Summit of January 2007 requested that the UN should 

consider funding the peace support operations undertaken by the AU or under its 

authority and with the consent of the UN Security Council.231 This demand has resulted 

in consideration of the legal lacuna of Chapter VIII by the UN Security CowlciL To this 

effect, the UN Security COIU1Cil has requested the Secretary-Ge~eral to provide a report, 

in consultation with relevant regional organizations, to include specific proposals on how 

the United Nations can better support arrangements for further co-operation and co

ordination with regional organizations on Chapter VIII arrangements.232 

FU11heml0re, the aforementioned challenges are not as such the only problems of the 

Charter of the UN but also delve into the constitutional documents of regional 

organizations which do not have clearly stated means of cooperation. Given these 

challenges, the AU has endeavored to undertake institutional reforms including the 

making of a reference to the organization's commitment of engaging in institutional 

cooperation and coordination with the UN. No~eJheless, like that of the Charter of the 

UN, the Constitutive Act the AU's failed to pin point the mechanisms for realizing the 

stated objectives of unde11aking institu(ional cooperation and coordination among the UN 

and AU. In other words, although the Constitutive Act does state that one of the 

objectives (Article 3(a)) of the AU is to "encourage international cooperation, taking due 

account of the Charter of the United Nations," it does not state how this cooperation 

wou ld take place. Thus, while the very stipulation of cooperation and coordination by the 

AU is deemed to be a major reform from the OAU framework, the absence of detailed 

procedure on the implementation of cooperation and coordination commitment with the 

world body is becoming a challenge for effective peace operation in Eastern Africa. 

BIAfrica Partnership Forum, (Berlin, German 22-23 May 2007) pA available at 
http: //www.oecd.of"/dataoecd/57/52/38666711.pdf visited on October 29 2008 
132 Ibid 
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Another set of challenge in relation to the interpretation of the Charter seems to be the 
." 

linkage between the African Union Peace and Security Council with the United Nations 

Security Council. Whereas, the UN has primary responsibility for peace and security 

globally, it is not clear whether the AU has assumed that role continentally in Africa 

based on the AU Constitutive Act and on the arguments of "The Principle of 

Responsibility to Protect" and with the notions of "African solutions for African 

problems. TjJis further raised a challenge as to the funding of peace operation conducted 

by the AU and IGAD. This is mainly because, as some argued if peace operations are 

conducted without prior authorizations, the UN is not responsible for any expenses incurs 

particularly in relation to the question of funding. 

In order to tackle the above challenges, the United Nations clearly needs a sustainable 

formal process to establish working relationships with the African Union and IGAD and 

to set priorities for co-operations and coordination. Cooperation with the African Union 

would benefit from a legal approach in peace operations. Without clear legal mechanisms 

to cooperate and coordinate with the AU and IGAD on sustainable bases, since there are 

attempts of co operations in ad hoc bases in case of deployment forces, future peace 

operations for the purpose of maintenance of peace and security in Eastem Africa would 

not be effective. 

4.3 The Evolving Modes o/Cooperation's o/UN-AU-IGAD in Peace 
Operations and, its Challenges 

4.3.1 General Overview 

It goes without saying that a legal relationships between UN and AU-IGAD is premised 

under Chapter VIII of the UN Chruter, in order to encourage" pacific settlements of local 

disputes through such regional anangements or by such regional agencies either on the 

initiative of the states concerned or by references from the Security Council". Hence, 

finding a possible legal framework of modes of cooperationJcoordination in Chapter VIII 

would be essential for the UN's long-tenn ability to work with regional and sub-regional 
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organizations. In this bond, in past recent years, practically arguments and supports are 

forwarded for effective utili zation of the Chatter's provisions dealing with the role of 

regional arrangements for the maintenance of peace and security. In this correlation, 

there have been few attempts to clearly delineate the role of regional organizations in UN 

peace operations to make highlight the mechanisms of cooperation between the UN and 

regional organizations. On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the United Nations, 

fom1er Secretary General Boutros-Ghali released a follow up to his 1992 report An 

Agendafor Peace. Within th.e supplement, Boutros-Ghali devoted a substantial amolmt of 

attention to the role of regional organizations. In terms of peace operations, the follow up 

to Agenda for Peace lists three types of cooperation between the UN and regional 

organizations. 

The following sub sections, eXan1me the types of existing modes of 

cooperationlcoordination and, their challenges and prospects which have been proposed 

out of the legal framework of Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. 

4.3.2 Types of Evolving Modes of Cooperation/Coordination 

Basically Chapter VIII of the UN Charter does not provide what modes of 

cooperation/coordination should exist between UN and AU-I GAD under the team of the 

Charter's arrangements in peace operations for the maintenance of peace and security in 

East Africa. However, practicall y, taking into cognizance of the role of regional and sub

regional organizations or arrangements for the maintenance of peace and security, the 

Secretary-General proposed various modes of cooperation/coordination between theUN 

and AU-IGAD in the conduct of peace operations. The Supplement to An Agenda for 

Peace, issued on 3 January 1995, outlined tlu'ee different models of cooperation between 

the UN and regional organizations in the context of maintaining peace. 111ese are: 

a} Operatiollal Support: This cooperation varies according 10 

requirements on the ground. One example was the provision by 

NATO of air power to support the United Nations Protection Force 
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(UNPROFOR) in the former Yugoslavia. (Although NATO does not 

consider itself a regional arrangement under Chapter VIII). 

Another, was the support provided by the NATO-led multinational 

Implementation Force/Stabilization Force (IFORISFOR) to the 

United Nations Transitional Administration in Eastern Siavonia, 

Baranja and Western Sirmium (UNTAES) in establishing a safe and 

secure environment in that region of Croatia and the operational 

support provided by the CIS forces to the UN observer mission in 

Tajikistan. The European Union has provided support in Eastern .. 
Slavonia, Bosnia and Liberia while the Western of the UN 

peacekeeping forces in Iraq/Kuwait. m 

b) Co-deployment: UN field missions have been deployed in 

conjunction with the peacekeeping forces of ECOWAS in Liberia 

and Sierra Leone, and of the CIS in Georgia and Tajikistan. This 

model has again been followed in Bosnia and Herzegovina where 

the UN and regional organizations and arrangements are co

deployed with different mandates, but for the common purpose of 

bringing peace and stability to the country: The United Nations 

Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina (UNMIBH) includes the 

International Police Task Force (IPTF), which among other things 

monitors the local police; the NATO-led multinational peacekeeping 

force (IFORISFOR) helps maintain a safe and secure environment; 

OSCE assists in the organization of elections; the Office of the 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 

provides care for refugees; while the European Union provides 

development assistance; and the Office of the High Representalive is 

responsible for overall coordination. Each organization is also 

responsible for monitoring protection of human rights. 234 
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c) Joint Operations: In Haili, the UN and the OAS jointly launched 

the Infernational Civilian Mission in Haiti (MICIVIH) for which fhe 

staffing, direction and financing were to be shared between the UN 

and the GAS. This arrangement has worked and it, faa, is a possible 

model for the fi,ture that will need carefol assessment. 235 

What is important here is that, regardless of the role played by the regional 

organizations, the UN under all typologists listed plays a role, for instance in some of in 

deploying forces. 

4.3.3 Case Study: Operation in Burundi and Darfur 

4.3 .3.1 General Overview 

In the African continent, inter-state and intra-state conflicts have been, and still are the 

most evident challenges to peace and security. For instance, the DRC intra state conflict 

now is the worst where many people are displaced from their home country. When we 

come to Eastern Africa, the challenges are fUliller than other parts of Africa. Intra-state 

conflicts in Somalia and the Sudan, and inter-state conflicts between Ethiopia and 

Eritrea on one hand and Eritrea and Dbjoubt on the other are the current international, 

regional and sub-regional threat to peace and security. As a result of such conditions, 

Eastern Africa is one of the sub-regions in the African continent where UN and AU

lOAD peace operations missions have been conducting until presently. For instance, 

EtlliopialEritrea and the Sudan, in the future Somalia are the hosts of UN-AU-IOAD 
.' 

peace operations. Nowadays, the AU Peace and Security Counci l is busy in adopting a 

decision on conducting peace operations in Somalia after the government of Etlliopia 

has decided to withdraw their soldiers. 

Accordingly, as results of the efforts of peace operations by UN and AU-lOAD for the 

maintenance of peace and security to Easter Africa, it is true that institutional 

2l5 lbid p. 8 
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cooperation/coordination between them are be normal. In this connection, it is apparent 

that UN and AU-IGAD cooperation/coordination are taking a new direction. They had 

conducting peace operations in the forms of hybrid, joint and transition. Hence, it is 

imp0l1ant to explore the challenges and the prospects faced in the various modes of co 

operations based on case studies. 

Here, since AU has been the youngest and of with a very short experience, the 

challenges with respect to the modes of cooperation have been seen in the practice to 

two cases. In this link, in its history the AU la1ll1ched its first peace operation in Burundi 

and second in the Sudan and Somalia in various modes of cooperation with the UN and 

IGAD. 

4.3.3.1 Case Study: Operations in Darfur and Burundi 

The conflict in the Western Darfur region of the Sudan represents one of the most 

critical test cases. Not only the hard efforts of the UN, as a custodian of international 

peace and security, and the regional system, the AU, but also it is a test for the practical 

implementation of the evolving mode cooperation/coordination between UN and AU. 

Of particular concerns are the challenges it pause to the international bodies in terms of 

their modes of peace operations roles and efforts towards ending what has been 

described as 'the worst humanitarian catastrophe since the 1994 Rwandan genocide ' 

through their hybrid modes of peace operation. 

Accordingly this case study exammes the new modes of AUIUN hybrid peace 

operations, identifies the challenges to such new modes in line Witll tlle legal framework 

of the Charter of the United Nations. 

The term 'hybrid operations' is increasingly used as shorthand for the different and 

overlapping forms of international engagement cunently f01ll1d in many crisis and 
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confl ict zonesn6 As a model, hybrid operation is evolving on a case-by-case basis.217 

And, hence, thi s obviously makes it difficult to define and categorize hybrid operations. 

The term is therefore often considered self-exp lanatory and left undefined.238 However, 

despite the difficulties of finding legal as we ll as universally accepted definition for the 

term "hybrid and their components of three modes of cooperation", it may helpful to 

explore other definitions given by some writers or scholars. Hence, in this cOlmection, the 

Swedish Challenges-project provides the following description, which will serve as a 

working definition: 

"Increasingly operaTions have taken on a hybrid character with two 

or more organizations responsible for different elements of the 

international response. Differences in circumstances have led to no 

standard form being adopted, and thus the UN has sometimes 

deployed troops alongside those of other organizations with without 

formal cooperation, or precede of fo llowed a mullinal.ional, regional 

or bilateral force, with responsibilities and relationships changing 

as the mission matures". 239 

Whereas, in spite of admitting the fact that there has not been a universally 

accepted definition so far to the term 'hybridisation or ' hybridi sm' , a 

suggesti ve generic definition (Aboagy2 2007 :2) the elements of which have 

been presented to be gathered from the key lessons and basic features of the 

joint AUfUN Hybrid Operation in Darfur (UNAMID) has been forwarded. 

Hence, the suggestive definition of the term ' hybridisation ' contains the 

following elements altogether: 

" ~ A joint multinational and lor multidisciplinary operation 111 a 

specific area of operational responsibility. 

'''UN Peace Operations in the 2 1" Century: State-Buildi ng and Hybri di ty p. 30 avai lable at 
hrrp:llwww.diis.dklgraphics/publications/Reports%202007/RP 2007 II web. pdf visited on 16 January 
2009 
237 Ibid P.27 
238 Ibid 
239 Ibid 
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~ Conducted by forces from different organizations and/or states 

each with its own mandate (objectives, missions, tasks, end states, 

composition, etc . 

~ Under different status of forces or Missions Agreement 

(SOF AlSOMA), and host nation agreements. 

~ With different rules of engagements. 

~ Each under the command and control of its respective mandating 

authority. 

~ Each retaining its organisation's identity throughout the operation. 

~ Each undertakeing different functional missions and tasks.,,240 

From the explanations, it can be conclude that the various forms or modes of 

cooperation proposed by the Secretary-General Boutros Galle in hi s 

supplement to Agenda for Peace can be categorized under such form of 

operation. This is manly because most attempts at categorizing hybrid 

operations are inspired by reports prepared to the DPKO's department for best 

practice according to which have been di stinguished into four different types of 

formal arrangements. These being; integrated operations (different 

organizations operate with single or joined chain of command); Coordinated 

operations (different organizations operate side-by-side but coordinated) ; 

Parallel operations(UN deploys alongside another organizations force without 

formal coordination) ; and Sequential operations (UN precedes or follows 

another force). 241 

Simi larly, the conflict in Burundi is another area of discussion in relation to the 

,. challenges on other modalities of cooperation. AU (AMIB) and the UN (ONUB) were 

participated peace settl ement of Burundian conflict and violence. The two organizations 

, 

240 Festus Aboagye, (2007). The AU/UN Hybrid Operation in Darfur: Challenges, Lessons and Implications 
for Regional Peacekeep ing Training, p 6 availab le at www.apsta-africa.org/pdf/darfurfestlls. pdf vis ited 
March 10 2009 
2<11 Linnea Bergholm, The African Union (AU) and its commitment to non-indifference: can the AU be an actor for 
the promotion of hum un security? P. available at hup://www.dfh.uu.ss/pdffiler/cc5/cc5 wcb.pdfvisited on 16 January 
2009 
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cooperated 111 the form of co deployment and operationa.1 support (transition or 

sequential) modalities. Accordingly, the forgoing cases are taken to explore the major 

challenges encountered on the existing modalities of cooperation between the UN and 

AU-lOAD. 

4.3.3.2 Th e Case afDarfur 

Since early 2003, Suda nese government forces and militia ca lled "Janjaweed" have 

engaged in armed conflict with rebels groups called the Sudanese Liberation 

Army/Movement (SLAlSLM) and the Justice and Equality (JEM).242 Hence, then, the 

crisis in the Sudan's Western Darfur has become one of the world' s worst human rights 

cri sis. The scale and brutality of this complex crisis have compelled some observers to 

call for international intervention in accordance with the principles underpinning The 

Responsibility to Protect, claiming that the threshold conditions for international response 

have been met (and exceeded) in Darfur and the international community is obligated to 

in itiate robust action to curtai l the violence 243 

As a resu lt of these situations. both Afri can Union and the UN have been taken different 

steps to make end violence and humanitarian crisis. In the first place, by employing 

different mechanisms, the African Union has tried to settl e the confli cts. In thi s 

connection, in March 2004, the AU began issuing public statements expressing its 

concerns over the "grave humanitarian situation in the Darfur region", condemning the 

Janjaweed militia for its campaign of attack and destructIon against the civi lian 

population244 These early declarations were reinforced by concerted action on the part of 

the AU to playa lead role in the political negotiations between the government and the 

rebel groups in the Chadian capital of N'djamena, beginning in March 2004245 The 

process produced a Humanitarian Ceasefire Agreement signed by the parties to the 

242 Human Rights Walch; Q and A: Crisis in Darfur,(2004), available at http://www.hrw.orglenglish/does 
visited on February 02, 2008 
243 See Powe ll Super note at 24 
24~ Ibid 
145 Ibid 
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conflict on 8 April 2004246 This agreement calls on the part ies " to cease hosti lities for 

renewable 45-day periods, to free ' prisoners of war' and to faci litate human itarian access 

to lOPs and other civilian victims,,247 

After a number of steps, at its July 2004 Summit, the African Union agreed to deploy 
" 

over 300 troops from Nigeria and Rwanda to provide protection for the AU observers in 

Darfur248 However, in a Jul y 27 the communique from the Peace and Security Council , 

the AU signalled its willingness to transform this force into a peacekeeping mission with 

greater presence on the ground and a more robust mandate, if necessary, to ensure 

effecti ve implementation of the ceasefire agreement, Critically, the PSC explicitly stated 

that "protection of the c ivilian population" would be a primary objecti ve of thi s 

invigorated miss ion, along with the di sarmament and the neutrali zation of the Janjaweed 

and the facilitation of the delivery of the humanitarian assistance2491n October 2004, the 

PSC released another communique, expounding the revised mandate of the expanded AU 

deployment. The communique envisioned a larger African Union Miss ion in Sudan 

(AM IS) to be deployed for a one year, with the possibility of renewal, consisting of over 

3,320 personnel, including military persOlmel, observers, civi lian police, as well as 

civilian persOlmel 2 50 AMIS has been given the following mandate: to monitor and 

observe compliance with the April 8th Ceasefire Agreement, and any future agreement; 

to assist with confidence building; and to help create conditions sufficiently secure for the 

delivery of humanitarian relief and , beyond that, the return of Internally Displaced 

Persons (lOPs) and refugees to their homes, in order to assist in increasing the level of 

compliance of all patties with the Humanitarian Ceasefire Agreement and to contribute to 

the improvement of the security situation tlu'oughout Darfur25I Following the situation, 

the UN Security Council took two important steps in 2005 as we ll. One was the referrer 

of the situation in Darfur to the International Criminal Court i,n The Hague because of 

246 Ibid 
247 Ibid 
248 Ibid p, 5 
249 Ibid 
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crimes against humanity and war crimes in Darfur. 252 The Second step was establ ishing a 

sanctions committee and a panel of experts to investigate individuals who violate the 

arms embargo, commit abuses of human ri ghts, or impede the peace process 253 

In addition to the abovementioned steps, the UNSC is al so taken other steps through 

adopting several Resolutions. The resolutions cover steps from establ ishing the United 

Nations peacekeeping forces up to formations of joint peace operations with AU. In the 

first place, with the continuing of fighting between the parties and other disaster, a 

proposal to replace or "blue Late" AMIS with the UN force gathered momentum in 

January 2006 as AMIS funding problems increased254 The proposal for the UN force has 

met stiff res istance from the Sudan government. Later on, after months of debate and 

negotiations, the UN Security Council delegations secured assur/mce from President AI

Bashir and from other members of the Sudan government that Sudan unconditionally 

accepts the dep loyment of the AUIUN hybrid peacekeeping force for Darfur.255 After the 

estab li shment of the UNM IS miss ion in Darfur, the UNSC passed a resolution to call up 

coordination. For instance, the UN's Security Council Resolution 1590 adopted on 24 

March 2005 does call for better coordination between AMIS and UN MI S, the UN force 

that wi ll monitor the comprehensive peace agreement negotiated between the GoS and 

the SPLM. 

Later on, following Sudan's acceptance of the peace operation mission, the AU Peace 

and Security Council (PSC), at its 22 Jun 2 2007 meeting, endorsed the AUIUN hybrid 

operation to Darfur and extended AMIS' mandate until 31 December 2007, to ensure a 

smooth transition between AMIS and the UN operation. 256 Finally, on July 31 2007, the 

UN Security Council passed Resolution authori zing a joint United Nations/ Africa Union 

252 Human Rights Watch; In context, (2006), available at 
hnp://www.h rw.orgfbackgrounder/africals lldan0406/2.htm visited on February 02 200S 
253 Ibid 
254 Ibid 
255 UN Department of Public Information, Daily Press Briefing, 18, June 2007, avai lable at 
http ://www.un.org/News/bre ifin gidocsI2007/db0706IS.doc.htm. vis ited on I (j January 200S 
256 African Union Peace and Security Counci l, Communique 011 (he situation in Darjilr, 79 th meting, 
PSC/PRIComm (LXX IX), 22June 2007. 
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peacekeeping operation for the Sudan 's Darfur region!. Under UN Security Council 

Resolution 1769, the 26,000-strong United Nations-African Union Mission in Darfur 

(UNAMID) will be made up of 19,555 military personnel, including 360 military 

observers and liaison officers, a civilian component including up to 3,772 international 

police and 19 special police lmits with up to 2,660 officers. Acting under Chapter VII of 

the UN Charter, the Council has authori zed UNAMID to take all necessary action to 

support the implementation of the Darfur Peace Agreement, as well as protect its own 

personnel, humanitarian workers and civilians "without prejudice to the Responsibility of 

the Government of Sudan.257 Indeed, the term "hybrid" is de coining for 

call s a joint force as an "unprecedented "operation fo r the United 

4.3.3.3 Th e Case of Burundi 

It goes without saying that, the case in Darfur is taken as real example 

modalities of joint operations or as those coning as "hybrid "in which that proposed by 

the former Secretary-General Dr, Butrous Gail. Before examine the modalities followed 

in Burundi, it is important first to pin points backgrounds in relation to AU and the UN 

peace operation. Accordingly, in the first place violent confl ict in Burundi has a long and 

complex hi story. The latest cycle of violence erupted in 1993 when Melchior Ndadaye , 

Burundi 's first democrati cally elected president and leader of the Hutu Front pour la 

Democratie au Burundi (FRODEBU), was assassinated by the Tutsi-dominated arm y, 

resulting in open warfare between Hutu rebels and the military259 The ensuing ethno

political violence has claimed the li ves of over 300,000 Burundians - many of them 

civilians - and has di splaced millions more260 A number of African leaders, including 

former Tanzanian president Julius Nyerere, former South African president Nelson 

'" UN Security Counc il Reso lu tion 1769 of3 1 July 2007. 
258 Counc il on Fore ign Relat ion, Lute : H ybrid peacekeep ing Force in Darfur an "unprecedented" operation 
avai lable at http://w\vw.cfr. org/publical ion visited all February 02 2008 
259See Powell super note at 24 p. I 
260 Ibid 
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, 

Mandela and former South African deputy president Jacob Zuma, have sought a 

reso lution to the confli ct. 26 1 

In this connection, the OAU/AU has been active ly engaged in efforts to resolve the 

confl ict in Burundi since 1993. The pan-African organisation has accompanied on-going 

negoti ati ons coordinated by the regional powers and is a co-signatory to all major 

political agreements.262 In April 2003 the AU deployed its first peacekeeping mission to 

support the peace process in Burundi. 263 While the 2000 Arusha Agreement originall y 

called for a UN peacekeeping operation to assi st with the implementation of the peace 

agreement, the UN would not authori se a mission in the absence of a comprehensive 

ceasefire agreement 264 Consequently, the AU, regional leaders and the Burundian parties 

agreed to the dep loyment of the African Mission in Burundi (AM IB) to operate under the 

auspices of the AU.265 At full capacity, AMIB consisted of some 3,335 troops from South 

Africa, Ethiopia, and Mozambique with additional mi litary observers from Burkina Faso, 

Gabon, Mal i, Togo and Tunisia. AMIB' s central objective was to create conditions 

sufficiently stable for the UN Security Council to authorise a.UN intervention. AMIB 

was deployed based on an understanding that the UN would take over peacekeeping 

responsibilities in Burundi after twelve months266 It constituted what de Coning refers to 

as a "hybrid mission" inasmuch as AMIB was deployed for peacekeeping in the absence 

of a comprehensive ceasefire but lacked the civ ilian functions that usua lly form part of 

such complex peace operations267 AMIB essentiall y provided the security dimension of 

the UN's politica l mission in Burundi. It was through this political miss ion that it was 

offi ciall y linked to rest of the UN system. AMIB was specifically mandated, among other 

tasks, to : 

261 Ibid 
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263 Ibid 
264 Ibid 
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~ monitor and verify the implementation of the ceasefire agreements; 

~ facilitate movement of combatants toward assembly areas; 

~ facilitate and provide technical assistance to the disarmament, demobilisation 
and reintegration (OOR) process; 

~ faci litate the del ivery of humanitarian assistance, including to refugees and 
internall y di splaced persons; and 

~ coordinate mission activi ties with the UN presence in Burundi.,,268 

It is important to note that the mIssIon was not given an ex~ lic it mandate to protect 

civil ians. However, after several months on the ground, senior AMIB officials drafted 

rules of engagement (ROEs) to allow their troops to use force to protect civilians in 

"imminent danger of serious injury or death,,269 According to these ROEs, troops could 

intervene with force to protect civilians in cases of genocide and mass killings along 

ethnic lines, although they required prior authorisation from military and civilian 

officers. 27o 

In May 2004, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 1545 (2004) authori zing the 

deployment of a UN peacekeeping operation in Burundi.271 One month later, after 14 

months on the ground, AMIB was offi cially taken over by and absorbed into the UN 

Operat ion in Burundi (known by its French acronym, ONUB) .272 The UN Mission 

comprI ses 5,650 troops from the three AMIB contributing nations as well as Kenya, 

Nepal, and Paki stan. It has an annual operating budget of close to US$333 .2 million.27l 

ONUB has been provided with a Chapter VII mandate and has been deployed to ensure 

respect for the ceasefire agreements, to carry out di sarmament, demobilization and 

cantonment activit ies, and to contribute to the successful completion of the electoral 

268 Ibid 
269 Ibid 
270 Ibid 
271 UN Security Council Resolution 1554 of May 2004. 
272 Tim Murithi, The A fri ca Un ion 's evolving ro le in peace operations; the Africa Union Mission in Burundi, the 
Africa Union Mission in Sudan and the Africa Union Mission In Somalia p.75 availab le at 
htlp://Www.e.lobalpolicv.org/securitv/peacekpg/region/2008/0 I a I evolving. pdf visited' on December 3 2008 
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process. It IS also authorised to protect civilians under direct threat of physical 

vio lence.274 

The case of peace operat ion mission in Burundi is also another area of find ing modalities 

of cooperation between AU and the UN. The precedent reflects the various modes of 

peace operations similar to which proposed in the Supplements of Agenda for Peace. The 

mode of the mission was de coining as of a Co-deployment in one side and Transition in 

the other. Here, the term 'Co-deployment' is simply to mean that deployment of peace 

operation to a country or a region alongside another peace operation mission. On the 

other hand the term 'Transition ', generally, refers Sequential operation: to mean that UN 

precedes or follows another force 27s For instance, in Europe, the tradition has been for 

the UN and NATO to hand over missions to the EU and in Afri ca a widespread 

perception is that the UN normally would take on the responsibility for long-term peace 

building after an early intervention by the AU possibly also including a short-term 

reinforcement by the EU 276 Indeed, in relation to these modes of peace operations, while 

not authorized by the UN Security Council, the mission was set up with the expectation 

that the AU would hand it off to the United Nations which is know as a Transitions or 

Sequential modes of peace operation. On the other hand during the AMIB deployment, 

the United Nations operated alongs ide the AU in the Burundi political process and 

offered resources from its MONUC peacekeeping mission in the Democratic Republic of 

the Congo ; thi s mode genera ll y reflects the concepts of Co-deployment peace operations. 

To sum up, the cases in Sudan (Darfur) and Burundi demonstrate that the practice of the 

various modes of peace operations in the maintenance of peace and security in Eastern 

Africa having in mind the challenges that had faced alongside the operations. 

274 Ibid 
275 See IGAD super note at 80 p. 27 
276 Markus Derbiorn, Eva Hagstrom fr isell , Jennifer Schmi dt, UN -EU -AU Coordination in Peace Operation 
in Africa. p. 45 ava il able at 
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4.3.3.4 Assessment on the Challenges o/the Evolving Modes o/Cooperation 

Genera ll y, "Collecti ve efforts by regional organizations are ent irely complementary to 

the purpose and principles of the UN Charter and are often undertaken in close 

cooperation with the UN." On top of thi s, regional organizations are also mainly 

subordinate to the UN in matter of maintenance of international peace and security. 

Emphasizing to "the complementary and subordinate" relationship between the UN and 

regional organizations, Chapter VIII of the UN Charter provided the way through which 

the Security Council may strengthen its interaction with regional organizations. However, 

as has been repeatedly asserted, the Chm1er lacks the forms or modes of cooperation 

between the UN and regional organizations. Fi lling this legal loop hole in the Charter is 

the evolving mode of cooperation witnessed after a Supplement to An Agenda fo r Peace 

in line with the growing tendency of peace operations by UN, regional and sub-regional 

organ izations .. In pm1icular, Co-deployment, Hybrid and Transition or Sequential modes 

of cooperation are currently in operations between the UN and AU peace operation 

missions in Easter Africa. Yet, it would still be obvious that Chapter VIII of the UN 

Charter is not explicit on the possibility of establishing such Hybrid or Co-deployment or 

Transition modes of peace operations and one cannot even fin<js equivalent legal terms. 

This reason is witnessed a statement made by Jane Holl Lute, ass istance Secretary

General for UN peacekeeping operation, calla a joint force as an "unprecedented" 

operation for the United Nations and never before in the history of the United Nations has 

the AU and the UN peace keepers worked explicitly with another organization.277 

However nove l they may be, the adoption of these new modes of cooperat ion has not 

reminded without challenges. 

Principally, all modes of operations are by nature complex, multinational, multicultural 

and multi-dimensional. F1Il1hermore they take place in difficult political, security, 

economic and humanitarian environments . Hence, setting a degree of predictability in 

those complex arrangements, whil st the necessary political autonomy of each 

organization mld the responsibilities of the Security COllllCil , will be a major challenge in 

277 See Lute super note at 254 
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" 
the years to come, For instance, in the Darfur case, while the latest UN Security Council 

resolution may pave the way for a more efficient peacekeeping force in Darfur, there are 

formidable challenges calling for concern regarding the mandate and command control of ......- ' 

the furce, troop contributions, the timetable for deployment, _funding and the government 

of Sudan's resort to delaying tactics in particular. One of the challenges that AU-UN 

miss ion is goi ng to face is the force ' s mandate278 So much so that , while the mandates of 

peace operation force under chapter VII mandate is highl y we lcomed; the 

acknowledgement of Sudan's sovereignty within the same paragraph quite to be 

troublesome on the face of the fa miliar attacks launched by the Sudanese Goverrullent ' s 

in its own civilian population, This to mean that, under the hybrid UNAMID formulation, 

operational command and contro l is in the hands of both institutions for the first time, in 

one of the most complex operational and political envirorunents experienced279 would be 

the challenges of effective cooperation. As a result of these political realties, (the 

compromise UNAMID as shaped by an intransigent Sudanese govenmlent, as well as the 

individual policies of members of the UN Security Council) , UNAMID 'S mandates have 

not been matched with the necessary resources and capabi lities- military, civilian and 

logistica l. 280 The operat ion 's dual dec ision-mak ing and command structures ri sk watering 

down accountability across the UN and AU, an issue that has al so plagued the parallel 

UN/AU hybrid mediation process28 J 

Moreover, another challenge that UNAMID encountered is ope with respect to tmop 

contribution. UN Security Counci l 1769 remains vague on troop contributions for the 

hybrid force and calls on the UN Secretary-General and the Chairperson of the African 

Union Commission to agree to the final composition of the military component of 

UNAMID, The government of Sudan has been res isting the deployment of non African 

troops into its territory, whereas onl y few Afri can countries cont ri buted troops to AMIS 

278 Towards an Understanding of peacekeeping Partnerships: Prospects, Lessons Learned and the Future 
Partnerships in Mhca p. 2 avai lable aJ 
htl p:l /www.cic .two.edu/ imernat ionalsectlr j tv/docs/toward san understand in g. pct f v is i ted on 
279 Ibid 
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and from all indications, they are not prepared to make any further contributions. Unlike 

troop 's contribution, one of the most critical challenges UNAMID will be facing is the 

question of funding. The hybrid operation is expected to cost more, yet no detailed long

term funding plan has been put in place. In this relation one. may argue the concepts 

cooperation in light of UNSC Resolution 1590. In fact it is true that after the 

establishment of the UNMIS mission in Darfur, the UNSC passed a resolution to call up 

coordination. For instance, the UN's Security Council Resolution 1590 adopted on 24 

March 2005 does call for better coordination between AMIS and UNMIS, the UN force 

that will monitor the comprehensive peace agreement negotiated between the GoS and 

the SPLM . Thi s may eventuall y create space for UNM IS "to identify ways in liaison with 

the AU to utili ze UNMIS's resources, particularly logistical and operations support 

elements, as we ll as resource capacity toward thi s end". However, it is not clear how this 

type of coordination might work in practice. In other word, the UN - through UNM IS -

may be in the position to provide significant support to the All' but it is not clear how 

this coordination might work in practice, given that each organisation has pursued a 

di stinct course of action in Sudan. This is mainly because; the AU and the UN have 

charted out very di stinct courses for action in Darfur. For example, the AU has led on the 

pol itical negotiations and has provided a presence on the ground in a situation where the 

UN Security Council was paralysed. 

In addition, severa l challenges are also seen in other modes of cooperation. In case of a 

co-deployment a command is one challenge for effective peace operations. For instance, 

challenges of the coordinatiof!.. in a mission area, as the EUSR and an EUFOR Force 

Commander in the field , under separate chains of command and with weak coordination 

arrangements, may well be troublesome.282In addition, co-deployments are often limited 

in time and scope, which reduce the incentives for transparency and information sharing, 

and these features may work counter-productively to the institutionalsation of trust and 

long-term commitment in peace support operation partnershi ps283 On the other hand, the 

Transition instrument, however, contain ri sks since it relies on a leve l of predictability of 

~8~ Super note 97 p. 44 
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partnership that currently does not exist, for example, in UN-EU-AU relation284 

Furthermore, the ownership and responsibility for the outcomes of the various stages of a 

peace operation may become blurred. The inheritance of both perception and structure in 

handing over of responsibility is also a source of fr iction and here, UNAM[O still 

struggling with the legacy of the perception of AM[S. 285 

Moreover, the I2roblem of funding and the mechanisms of making the cooperation Il1 

" 
practice are also challenges into the other existing modes cooperation; co-deployment, 

transitions or sequential. This is true in relation to the case in Burundi, In response to the 

conflict in Burundi, in Apri l 2003 the AU deployed its first peacekeeping mission to 

support the peace process in Burundi (AMIB). AMIB's central objective was to create 

conditions sufficiently stable for the UN Security Counci l to authorise a UN intervention 

and was deployed based on prior agreement that the UN would eventuall y assume 

responsibility for the miss ion.286 In other word, AMIB was deployed based on an 

understanding that the UN would take over peacekeeping responsibilities in Burundi. 

The concepts related with the modalities of "transitions or Co-deployment. However, 

though the transition was so effective, it is not without challenges, [n the first place, 

AMIB lacked the requisite financial resources to carry out such a robust mandate in the 

context of continued insecurity and was hampered by a lack of capacity (For example, the 

Peace and Security Council , and the Peace and Security Department, which were only 

coming into being when AMIB was deployed, did not have the institutional capacity to 

organise the financing or deployment),287 Moreover, though, the transition was a fl at one 

and may highli ght important lessons for future AU-UN operational relations, without 

lega l framework , it could not poss ible to argue that the cooperation is more effective. The 

fact is true because, from the beginning of its engagement in Burundi, the OAU/AU 

worked close ly with the UN and the two organizations developed a common 

understanding of the dynamics of the confl ict in Burundi 288 As a result, they were able to 
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I. 

reach consensus on the requirements for resolution and thei r respective roles for 

delivering on this agenda. 289 Consequently, AMIB headquarters and the UN political 

office in Burundi were keen to coordinate efforts and developed informal mechanisms for 

sharing information, analysis and best practices throughout AMIB's tenure 290 But, 

despite the existence of some sort of mechanisms of cooperation/coordination at that 

time, since the ways of cooperation are informal , it is diffi cult to conclude to be an 

effect ive means. 

Generally, it should be noted here that all of the above challenges are arising from the 

different meanings attributed to definitions of possible cooperation given by the fonner 

Secretary-General, Dr. Boutros- Gai l's. His definitions have fai led to determine who 

will be responsib le for absorbing the costs of missions or which organization will act as 

the fu lcrum in which type of operations. However, despite his ambitions, Boutros-Ghali 

foresees no instance where regional organizations are simply handed a peace operation. 

What it is ev ident that, the cooperation between the UN and AU-lGAD in peace 

operations have had significant effects, the need to establi sh effective cooperation 

between will still be a source of contention in the peace mission for years to come, 

particularly in miss ion of large scale engagement with various modalities of cooperation. 

Hence, finding appropriate mechanisms for cooperation and coordination is important for 

operational efficiency. In other words, the major challenges impeding TImctional UN-AU

IGAD cooperation and coordination schemes need to be addi"essed in order to make 

operations more effective everywhere. Accordingly, a legal platform governmg 

cooperation should be adopted having a binding effect on the concerned parties. In 

particular, the legal tools should clearly spell out the responsibility of the respective 

entities engaged in the mission. The UN, particularly the Security Council, should 

unde rline the importance of establishing a clear framework for cooperation and 

coordination between the UN and AU-lGAD, whenever the UN deploys forces alongside 

the forces of AU-IGAD . Such a framework should include specifying objectives, the 
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careful delineation of the respective roles and responsibility of the UN and the AU-IGAD 

and the areas of interaction of forces , and clear provisions regarding the safety and 

security of persOlmel. 

Accordingly, for future effective peace operations 111 Eastern Africa, conceptual tools 

which are put forward by the United Nations Missions approach have paramount 

significance. The main conceptual tools to achieve integration and coordination 

suggested by such concepts include: emphasis on clear strategic frameworks , promoting 

common understanding and outlining the purpose and desired objectives; process for 

intergraded and joint analys is, planning and assessment ; and structures that allow 

political direction to come from one office and for coordination in the fi eld , suggestions 

for executive coordination bodies, joint implementation plans, extensive use of liaisons, 

decentrali zations of decision-making, co-location of headquarters, and joint coordination 

of press and information activities are put forward .29I If not, one may clearly forecast the 
.' 

effects of absence of a legal means for putting the ideas into practice. Furthermore, 

undefined strategic frameworks fail short of defining how, when and why different actors 

combined their efforts, and promoting a mutual understanding of the mandate, 

approaches of different actors to address the most important element of enhanced 

direction; and absence of an establi shed level of predictability in the inter-organizational 

partnerships are further challenges in relation to the modalities of cooperation 292 The 

simple fac t of having modalities for UN support scheme and cooperation wi th the 

regional organization - such as the AU - will not be sufficient and sustainable unless 

backed by the necessary legal tools of enforcement.29J The legal framework, thus needed 

should be capable of providing predictable atmosphere for financial and resources 

support fo r reg ional peace operations. It is then that the objectives of UN-AU cooperation 

in the maintenance of peace and security in Eastern Africa will be successfully reali zing 

the spirit of the UN and regional organizations cooperation as stated under Chapter VIIl 

291 Executi ve Brief; UN-EU-AU coordinat ion in peace operations in Afri ca p. 8 ava ilable at 
www.foi. se/upload/project! A frica/UN%20EU%20%A U20%coordination%20 in%20peace visited on Dec. 
07,2008 
292 Ibid 
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of the UN Charter. Above all, such reform within the provisions of the UN Charter will 

have enormous impact in enhancing UN's overriding responsibility reali zing sub-regional 

peace operations. 

Furthermore, 'a full scale legal reform on Chapter VIII of the UN Charter requIres 

contemplating about the adoption of new laws or rules sought to advance the role of the 

world body 's cooperation with regional organizations in peace operation missions. In 

particular, any attempt to revitalize the modalities of cooperation envisaged under 

Chapter VIII decline to provide a solution on the problems possibly arising from the veto 

power exercised by the UNSC.,,294 To this end, the task to be performed should answer 

the basic issue on what will be the panacea to forestall the political problems associated 

in UNSC voting procedures potentially impeding the manner or ways of modalities of 

UN cooperation with the regional organizations such as AU_IGAD_ 295 The process also 

calls for considering about the inclusion or formulations of more specific instructions for 

cooperation arrangement in the mandates itself which may lead the cooperation 

meaningful. This is because for instance, absence of concepts prescribing and 

establishing clear structures, processes and mechanisms of cooperation and coordination 

for joint operations or hybrid or co-deployment missions as well as means of financial 

support could be the elements that are of the major future challenges of cooperation in 

peace operations296 For the purpose of changing the old legal relationships or in a quest 

of adding new framework for the formal mechanism for the new modalities of 

cooperation, one interesting problem would be aroused between UN and AU future 

cooperation in peace operations. On one hand, the Chmier encourages regional 

organizations to undertake peacemaking initiatives in their respective regions. On the 

other hand, under Articles 53 of the UN Charter, regional organizations are, however, 

required to obtain authorization from the UN Security Council before any enforcement 

actions are taken and to keep the Council fully informed of their actions. But, currently 

the AU adopts principal sources of authority with respect to its interventions in Africa, 

" 4 Ibid 
295 Ibid 
296 Ibid 
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wi th or without prior authorization from the UN. Such a new adoption is aroused from 

legal way of interpretations which pauses a major challenge for the conducting of peace 

enforcement operations in cooperation and coordination with the United Nation. 

Generall y, having in mind such an unambiguous legal framework, further legal forms of 

cooperation between the UNSC and AUPSC in relation to the various proposed 

modal ities of cooperation could be put in question . In thi s connection, the wri ters of thi s 

paper argues that the African Union and the sub-regional organizations must now full y 

accept the fact that they have to take the primary ownership of the efforts to so lve the 

continent's problems especiall y those relating to peace and security. This is necessary 

because, in my view, the outside world has for sometime now, shown signs that it is 

becoming increasingly less enthusiastic in solving the continent's problems. Indeed, if the 

Union fail s to take care of Africa's problems as a regional entity, it will have to continue 

to live with and shoulder costly humanitarian problems such as refugees and internall y 

displaced persons, envirorunental degradations, as well as continue to bear witness to 

heavy loss of human life 297 

With regard to the prime responsibility, while it is not questionable as to the necess ity of 

observing the UN Charter stipulation as clearl y defined in Chapter VIII , it must be take 

into considerations the most important role of the AU that can play should be a politica l 

one and where UN action is hesitant to manage an unfolding conflict in African 

continents. 298 In line with thi s, the AU's endeavor to bring lasting peace and security 

within the continent may be fruitful if there is some sort of delegated power attributed to 

it or di scretion to act taking into account the actual fact on the ground 299 If so the UN 

should also institute mechanisms that oversee AU and sub-regional actions and ensure 

that they are legitimate under Chapter VIII of UN Charter300 Moreover, such delegated 

power will make the UN itse lf stronger and more relevant and, make it to recognize the 

297 Ib id 
298 Ambassadord Sam B. (2002), the Role of Supra-regiona l Organizations and the UN in the Africa Union 
a va i labl e hn p:/ Iwww. ulleea. 0 I'g/eca _l'esolll'ces/ .. .12002 _ speeches/03 03 02statemen t_ amb _ sam.h t acsessed 
011 Decmber 10 2008 
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actions in the manner of cooperation in part of Chapter VIII of the UN Charter, and 

further sees to reform the Chapter. JO IThe problem here is taking into the current roles of 

the AU; how certain functions could be devolved to it, which should proceed with plans 

to create a 15,000 sh'ong African stand-by force by 2010 that it can active in cases in 

which the UN is lUlwilling to act could easily solved is so great302Having taken on peace 

operation responsibilities that might otherwise have fallen initially to the United Nations; 

the AU has become a more substantive actor and UN partner in address ing peace and 

stability on Eastern Africa. Because of the organizations' shared interest in promoting 

peace and security in Eastern Africa, cooperation and coordination with AU and 

development of its peace operations capacity has become to be taken into consideration 

in future UN reforms. This analysis is affirmed in a meeting in a seminar held in the 

Center for Conflict Resolution (CCR) Cape Town, South Africa. In the particular 

meeting, participants deliberated the merits of institutional reform of the United Nations 

(UN) - a pivotal actor in Africa's security architecture- and considered a possible 

restructuring of its relationships with the Africa Union (AU) and Africa sub-regional 

organizations30Jln this connection, in suppol1 of such a priority, the following analysis 

has been stated : 

.101 Ibid 

A clear institutional division of labor based on respective capacities 

and political realities must be established. Drawing on the 

re~pective strength and weaknesses of the A U and UN, these 

organizations should beller define burden-sharing mechanisms for 

peace operations on the continent, clarifY each institutions roles and 

thus support more predictable responses in the fii/ure . Based on 

these defined roles, the AU Peace and Security Council and the UN 

Security Council should develop beller methods of communication 

and establishing concrete and predictable fimding mechanisms to 

support A U-lead peace operations. A U an UN cooperation on peace 

operations is critical necessity: the A U and the UN stand to retain 

302 The New Partnersh ip for A FRICA'S SECU RITY ava ilable at www.iss.org.za/index.php? link vis ited on 
16 January 2009 P.1 2 

303 Ibid p. 8 
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their current responsibility for promoting security and developments 

throughout Afi'ica in the years and decades ahead. 304 

Generally, if the Security Council fail s to encourage the UN and AU to facili tate the 

development of compatible legal framework for effective transitions between UN and 

non-UN peace operations, in close consultation with them that have experience in such 

transitions and building on lessons learned and practices, it coul." not be possible to trace 

the very end-goal of operation in east Africa. 305 Here, legal planning factors include those 

arising from the framework for consultation between the UN and AU-IGAD conducting 

the peace operation; arrangements for the provision of diplomatic and operational support 

to such operations; arrangements for the conduct of combined, joint and integrated 

operations by and co-deployment of the United Nations and other such forces and 

standards for training and planning of operations as major focus of consuitationsJ06 A 

focus of interest in the meeting, that needs to be cited here, held to discuss the issues of 

cooperation of the UN and AU. In March 2007, the Security Council held a special 

meeting to discuss the UN collaboration with the Africa regional organizations, 

particularly the African UnionJ 07 At the meeting, the Council requested that the 

Secretary-General collaborate wi th the African Union and other regional organizations to 

develop ' specific proposals on how the United Nations can better support arrangements 

for future cooperation and coordination with regional organizations in Chapter VIII 

arrangements" on common security challenges and "to promote the deepening and 

broading of dialogue and cooperation between the Security Counci l and the Peace and 

Security Council of the African Union"J08 The team and objecti ves of the meeting has 

paramount significant but, if such initiat ives are not developed into in a legal framework 

on the nature and structure of cooperation and coordination between the UN and AU

IGAD, the current roles of regional organizations in the maintenance of peace and 

304 The Henery Stimson Center; A Better Partnerships? UN-AU Co llaborations for Peace Operations 23 
February 2007 available at http ://www.stimson .orgifopo/pd flUN AU MEETiNG NOTE FINALpd f. 
visited on Dec. 12 2008 
lOS Ibid 
306 Ibid 
3O' lbid p. 112 
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security will become paralyzed, and a more insecure regions and sub-regions could 

proliferate.309 To sum up, absence of defined and clearer design of structure of modalities 

of cooperation between the UN and AU and IGAD at three organizational levels, and 

with unclear understanding of the comparative advantage that each 

organizat ion/ institution would totally foster the future challenges of UN-AU-IGDA peace 

operation mi ssions. Moreover, while the peace missions in Burundi, and Darfur have 

shown that a di vision of labor between the United Nations and Afri can Union can work, 

many related issues still require clarification. For example, a questions of doctrine of co

ex istence and cooperation for whether or not to make it formali ze the legal, operational 

and financial details of regionalizing peace operation respon~ibility in Eastern Africa 

with the need of ensuring the additional burden for African states that had been kept as 

light as possible are quests for future effective peace operations. 

309 Ibid 
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Conclusion and Recommendation 

Conclusion 

The relationship between UN and regional organizations was premised in Chapter VIII of 

UN Charter, which addresses regional arrangements for international peace and security. 

Under Article 52 of Chapter VIII, nothing "precludes" regional arrangements or agencies 

from dea ling with matters related to peace and security, within the territory of the 

Security Council. But the Charter requires their actions to be consistent wi th UN 

decision-making. Article 53 states that the Security Council shall where appropri ate, 

utilize such regional arrangements or agencies for enforcement action under its authority. 

But no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements or by regional 

agencies without the authorization of the Security Council. 

However, despite recognitions of relationships on the UN Charter, several challenges are 

raised between UN and regional organizations. In particular, this has been the case of the 

UN and AU-IGAD cooperation in peace operation missions for the maintenance of peace 

and security in East Africa. It is obvious that, the Africa continent, especially the East 

Afri ca sub-regions, remains to be the locus of most UN and AU-IGAD peace operation 

miss ions. Through thei r own miss ions' experiences, AU-UN has conducted peace 

operation independently and sometimes jointly or in transition. This is true fo r instance, 

peace operations missions in Ethiopia and Eritrea, Burundi and the Sudan, and now in 

Somalia. 

Considering these engagements to be in line with the relationships envisaged under 

Chapter VIII, the very first challenges here is in understanding the idea of "relationship" 

as it arises from the plain reading and interpretation of the Charter. As one simply reads 

Chapter VIII , it is not clear and elaborate as to concepts of relationship or cooperation 

and coordination between the UN and AU-I GAD in the area of peace operat ion missions. 

For instance, Chapter VIII merely sti pulates the words of arrangements or agency fo r the 

purpose of pacific settlements without providing any other explanations. Moreover, it 
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also merely puts that the Security Counci l may utilize such organizations for the 

mai ntenance of peace and security without mentioning the mechanisms of operational or 

other means of support. Based on this assumption, because of such premised absence of 

explicit terms of reference for effecti ve cooperation/relationship, it wo uld lead 

misconception, misunderstanding and misperception as to what such relationship entail s, 

and what should be other addi tional guiding principles of this cooperation need. 

Generall y, while the actual recognition of the role of regional organizations under 

Chapter VIII is not questionable, it is difficult to pin point the terms of relationship or 

partnerships. How do they and should they work together to address the peace and 

securi ty in the continents are not clearly stated. Particularl y, Chapter VIII does not 

indicate the manner of each other support within the framework of institutional 

co ll aboration. To sum up, from the plain reading of the Charter, one may conclude that, 

lack of we ll defined, fo rmalized and clarified terms of reference on the concepts of 

modes of cooperation and coordination under Chapter VIII of the UN Charter, are the 

problems fo r future joint peace operation mission. 

Moreover interp retations' of the wordings of the UN Chazier is another trouble of 

cooperationlre lationships between UN and AU-IGAD in peace operation missions. This 

challenge is very critical especially in relations to the AU'S emerging peace and security 

architectures and its active engagements with peace and security issues of the Africa 

continents. For instance, while the UN Charter stipulates that it can authorize a regional 

organizat ions to undertake enfo rcement act ion under its authority and also while it asserts 

that , no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements or agencies 

without the authorization of Security Council , there are several provisions in both the 

Constitutive Act and the Protoco l establishing the AU PSC that appear to be 

contradictory. A close look at such documents show a level of ambiguity as to whether 

the PSC could taken upon the prime responsibility for peace and security in Afi·ica. First 

of all , the two documents are silent as to whether or not require prior consent from the 

Securi ty Council. Secondly, the other issue in thi s regard is, while the PSC has 

recognized its prime responsibility fo r promoting peace and security in Africa, it should 
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further pledges to cooperate and work with the UNSC. In view of these two cases of 

confusing arrangement, it seems sound to question some conceptual, legal, and 

operational issues that come into picture in UN-AU-IGAD cooperation in peace 

operation miss ions. To what extent must the UN support the AU-IGAD when for instance 

the PSC take unilatera l decisions? Or how far can the UN go to support decisions taken 

by AU- IGAD outs ide the realm of the Security Council in terms of for instance, troops, 

funding and other supports could be a possible pitfalls. 

Here, several reasons are forwarded as to why the AU undertakes peace security 

intervention through the mechanisms of Charter interpretation. Some argued that, so long 

as AU's actions have contributed to the UN mandate of maintaining the peace and 

security of international community, the decision to intervene by the AU could not be 

seen to violate the provision of Article 2(4) of the UN Charter and the customary 

principle of ' non-intervention' under general international law. Moreover Chapter VIII 

underlines the roles that regional organizations can playas partners of the UN in 

maintaining internat ional peace and security. This is also a similar reason why when the 

AU undertakes peace and security intervention: it perceives that its actions as a 

contribution to the UN and international community. 

The challenge facing the UN-AU-IGAD cooperation in peace operation in East Africa so 

far can be exemplified by the early evolved modalities. In this context, in the past recent 

years has saw enormous development in the emergency of practical arguments in support 

of effective utilization of Charter provisions dealing on the role of regional arrangements 

for the maintenance of peace and security. Notably among these are, the substantial 

amount of attention devoted to di scussing the role of regional organizations by Boutros

Gha li within the Agenda for Peace and its supplement have paramount significant. In 

terms of peace operations, the follow up to Agenda for Peace li sts three different 

modalities of cooperat ion between the UN and regional organizations . These are; Co

deployment, Operational supporl and Joint operation (others call Hybrid and Transition 

or Sequential) to which practically in use by AU-UN peace operation mi ssions in East 
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Africa. Darfur (Sudan) , AU/UN hybrid peace operation mission, is one example where 

AMIS and UNMIS finally conducted peace operation under the acronym of UNAMID . 

Similarly, peace operation in Burundi was also another aspect where AU-UN employed 

the rest two modalities. The AMIB was the AU' s first peace operations worked alongside 

with the UN and on the other it was set up with the expectation that AU would hand it off 

to the UN . However, unlike the growing ambitions for creating ways of cooperation, as 

such these new modalities are not without problems/challenges. 

By analyzing these cases (Burundi and Darfur) we have also seen some problems. The 

first challenge here is, with rega rd to their legitimacy under the UN Charter. Without any 

doubt Chapter VIII of the UN Chm1er is not explicit on the possibility of establishing 

such Hybrid or Co-deployment or Transition modes of peace operations and even one 

cannot find s legal terms. Hence, given such vague arrangements, the situation may give 

ri se to wide possibility of raising serious questions as to the. legality of the different 

modalities of cooperation. Parallel to this, it seems hardily realistic to succeed in 

responding to or resolve those intersnic and accessory issues related to the modalities of 

peace operation without there being a binding effects attached to it. The other 

fundamental challenges are related to constituent elements during the formations of 

modalities of cooperation and with the facts faced during operational missions. For 

instance, AU/UN hybrid mission in Darfur, the hybrid UNAMID formulation, 

operational command and control is in the hands of both institutions for the first time, in 

one the most complex operational and political environments experienced be the 

challenges of effective cooperation. Moreover the operation' s dual decision-making and 

command structures risk watering down accountability across the UN and AU, an issue 

that has also plagued the parallel UN! AU hybrid mediation process. Another challenge 

that UNAMID faces is one with respect to troop contribution. UN Security Council 

Resolution 1769 remains vague on h'oop contributions for the hybrid force and calls on 

the UN Secretary-General and the Chairperson of the African Union Commission to 

agree to the final composition of the military component of UNA MID. Fa!" more than, the 

problems of troop ' s contribution and questions of funding are some of the most critical 
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challenges facing in the UNAMID peace operation mIssIons 111 Darfur. The hybrid 

operation is ex pected to cost more, yet no detailed long-term funding plan has been put in 

place. 

Furthermore, modalities of co-deployment and Operational (transition) are also faced 

similar challenges. In case of a co-deployment a command is one challenge for effective .,,-----

peace operations. For instance, challenge coordination in a mission area, as they EUSR 

and an EUFOR Force Commander in the field, under separate chains of command and 

with weak coordination arrangements, may well be troublesome. In addition, co

deployments are often limited in time and scope, which reduce the incentives for 

transparency and information sharing, and these features may work counter-productive to 

the institutional sation of trust and long-term commitment in peace support operation 

partnerships. For the same, the ownership and responsibility for the outcomes of the 

various stages of a peace operation may become blurred. The diverse perception on the 

structure to be employed in handing over of responsibility is also a source of friction. 

Here it is worth mentioning the case in Burundi where AU (AMIB) and the UN (ONUB) 

were undertook operation using such modalities. Here the means of exchanging 

information in the activities of coordination bin AU and the UN was not formal. It is 

clear that absence of legal as well as formal means of cooperation/coordination is fu rther 

make the problem worse. In addition, AU (AMIB) encountered with problems of funding 

and institutional capacity up to the time of processing the transition and when the UN 

operated along side with AU. 

Concluding, the discussion on the aforementioned challenges one sees a complex 

situation portraying the problem shadowing UN-AU-IGAD cooperation in peace 

operation missions. Needless to say, the circumstance aggravating the problems even 

further is the abseJ1ce clear cut legal framework for the implementation of the modalities 
. ~ ,. 

of cooperation. The way how to from the modalities of cooperation are not emanate from 

the formal or legal framework, like for instance Chapter VIII of UN Charter. Moreover 

saving with the absence of legal framework, the problems also aggravated due to the 
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deficiency of understanding the constituents of the terms of modalities. In this cOIUlection 

such new modalities of cooperation, to which was proposed by Boutros-Ghali 's, fonner 

Secretary-General, hi s defini tions fa il to determine who will be responsible fo r absorbing 

the costs of missions or which organization will act as the fulcrum in which type of 

operations. However, despite hi s ambitions, Boutros-Ghali fo resees no instance where 

regional organizations are simply handed a peace operation. 

Recommendation 

We have discussed the different chal lenges in this thes is. These ~ha llenges were shown in 

areas of the existing mode of cooperation and coord ination of UN-AU-IGAD peace 

operation missions in East Africa and gaps in legal provisions with regard to the 

mechanisms or ways of cooperation and coordination under Chapter VIII of the UN 

Charter and the AU ' s Constitutive Act. In light of the different observations made based 

on the findings of the research, the research puts the fo llowing recommendations with a 

view to improving the ex isti ng alTangements: 

1. Defi ning the role of regional organizations play in the maintenance of 

peace and security under Chapter VIII is crucial , in particular the 

prevention, management and resolution of confl icts; 

2. Establishing a system and a laying out a working formula that allows 

the United Nations to engage with regional organizations when a 

conflict erupts are needed. 

3. providi ng fo r a lega ll y bi nding and comprehensive support and 

cooperation mechanism between UN and other regional organizations, 

such as the AU, including predictable legal framework for financial and 

resources support for regionally peace operations in line with a 

contemporary application of Chapter VIII of the UN Ch~rter. 
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4. With regard to fulfilling the prime responsibility of peac~ and security, 

AU-lOAD initiative and over all undertaking should be conducted in the 

auspice of the UN - as it's clearly stipulated in Chapter VIII of UN 

Charter. Nonetheless, the whole business of peace operation missions for 

the maintenance of peace and secmity in the region should take into 

account the overriding importance of the available solution emanating 

from the AU in add ress ing continental or regional instabili ty. Especially, 

such approach appears to be fruitful where there is ambivalence from the 

UN hesitating to take action on and manage unfo lding conflicts in 

African nations. On top of these, it is indispensable to stress, here, that -

the UN should have the upper hand in installing mechanism to over see 
" 

AU-lOAD actions on whether or not their engagement is legitimate under 

Chapter VIIl of UN Charter. 

5. In line with Chapter VIII of UN Charter, there is a need for establishing 

and strengtheni ng of normative/legal rules and frameworks of 

cooperat ion which wi ll create triggers fo r prompt action by the AU , the 

UN and others when there is a crisis that threatens democracy and human 

rights. 

6. The expanSlOn of the present provisions of the UN Charter is of 

paramount signi fi cance so as to give the AU improved and more direct 

access to the cumbersome UN machinery, and for this effect, all available 

means should be clearly defined, Along with this, improved access must 

come the financial, material and human support for the Union's efforts, 

through often legal process rather than a self-triggering mechanism, and 

politica l procedures of the UN to secure support. 
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7. The strengthening and improvement of regu lar institutional coordi nation 

and regular consultations between the UN and the AU are needed. 

8. Discussing common approach and frameworks that can be des igned to 

ensme that the natme of the collaboration and cooperation between the 

United Nations and regional organizations are very crucial. Corollary to 

thi s, the Security Counci l should encourage the UN and AU to faci litate 

the development of compatible legal framework for effective transitions 

between UN and non-UN peace operations, in close consultation with 

them that have experi ence in such transitions and building on lessons 

leaned and practices. Among the many legal planning factors , include 

those ari sing from the framework for consultation between the UN and 

AU-lOAD conducting the peace operation, arrangements for the 

provision of diplomatic and operational support to such operations; 

arrangements for the conduct of combined, joint and integrated 

operations by and co-deployment of the United Nations and other such 

force should be the main components of the planning. 

9. Finally, the better legal framework direction sets the prerequisites for 

cooperation, the better relationship and coordination in the peace 

operat ion miss ion will work are the overall need this because 

cooperation/coordinati on benefited from specific rules or laws, and such 

legal frameworks are emerging. Moreover there is a pattern emerging in 

peace operation in East Africa with quick intervention by the AU, and 

transition to the UN or dealing jointly or in co-deployment when the 

si tuation permits. Hence, the need to develop and find explicit definitions 

and concepts from the legal point of view for the evolving modalities are 

evident. 
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